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Abstract

This dissertation concerns the application of a method for developing context

dependent CASE-tool evaluation frameworks. Evaluation of CASE-tools prior to

adoption is an important but complex issue; there are a number of reports in the

literature of the unsuccessful adoption of CASE-tools. The reason for this is that

the tools have often failed in meeting contextual expectations. The genuine

interest and willingness among organisational stakeholder to participate in the

study indicate that evaluation of CASE-tools is indeed a relevant problem, for

which method support is scarce.

To overcome these problems, a systematic approach to pre-evaluation has been

suggested, in which contextual demands and expectations are elucidated before

evaluating technology support.

The proposed method has been successfully applied in a field study. This

dissertation contains a report and reflections on its use in a specific organisational

context. The application process rendered an evaluation framework, which

accounts for demands and expectations covering the entire information systems

development life cycle relevant to the given context.

The method user found that method transfer was indeed feasible, both from

method description to the analyst and further from the analyst to the

organisational context. Also, since the span of the evaluation framework and the

organisation to which the method was applied is considered to be large, this

indicates that the method scales appropriately for large organisations.

Keywords: Evaluation frameworks, method support, CASE-tool, CASE-tool

evaluation
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1 Introduction

The organisational adoption and usage of CASE-tools is often problematic and a need to

approach CASE-tool evaluation in a systematic way has arisen. According to Lundell

and Lings (1997) this stems from two major issues. Firstly, the expectances of CASE-

tool functionality have often been higher than the supported functionality; this has

caused a mismatch leading to discontent. Secondly, there is the issue of organisational

fit. Different organisations have different needs, implying that certain CASE-tools may

not fit while others do. This calls for an evaluation approach that takes into

consideration both the functionality offered by CASE-tools, as well as the

organisational setting, i.e. the context in which the tool is to be used. To further

emphasise the importance of context considerations, the interpretation of the acronym

CASE is not obvious.

1.1 CASE

Providing a commonly agreed definition of CASE is a difficult task since many

different definitions have been proposed in the literature. A common interpretation of

the term is Computer-Aided Software Engineering. In a broad sense this depicts CASE

as “any tool that supports software engineering” (Connolly and Begg 1999, p. 133).

However, there are also many other interpretations of the acronym CASE. For example,

King (1997) argues that such a definition is too focused on software engineering, and

that a definition should somehow incorporate the multifaceted nature of organisations.

King (1997), thus suggests that information systems (IS) development should take on a

broader view, including strategic planning and organisational learning, thus

acknowledging “the significance of politics, culture, resources and past experiences in

IS development.” (p. 323). Given this broader view of IS development, CASE-tools

could be looked upon as being part of the organisational context and the processes in IS

development. King (1997) thus states that perhaps:

“‘Computer Aided Systems Emergence’ would be more apt,

recognising that we can plan (or engineer) the technical elements to

some extent, but that the ultimate outcome will depend upon the less

predictable interplay between stakeholder interests.” (p. 328)
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In the organisational context of the study the analyst encountered a similar definition to

that of King’s (1997). CASE-tools may, according to organisational members, loosely

be defined as tools supportive of systems development projects, including modelling,

coding, and database design.

As the above discussion illustrates, there are several different (and partially conflicting)

definitions of CASE. This indicates that it is likely to be of interest for organisations to

evaluate CASE-tools prior to adoption so that they may choose a tool compliant to the

organisation's expectations.

1.2 CASE Tool Evaluation

Many methods exist for CASE-tool evaluation, of which a method proposed by Lundell

and Lings (1999b) is one. The method proposed takes on a “grounding” approach to the

creation of evaluation frameworks. The “grounding” approach means that the demands

specified for tool support should be grounded in the relevant organisational context as

opposed to evaluations being based on a-priori evaluation frameworks.

A step on the way to providing more rigorous and structured evaluation frameworks for

adoption of CASE-tools has been the ISO-standard (ISO, 1995; ISO, 1999) (hereafter

referred to as the standard). The method proposed by Lundell and Lings (1999b),

originated as a result of an analysis of the standard, and in particular a recognition a lack

of method support in the standard for how to address the task of identifying potential

mismatches that may occur in evaluations when organisations decide on what demands

to make. To do this the method proposes a “grounding” approach using two different

phases for collecting, exploring and validating demands that the organisation may make.

The standard’s approach to CASE-tool evaluation is to provide a fixed structure and set

of CASE-tool characteristics that has been defined a-priori (ISO, 1995; ISO, 1999). The

framework consists of a number of defined evaluation criteria that can be used, and

augmented as necessary (ISO, 1995, p. 25). An organisation that wants to undertake an

evaluation selects and weights relevant criteria from the a-priori list of demands to

create a specific evaluation framework based on their requirements (ISO, 1995). The

organisation then conducts laboratory experiments on a number of CASE-tools to find

out whether, and how, selected criteria are supported in each of the tools. The
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organisation then uses the respective weights of the criteria, and compares these to the

support offered by each tool. This yields a ranking of the tools, which may assist in

deciding on which CASE-tool to choose (ISO 1995).

1.3 Method Support for Developing Context Dependent CASE-tool

Evaluation Frameworks

Considering the standard, questions arise. Firstly, taken that no agreed clear conceptions

of what a CASE-tool is exists (Lundell and Lings, 1999, p. 172), how may a-priori

criteria be selected in, as the standard claims, an objective manner and what assurances

are there that, given the situation, the criteria selected are relevant to the organisational

context at hand? Secondly, how can the process of weighting selected criteria be

conducted in an objective way to assure that a fair evaluation framework is created?

The first issue is relevant since there is a lack of an agreed definition of the concept of

CASE (King, 1997; Lundell and Lings, 1999). This is to say that concept interpretation

is dependent on the specific organisation. Thus an a-priori definition of a concept,

adopted and applied, might render an evaluation with a focus on the wrong aspects.

Also, the differing conceptions of CASE-tools and of the functionality supported

impose difficulties in selecting evaluation criteria. If a shared understanding of CASE-

tools and of supported functionality is lacking, it might severely bias the expectations

and thus the results from an evaluation. In this respect, it is important

“in order to account for experiences and outcomes associated with

CASE tools, [to] consider the social context of systems development,

the intentions and actions of key players, and the implementation

process followed by the organization” (Orlikowski, 1993, p. 309)

Secondly, the standard, (ISO, 1995) states, “users should select only those sub-

characteristics which have significant weight with respect to their organisation’s

requirements” (p. 25). The process of assigning weights to criteria selected for

evaluation is unclear and may thus cause significant evaluation bias since criteria may

be used for which definitions are absent or lack consensus. According to Lundell and

Lings (1997), there are inherent problems in the standard with respect to achieving

objectivity in an evaluation result.
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These issues have been central in the development of a qualitative method for CASE-

tool evaluation framework development that is organisation specific, as proposed by

Lundell and Lings (1997).
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2 Background

Chapter 2 introduces the method and the general approach to CASE-tool evaluation that

is being advocated. This chapter also introduces some fundamental qualitative

approaches, including qualitative research design that has influenced the creation of the

method proposed by Lundell and Lings (1999).

2.1 The Method of Lundell and Lings

This chapter gives an introduction to the method for CASE-tool evaluation framework

development that has been applied in the project. The introduction has three main

sources: published papers on the method, discussions with the method creators, and a

draft Ph.D. thesis.

The method used in the project is designed to account for the need to consider not only

the technological but also the organisational setting when evaluating CASE-tools. This

has led to the design of a qualitative, two-phased method informed by grounded theory1

(Lundell and Lings, 1999b). The method focuses on pre-usage evaluation as opposed to

post-usage evaluation. The authors claim that a systematic pre-usage evaluation is often

overlooked and that it is important to evaluate the organisational fit of CASE-tools prior

to selection and adoption. Lundell and Lings (1999b) further acknowledge that the

success of an adopted CASE-tool can only be certified through a post-usage evaluation.

Being informed by grounded theory has an extensive impact on the design of the

method. According to Lundell and Lings (1999b), referring to (Glaser, 1978), four

properties are desirable for any theory; the theory should “fit (the data), work (be useful

for interpretation), be relevant (to the organisation) and be modifiable (in the light of

new data) (p. 256).” These properties constrain the method in that nothing is done that

isn’t grounded in the relevant data and in the organisational setting from which the data

stems. This, according to Glaser and Strauss (1967), means that the theory should be

indicated by, and be relevant to the data. By no means may the theory be “forcibly”

applicable to the data, as may be the case when exemplifying instead of grounding the

theory in live data (Glaser and Strauss, 1967).

1 See appendix A
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Development of an evaluation framework “is an evolutionary process involving data

collection, analysis and coding.” (Lundell and Lings, 1999b, p. 256). This view has

influenced the design of the method as proposed by Lundell and Lings (1999b), which

consists of two phases with sequential as well as simultaneous iterations. The reason for

this two-phase layout is the aim to develop two different kinds of evaluation framework

(Lundell and Lings, 1999b). The discrepancies between these lie in the focus given in

each phase.

Phase 1 focuses on the organisational setting and on the expectancies and requirements

that the organisation has about what a CASE-tool is and what it can do (Lundell and

Lings, 1999b). The expected outcome of phase 1 is thus a long-term evaluation

framework that takes into account the organisational setting and the organisational

demands, unconstrained by current technology.

Phase 2 takes as input the long-term, strategic evaluation framework produced in phase

1. However, in phase 2 the focus shifts from organisational to technological. Phase 2 is

thus technology dependent and by using a pilot study (tool exploration) considers how

the demands given by phase 1 can be met by current state-of-the-art CASE-tools

(Lundell and Lings, 1999b). The evaluation framework resulting from phase two will

therefore always be a version of the framework from phase 1.
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When stable

The role of phase 1 is to:

� facilitate an in-depth understanding of need
� develop a 'rich' and relevant evaluation framework

When new discovery

The role of phase 2 (pilot evaluation) is to:

� improve 'precision' in the framework's content
� expand the emerging framework
� increase 'pragmatism' (or 'realism')

(Lundell and Lings, 1999, p. 256)

Figure 1: Overview of the method phases and their interrelationships. In Phase 1

demands and requirements of CASE-tool functionality are expressed in an emerging

strategic evaluation framework. When most of the demands have been captured the

framework stabilises indicating it is time to move to the second phase in which a

version of the strategic framework is produced in a field study expressing a version

of the strategic framework that actual CASE-tools may support. The method then

iterates the phases until the organisation has generated satisfyingly precise and

useful evaluation frameworks.

When entering phase 1 an attempt is made to achieve an in-depth understanding of the

organisation. It is also important that a clear understanding of concepts among the

stakeholders is achieved to enable them to share concepts in a local (context-dependent)

language when stating demands and expectations in an emerging strategic evaluation

framework (Lundell and Lings 1999b). Thus, during phase 1 concepts are defined and

requirements of desired CASE-tool functionality are formulated irrespective of any

technological constraints. When the emerging strategic framework stabilises phase 2

starts. Note that discussions in phase 1 do not come to a complete halt because phase 2

has started but instead may be allowed to continue simultaneously (Lundell and Lings

1999b).
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Phase 2 takes as input the strategic evaluation framework from phase 1. The demands

and requirements specified are then evaluated in a pilot study (tool exploration) against

one or more state-of-the-art CASE-tools. The aim of phase 2 is to expand the strategic

framework with improved precision and increased realism in order to facilitate a more

in-depth technical analysis of the support state-of-the-art that CASE-tools have with

respect to the demands and requirements of the organisation (Lundell and Lings,

1999b).

In phase 2, unexpected functionality may also be found which is not explicitly asked for

but that may be useful to the organisation. This may also impact on framework

expansion. However, as stated above, the pragmatic framework resulting from phase 2

is always a version of the strategic evaluation framework resulting from phase 1. Thus

new and unexpected discoveries are not included in the pragmatic framework. Instead

new discoveries in functionality offered, that do not directly support the organisational

demands as stated in the strategic framework, are considered only as data. This data

may then be considered by the organisation when iterating phase 1.

In effect this means that phase 1 provides input to phase 2 in the form of a strategic

evaluation framework while the output pragmatic evaluation framework from phase 2

only indirectly affects an iteration with phase 1. The reason for this is that new findings

of perhaps interesting functionality are to be seen only as raw data to be considered by

phase 1. The complete layout of the method and of its outputs and data-flows can be

seen in figure 2.
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Strategic
Evaluation
Framework
(long term

investment)Discoveries and experiences

abstracted from exploration of product

Produce framework ...

Full evaluation

Contextual Setting

Refined
Evaluation
Framework
(tailored

for current
technology)

... using
Contextual basis:

Phase 1

... also using
Technology basis:

Phase 2
(pilot evaluation)

Data
Sources

(Lundell and Lings, 1999, p. 256)

Figure 2: Method overview illustrating the major phase interactions and the resulting

data flows. Also the method output and the versioning of the strategic framework

into a technology tailored pragmatic framework is illustrated. Bear in mind the

iterative as well as concurrent nature of the method.

Figure 2 shows how the method’s phases interact and how new discoveries in phase 2

are considered as data. When undertaking phase 2, sooner or later the rate with which

new discoveries are made will falter and the resulting refined pragmatic evaluation

framework will stabilise indicating that it is time to iterate with phase 1 (Lundell and

Lings, 1999b). This means that further consideration of the organisational demands will

be undertaken using a slightly different set of data. Differences may occur because new

discoveries in phase 2 might lead to changed or adjusted demands. According to

Lundell and Lings (1999b), the organisational learning that takes place when

developing the frameworks and getting to know the tools also impacts on demands and

requirements asked for. The result is a new and revised strategic framework where the

demands and requirements may be different and more precise.

When the new strategic evaluation framework is considered stable this will then again

be used as input to phase 2. Thus, in phase 2, a new refined pragmatic evaluation
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framework will be developed, using a pilot study, considering the support given for the

new demands and requirements stated by the strategic framework (Lundell and Lings,

1999b). Thus undertaking phase 2 may yield new discoveries, which are then treated as

data for iteration with phase 1 and so on… The process is thus repeated and further

iterations can be undertaken until the organisation is satisfied with the outcome.

The method delivers three different forms of outcome. Firstly, it delivers a strategic

evaluation framework. This constitutes both currently supported and unsupported

demands and requirements on CASE-tools, based on the organisational needs. Also, the

strategic framework provides an in-house developed and agreed upon local language of

concepts relevant to evaluation and to CASE-technology.

Secondly, the method generates a pragmatic refined evaluation framework. This

framework is intended as a reference when evaluating CASE-tools in an adoption

process (Lundell and Lings, 1999b). Also, since it is technologically dependent it

represents organisational expectations supported by current CASE-tools and CASE-

technology.

Thirdly, using the method enables organisational learning about CASE-tools, CASE-

technology and evaluations in general. Also a clearer understanding of what kinds of

software support the organisation wants and of what is realistic both now and in the

future may result.

This brief introduction to the method is only to be seen as an orientation on method

assumptions and usage. The review of the method is, as indicated, based on literature on

the method (Lundell and Lings, 1998, 1999, 1999b; Lundell et al. 1999) but also on

extensive discussions with the method creators Björn Lundell and Brian Lings. For

further readings on the method and on its validation consult (Lundell and Lings 1997,

1998, 1999, 1999b; Lundell et al. 1999).

2.2 On the Method’s Basis

The method advocates the use of a qualitative approach being informed by grounded

theory (Lundell et al, 1999). This had an important impact on the design of the study

being undertaken.
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According to Maxwell (1996) it is important that the “stage” for the study be set early

on, thus identifying the context and the assumptions underlying it. A number of issues

are, according to Maxwell (1996), eligible for consideration in order to make the study

practically feasible. Being informed by Maxwell (1996, p. 7), we provide an overview

of the research design for this study in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Overall research design, main issues and their interrelations. The

illustration adapts the research issues, stated by Maxwell (1996), to the projects

design. (After p. 7)

The first issue that had to be resolved after the initial ideas were formed was that of

stating the purposes underlying the study. To enable good results from a study it is

imperative that decisions be made concerning what is to be done, why and for what

purpose (Maxwell, 1996, p. 4). In a broad sense a purpose is defined as to include

“motives, desires, and goals—anything that leads you to do the study or that you hope

to accomplish by doing it.” (Maxwell, 1996, p. 14). These issues were, early on, sorted

Purposes
(Aim)

Conceptual
Context

Research
Questions

The method Validity

Stakeholder
concerns
explained

Analysts'
personal
goals

Organisational
context assumed
by the method

Ethical standards,
anonomicity for
respondents

Data and
Conclusions

Thought
Experiments

Prior
CASE-tool
evaluations

CASE-tool
pre-knowledge

Respondents
experience

Percieved problems
of method transfer

Qualitative approach informed by
grounded theory (paradigm, epistemology)

Analyst skills and
method transferability

Analysts'
personal style
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out in collaboration with the involved stakeholders so as to state the assumptions and

the perceived problems prior to undertaking the study.

The method’s underlying assumptions and the purpose of the research project also took

into consideration the context. This included the identification of organisational

experience, as well as relevant theory and literature that guided the researcher in

designing and developing research questions as well as maintaining the purpose

statement.

The research questions are questions stemming from the project’s aim and objectives,

and thus need to be answered or otherwise accounted for in order to fulfil the aim. The

research questions must, according to Maxwell (1996), thus be framed so that they are

possible to evaluate thereby making the study feasible and thus also account for

validity. The research questions also, for study feasibility reasons, addressed ethical

implications (such as respondent anonymity) inherent in the purpose as well as ethical

considerations and decisions that had to be made continuously during the study. The

analyst thus continuously had to consider ethical implications of the research questions

and objectives when undertaking the study to prevent any risk that respondents be

discredited for alternative viewpoints.

The method served as a directive by which the study was undertaken, thus in the view

of Maxwell (1996) enabling the analyst to address research questions and thereby

facilitate the study. Purpose fulfilment, according to Maxwell (1996), also relies heavily

on validation of the fitness, methodological and ethical, of the method, the method’s

application, and of the resulting data, results, analysis, and conclusions. Validation is

according to Maxwell (1996), affected by a number of factors including research

paradigm. The research paradigm is, according to van Gigch (1991), important since it

states the “Common way of thinking, including beliefs and worldviews” (p. 427). The

research paradigm also provides the epistemology2 for the research.

2 “The thinking and reasoning processes by which an inquiring system acquires and guarantees its

knowledge. [...] to convert evidence into knowledge and problems into solutions, designs or decisions.”

(van Gigch, 1991, p. 424)
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It has been the analyst’s intention to consider and account for these issues during this

research. The method proposed by Lundell and Lings (1999b) adopts a qualitative

approach, thereby imposing a research paradigm and an epistemology that requires a

comprehensive understanding of the method and of its underlying assumptions in order

to facilitate an effective method transfer. In this study, method transfer did occur both

from the method descriptions3 to the analyst, and from the analyst to the target

organisational context.

The qualitative approach, underlying the study’s research methodology, design and

perspectives for assessing validity, had important implications. Qualitative studies are

inductive by nature and often do not rely on quantitative data accessible for

interpretation by means of statistical analysis (Maxwell, 1996, p. 17-19). Instead they

are often context-driven and focus on meaning and interpretation, derived from specific

contextual data in which the analyst has a central role in drawing conclusions.

A key difference in comparing qualitative and quantitative research is that the former is

often context specific and does not aim for the same extent of generalisability as

opposed to the latter where statistics are often employed to achieve theories that are

generalisable (Maxwell, 1996). This stresses an understanding not of how entire

populations behave but instead of how to achieve a deeper understanding of how a

limited subset behaves in a certain context.

On Qualitative Method Design:

According to Maxwell (1996), extensive prestructuring of a qualitative study can be

dangerous since a rigid structure may impose constraints on flexibility leading to bias in

data collection and analysis. Assume, for example, that an open interview (Taylor and

Bogdan, 1984, p. 77) utilises a fixed questionnaire developed to illuminate a certain

perspective. This, according to Glaser and Strauss (1967, pp. 3-5), would force data to

fit pre-established assumptions thus enabling provability of almost anything. According

to the authors, the evolving theory should fit the data, not be forced upon it.

3 These method descriptions included reported experiences of the method, as well as interactive

consultation session with the method originators.
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Maxwell (1996) suggests that a qualitative research method should, apart from design

coherence, have four essential components, or address those design decisions that affect

both conduct and validity of the study:

• A clear elaboration on research relationships with stakeholders and the context

in focus.

• A clear statement on sampling techniques, including the setting, time as well as

source and interviewee selection.

• An elaboration on data collection logistics.

• An elaboration on data analysis logistics including an elaboration on the valid

context for interpretation.

Establishment of the project’s research relations are of utmost importance for gaining

access to the context, enabling the analyst to ethically get relevant and sufficient

answers to satisfy the research questions (Maxwell, 1996). The relationship can,

according to Maxwell (1996), be seen as a changing and complex entity in which “the

researcher is the instrument of the research, and the research relationship is the means

by which the research gets done” (p. 66). In making the study the analyst thus

continually faced decisions on new or changed research relations and thus continually

made sampling decisions.

Sampling is a complex process in which decisions concerning where, when, who and

what, must be made (Maxwell, 1996). Since the project attempted application of a

specific method being informed by grounded theory, this affected sampling procedures

since grounded theory implies that decisions on further sampling is only partly decided

a-priori (Lundell and Lings, 1999b). This approach to sampling has in the project been

combined with a technique called purposeful sampling:

“a strategy in which particular settings, persons, or events are selected

deliberately in order to provide important information” (Maxwell,

1996, p. 70).

According to Maxwell (1996) there are several reasons for purposeful sampling, of

which two, relevant to the method’s approach, have been accounted for. The first reason
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is that the relevant project context had a fairly limited number of stakeholders involved

and also, typicality and representativeness are sought. Given the context, deliberately

selecting individuals and activities relevant for the study would, according to Maxwell

(1996), yield less bias thus providing more confidence that the results and conclusions

were valid. The second reason is that of capturing heterogeneity in the setting under

study. The second reason is that, if the number of contextual stakeholders is small,

actively selecting individuals may prove to give a better coverage of the organisational

context than using statistical methods on small populations (Maxwell, 1996).

Deliberately choosing informants and data sources is, according to Maxwell (1996, p.

73), a difficult art that needs careful consideration to avoid the problem of key informant

bias. This means that there is no guarantee that views given by individuals are typical

for the context. This may, according to Maxwell (1996), pose problems for the project

and restrict generalisability of the findings.

When sampling issues had been resolved the analyst needed to consider data collection

logistics i.e. how data were to be collected. The method applied in the project (see

chapter 2.1) advocates the use of interviews. In using interviews, it is important to gain

a genuine interest from the interviewees. This may, according to Maxwell (1996), be

achieved by asking questions that interviewees find relevant and interesting and by

being truly interested in the answers. Since the project had a grounded theory approach,

open discussions were held using a hidden agenda but without any a-priori questions.

Conducting a qualitative study, and in particular when using grounded theory, it is

according to Martin and Turner (1986) important to reach a sufficient base of empirical

evidence (data). The validity of this data and of the resulting theories may not, however,

depend solely on quantity. Maxwell (1996) stresses the importance of triangulation i.e.

collecting data from several sources using a variety of methods. Triangulation improves

validity by reducing systematic biases and misconceptions due to method limitations

that could otherwise influence the results and conclusions (Maxwell, 1996).

Theory generation and validity is also heavily affected by the way data is analysed.

Maxwell (1996) argues that data should be collected with a clear conception of how it is

to be analysed:
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“Any qualitative study requires decisions about how the analysis will

be done, and these decisions should influence, and be influenced by,

the rest of the design.” (Maxwell, 1996, p. 77)

Using grounded theory4, the analysis was designed to be a continuous process in which

the analyst after each interview session compiled and analysed the material collected.

Continual analysis may, according to Maxwell (1996), pose a risk since material is

being analysed without having access to the whole base of empirical evidence. However

the risks are outweighed by advantages including the possibility of analysing material

while it is still fresh in the mind, thus being able to include comments and make proper

assumptions (Maxwell, 1996; Glaser, 1967).

When reviewing documents an analytical technique known as content analysis is often

used (Marshall and Rossman, 1999). The technique uses all forms of data, which the

analyst then scans to find similarities and patterns. The analyst thus infers the analysis.

This may cause bias since the researcher always has preconceptions. However,

according to Marshall and Rossman (1999) content analysis heavily stresses the need to

identify each source so that others may find it and thus validate the analysis and the

conclusions drawn. Accordingly, throughout the project empirical evidence has been

used to exemplify, thereby enabling contextual validation.

Qualitative Data Collection Techniques:

The method proposed by Lundell and Lings (1999b), being informed by grounded

theory, advocates the use of open or unstructured interviews, i.e. in-depth interviews, as

well as taking account of various documentary sources. In open or unstructured

interviews the analyst and the interviewee participate in a rather informal and

unrestrained discussion with some initial context in mind. Interview sessions are, when

using the method, critical as they are the primary source of organisation specific data.

Also “openness” in interviews is important, aimed at keeping them informal. This

encourages interviewees to express a more informal view as opposed to dictating

company policy on how things are (or should) be done (Lundell and Lings, 1999b).

4 See appendix A
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The method also advocates consulting secondary data sources including internal and

external documentation as well as informal sources enabling a more thorough

understanding of the contextual setting and of the stakeholder concerns (Lundell and

Lings, 1999b). A broad range of sources and data collection techniques also triangulates

the emergent theory and thus increases its empirical validity (Lundell and Lings,

1999b).

According to Marshall and Rossman (1999) there are four main techniques for

qualitative data collection: participation in the setting, direct observation, in-depth

interviewing, and analysing documents and material culture. These techniques and their

respective variations form the core of qualitative inquiry and have thus all been used in

the project.

Participation has, according to Marshall and Rossman (1999), developed from the social

sciences as a technique for both data collection and as an approach to inquiry. It

involves extensive use and consideration of the studied context in which the researcher

participates:

“The immersion offers the researcher the opportunity to learn directly

from his own experience of the setting. These personal reflections are

integral to the emerging analysis […]. This method for gathering data

is basic to all qualitative studies and forces consideration of the role or

stance of the researcher as a participant observer.” (Marshall and

Rossman, 1999, p. 106)

A key concern in data collection using participant observation is the researcher’s ability

to keep a distinction between the role as a researcher and the role as organisational

member. It is in this respect important for the researcher to be aware of, and stipulate

how these roles will inform and possibly bias the research questions (Marshall and

Rossman, 1999).

The second technique, observation, involves systematically recording events and

happenings that take place in the chosen setting (Marshall and Rossman, 1999).

Observation thus includes taking field notes and making extensive descriptions of all
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things that may, in any way, be directly or indirectly relevant for the research questions

(Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Marshall and Rossman, 1999). Observation differs from

participation in the approach for negotiating entry to the setting. In doing participative

research the researcher observes the context from within by being a member of the

setting studied. Strict observation instead implies that the context is observed from

within without the analyst being a member (Marshall and Rossman, 1999).

“For studies relying exclusively on observation, the researcher makes

no special effort to have a particular role; often, to be tolerated as an

unobtrusive observer is enough.” (Marshall and Rossman, 1999, p.

107)

Observation in the project involved entering the setting open-mindedly without

preconceptions, aiming at discovery and documentation of complex interactions.

Observation is, according Marshall and Rossman (1999), a fundamental technique in

qualitative research since observation is important and always present in any social

interaction including e.g. interviews where the analyst may observe body language and

tone in addition to the oral language.

Observation of a specific context is a complex task that requires resolving several

issues. The researcher has to be able to observe without influencing, thereby causing

bias. This requires that reason and purpose, as well as any ethical considerations for a

study, be described and resolved prior to the study.

The third technique is in-depth interviewing. Qualitative interviews often take the form

of informal and unstructured conversations rather than being structured with predefined

answer categories (Marshall and Rossman, 1999). In undertaking in-depth interviews,

three main types are often considered: structured, group and unstructured (Fontana and

Frey, 1994). The differences between structured and unstructured lie in that a structured

interview:

“aims at capturing precise data of codable nature in order to explain

behaviour within preestablished categories, whereas [an unstructured

interview] is used in an attempt to understand the complex behaviour
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of members of society without imposing any a priori categorization

that may limit the field of inquiry.” (Fontana and Frey, 1994, p. 366)

Group interviews may be both structured and unstructured depending on the purpose of

the interview (Fontana and Frey, 1994). Group interviews may lead to a new level of

data gathering but can be difficult to undertake since personal relations, prestige, and

politics may severely bias the interview as a reliable data source (Fontana and Frey,

1994). The analyst also, for reasons of anonymity kept respondents separate, thus group

interviews were not relevant for the study, even though group interviews were

considered as a potential form of data collection in the planning phase of the study.

However, when considering the inherent social problems (see above) associated with

group interviews in combination with envisaged problems with respect to anonymity

and thereby a need to keep respondents separate, it was therefore decided that group

interviews were not appropriate as a main interview technique for these reasons.

Since purposeful sampling was used for respondent selection, another categorisation of

interviews called “elite interviewing” was also adopted. Elite interviewing means that

interviews were made with a specific and well-informed group of people, selected

deliberately for their expertise in the area of concern (Marshall and Rossman, 1999).

Elite interviews have both advantages as well as disadvantages. In using deliberately

selected respondents the analyst gains fast, precise, accurate, and thus valuable

information often including a broader perspective (Marshall and Rossman, 1999). This

perspective may include organisational history and future directions as well as the

current layout, both organisational and in terms of working procedures. Problems when

interviewing “elite” respondents are primarily inaccessibility but also that they have

higher demands on the analyst’s capability to make intelligently framed and relevant

questions (Marshall and Rossman, 1999). The authors further point out the problem of

elite respondents taking control of the interview sessions. However, in being informed

by grounded theory and thus using unstructured interviews with no a-priori questions

this would not be a problem as long as the interview purpose and context is properly

agreed upon.

The final technique for qualitative data collection advocated by Marshall and Rossman

(1999) is analysis of documents and material culture. The authors claim that to review
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internal and external documentation is a common approach to understanding and

defining the setting studied. The internal material used included documents such as

meeting protocols, policy statements and previous reports on CASE-tool evaluation.

External data sources, such as research journals and papers relating to the kind of

research being undertaken, was also considered.

The techniques for data collection in qualitative studies are, according to Marshall and

Rossman (1999), seldom, and for obvious reasons rarely used by themselves. Instead a

carefully designed combination (like in the current project) is in most cases used

(Maxwell, 1996). The analyst, when possible, used multiple techniques and also

attempted to have overlapping sources to account for triangulation of data, thereby

reducing bias and thus enhancing both validity and generalisability of the project

findings.

In addition to the qualitative data collection methods mentioned here there are many

more. For further readings consult: Marshall and Rossman (1999); Maxwell (1996).

The design of the method applied in the project incorporates a qualitative grounded

theory approach informing a certain phase in the method. An explanation of grounded

theory in conjunction with the method is given in appendix A.

2.3 Related Work with the Method

There are some reported experiences from the use of this method. Besides an initial

formative field study with the method (Lundell and Lings, 1998; Lundell et al, 1999),

the method has also been previously applied by other method users in two additional

studies (Lundell and Lings, 1999b). The first study was undertaken as a laboratory

experiment, using a virtual organisation. In reported experiences from this study

(Johansson, 1999; Lundell and Lings, 1999b) it is argued that method transfer to a

different context was indeed feasible and thus enabled the creation of an evaluation

framework solidly grounded in a defined context.

In the second study (Hedlund, 1999), the method was applied in an organisational

setting in order to develop an evaluation framework for evaluation of application

servers. Hedlund (1999) argues that using the method for application servers is different
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from its original purpose i.e. CASE-tools. Hedlund (1999) however states that the

method, despite the change of evaluation product, gave “valuable support in developing

an evaluation framework” (p. 29). In addition to the reported experiences above, there is

also (drafts from) a Ph.D. thesis in progress (Lundell, 2000) that has provided input to

this project.
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3 Research Method

This chapter will present the aim and the objectives for the study as well as an overview

of how the method has been applied. Also an overview of the dissertation structure is

presented.

3.1 Aim and Objectives

The aim for the project was to, by using a qualitative field study, transfer a method for

creation of context dependent CASE-tool evaluation frameworks into a designated

organisation. When this has been done the method was to be used in that specific

organisational context in order to reflect on the process of application and to gain new

knowledge on how to work with the method. The project also aimed at reflecting on the

premises of iteration and concurrency when using the method phases for evolution,

expansion and for increasing precision in the frameworks that eventually resulted. The

process of enabling iteration and concurrency of the method phases has not yet been

facilitated in any previous study concerning the method so reflections on how this

process emerged, given the context, was also an important subject for reflection.

The analyst’s usage of the method did not, however, focus on the generation of any

complete evaluation frameworks since this is irrelevant for the purpose of analysing

method usage. Instead the analyst attempted to keep the focus on making a solid method

application, given the organisational context, thereby to increase understanding of how

the method may be transferred, applied, and apprehended by an organisation.

Aim

To apply a method, proposed by Lundell and Lings (1999b), for CASE-tool evaluation

framework development in an organisational context using a qualitative field study and

to reflect on the process of application, given the context.

Objective 1

Explore the impact in the field study of using a two-phase method.

Objective 2

Study the method’s scalability when using a full framework.
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3.2 On Applying the Method

The organisation, subject to the method application, was at first interested in making an

evaluation of a CASE-tool. However, a complete study was considered to be unrealistic

considering the time frame. A decision was therefore taken to restrict the focus of the

project to the development of an evaluation framework. This limitation is justified since

the aims could still be met from all perspectives; namely, the method would be tried in a

full context, and the tool would be explored in the company context.

It has been the analyst’s intention to follow the procedures advocated by the method as

thoroughly as possible. To facilitate this, the analyst initially started out by making a

study not only of the literature describing the method and its application, but also of

literature concerning the basis and the underlying assumptions inherent in the method.

The goal was to undertake a thorough analysis in order to understand the method,

thereby being able to apply it in the way intended by the method creators.

After having become familiar with the method, the analyst made an effort to establish a

good feeling for the context in which the method was to be applied (Volvo IT in Skövde

and Gothenburg). The analyst spent some time in the context to get to know members of

the organisation and to be able to define the context. During that time the analyst also

introduced the method into the context by means of ad-hoc discussions with any

interested stakeholders. It should be emphasised that the analyst felt it important to gain

a comprehensive understanding of the context, leading to its full definition. Without

this, it would be difficult to achieve a relevant outcome of the study, that is the creation

of a context-dependent evaluation framework.

When the analyst had become familiar with the context the method was applied.

Method application was structured as two rounds of interviews with a tool exploration

of a state-of-the-art CASE-tool in between. Also the analyst allocated time for

preparation and for organising and analysing output data. The first round of interviews

(phase 1 of the method) aimed at eliciting the demands and wishes of stakeholders

concerning support and functionality that should be inherent in a CASE-tool.
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3.3 Dissertation Overview

This dissertation is structured as follows. Chapter 4 defines the contextual setting

relevant to the field study and elaborates on how the project was initiated. Chapters 5, 6

and 7 give a descriptive elaboration of method application in the field study undertaken.

Chapter 8 then analyses a number of issues relevant to the application of the method.

Chapters 9 and 10 present the results and conclusions being drawn in the project.

Finally, chapter 11 concludes the report with a discussion on a few key properties that a

method should have and how these were accounted for in the project.
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4 Initiating the Study

This chapter elaborates on how the project was initiated and how the analyst gained

access to the setting, relevant to the study (Volvo IT). The chapter also gives a

background to the method user and to the organisational context studied.

4.1 Method User’s Background

The project has been undertaken as a part of a master’s degree in computer science at

the University of Skövde. The method user, hereafter referred to as the analyst, has an

academic background with a bachelor’s degree in business information systems. The

analyst’s main experience is in information systems development, particularly its early

phases.

Since the analyst’s experience primarily concerns the early phases of the information

systems development life cycle and not the latter, including for example, system

implementation and coding, this has affected method usage. More weight has been put

on phase 1 of the method since it was here that the analyst felt able to contribute most.

However, in line with the advocated method usage, the analyst has also undertaken

phase 2, although tool exploration tended to be somewhat high level.

A pre-requisite for method usage is a clear characterisation of the organisational setting

into which the method is to be transferred. We elaborate on this below.

4.2 Organisational Setting

This subchapter deals with the main issues concerning organisational setting and

characterisation of stakeholders. This elaboration is particularly important in

understanding the output frameworks, since the setting studied is basically two different

settings treated as one. An understanding of the two settings as well as the combined

setting is thus crucial for validation both of the frameworks and of the field-study itself.

Since the method aims at generating evaluation frameworks that are to a high degree

organisation specific, it is of the utmost importance to define the context. If the

frameworks are moved out of their intended context they must be considered as a-priori

frameworks. One of the main strengths of the method is in fact that the evaluation
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frameworks are not conceived a-priori but instead are highly context dependent. Thus,

the main concern in an application of the method is not to aim for generalised

frameworks, and any developed framework must therefore not be considered as such.

This further demonstrates the need to specify the context in which the method is used.

Initial Contacts & Project Goal:

The project was originally initiated as a result of a contact between representatives of

the Department of Computer Science, University of Skövde, and Volvo IT in Skövde,

an organisation that handles systems support and development for a large engine factory

located in Skövde. After the project idea had at first been conceived another stakeholder

was also involved. This was Volvo IT’s Method Group in Gothenburg, which took an

interest for the methodology being applied in the creation of evaluation frameworks for

CASE-tools. The first project meeting involved two stakeholders from both sites, one

from Volvo IT in Skövde and the other from Volvo IT’s Method Group in Gothenburg.

The goal of the project was, from Volvo IT’s perspective, to explore the method

proposed by Lundell and Lings (1999b) in the organisational context, thereby looking at

method support for CASE-tool evaluation and in doing so make an evaluation of Visio

2000 Enterprise Edition. One circumstance concerning the goal for the project is that

initial discussion originated out of an interest from Volvo IT’s side in exploring the

CASE-tool. However, the organisational goal was broadened and at time for the initial

meeting the project’s goal had its final form.

From a research perspective the chosen organisational context was considered to be an

appropriate context for the study. This view was reinforced as the organisation showed

a solid interest for the problem of how to evaluate CASE-tools. The organisation further

wanted to use the method for evaluation of all parts of the information systems life

cycle. This had two implications. Firstly the analyst’s background suggested that

precedence should be given to phase 1 of the method, including interviews, thus

keeping an organisational rather than explicitly technical perspective. Secondly, the full

method (Lundell and Lings, 1999b) had previously not been applied in a study of this

complexity, both in terms of scope for what to be considered (i.e. the full life-cycle),

and in terms of organisational size (in terms of involved stakeholders). In other words, a
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study of this scale had previously not been undertaken and was therefore interesting

from a method perspective.

The organisational setting in which the method was applied has some inherent

complexity, in terms of its geographically distributed contextual setting. Since there are

two main organisational stakeholders, Volvo IT in Skövde and Volvo IT’s Method

group in Gothenburg, both have to be accounted for. The way in which the method has

been applied has been to consider these two different settings as one. A description of

each of the stakeholder settings and of their differences follows in the next three

subchapters.

Volvo IT in Skövde:

The main function of Volvo IT in Skövde is to maintain and evolve legacy and newly

developed systems that support operative manufacturing and administrative systems at

the engine factory located in Skövde. The organisation also develops new systems that

exchange or complement old ones. Several different methods are in use within Volvo

IT. However, there is a company policy stating that Rational Unified Process should be

used in all new development projects.

Volvo IT in Skövde is divided into a number of subdivisions, each with their respective

tasks. There are more subdivisions than the ones mentioned here but the analyst has

chosen to describe only those, which have representatives present in the field-study.

The 8780 division, referred to as Production Systems, develops and maintains

administrative system solutions covering the value chain ranging from order to

prognoses handling (Birkeland, 1999). In their work they, apart from maintenance, also

analyse, develop, and implement both off-the-shelf and in-house systems (Birkeland,

1999).

The 8740 division, referred to as Operation Center is responsible for technology and

systems development support at a large engine factory in Skövde; they thus install,

develop, maintain, and adapt systems software supportive of the operational business.
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Volvo IT in Gothenburg:

The stakeholders in Gothenburg are in the 9710 division named Common Skills and

Methods, which works with a long term perspective on testing and looking at new

methodologies, new technology, and new ways of working that may be relevant to the

business processes inherent in the Volvo Group in general. The mission for this division

is to:

“Common Skills and Methods has the global responsibility to direct,

develop and maintain Methodologies and Tools in the System

Development Process for Volvo Information Technology. In

Gothenburg, our organisation also is responsible for implementing and

supporting (manning) various projects. Outside Gothenburg the

functional responsibility is carried out via method groups in local

organisations.” (Ekman, 1999)

The Common Skills and Methods division also has a number of subdivisions from

which respondents have been selected.

The 9712 subdivision, referred to as Methodologists, provides technologically

independent standardised methods and education (Romanus, 1999). The areas of

concern are systems development, system maintenance and project control (Romanus,

1999).

The 9713 division, known as the Technical Specialists, handles technological issues

including areas such as JAVA and Windows DNA.

Characterisation of Context:

The two divisions within Volvo IT are different when it comes to management style and

thus could be represented either as two diverse contexts or as a single context with a

large span. Since respondents were to be taken from both divisions in order to create the

evaluation frameworks, the analyst chose to treat the organisation as one context

although keeping the differences in mind.

The differences between the organisations stem from both heritage and management

styles. According to members of the organisation management styles often have a grey-
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zone span between order and chaos. Chaos in this context means that an organisation is

highly goal oriented; management only gives direction concerning what is to be

achieved and when. This naturally leads to a critical mass of people in which working

procedures emerge so as to facilitate the fulfilment of the goals. The opposite of chaos

is, according to an organisational stakeholder, order, in which the management to a

higher extent consider economy and the ability to measure wherever and whenever

possible so that ultimately everything is predictable. This management style does,

according to the organisational member; work well if there are requirements as to what

must be done when and how to eliminate errors and to solve defined tasks in a

predictable way. None of these management styles is fully implemented at Volvo IT

and thus there always exists a mixture in between. According to a respondent, this

characterises some of the differences between Volvo IT in Skövde and the Method

group in Gothenburg. In Skövde Volvo IT’s main responsibility is to support, maintain

and evolve the systems that support the operational business at the engine factory. Thus,

since these systems need to be predictable and operational at all times, the management

style in Skövde is influenced in favour of a higher degree of control and project based

economic assessments.

The method group in Gothenburg is different since it has the responsibility of trying out

and testing new technology and methods thereby preparing other parts of the

organisation for the adoption of suitable technologies. The Method Group thus has a

more probing approach to new technology, which according to organisational members

means that goal controlled management is more evident.

The respondents are based in two different divisions of Volvo IT, which is a potentially

important aspect, when it comes to consideration and interpretation of the conclusions

from this study.

When considering the two divisions (groups) of Volvo IT and treating them as one it is

important to remember that interviews were held with members of both. Also some of

the developers work part-time on both locations, which thereby contributes to

smoothing out potential differences and diversity in demands between divisions.
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Experiences of CASE-tools within the contextual setting:

A stakeholder pointed out to the analyst that Volvo IT in Skövde has been using CASE-

tools since the beginning of the 1980s as a way to ease administration, development and

maintenance of systems supporting the engine factory. Thus the organisation is

experienced in using CASE-tools and CASE-technology.

According to organisational stakeholders Volvo IT uses many in-house developed tools

and developer environments, which they themselves developed to meet the need for

rapid engineering and maintenance of systems. This affects the frameworks (see

appendix C and D) that resulted from method usage in that the organisation specified

many demands and requirements that they wanted new tools to support, which the

organisation using its “legacy” tools was already used to. An example of this is using a

meta dictionary as an “Information registry of components – Repositories should act as

an information registry/dictionary of components complete with all relevant definitions”

(Appendix D, p. 202). The analyst was further told that the current dictionaries could be

used for developing new component systems where the dictionary controlled the

accessible scope of definitions, i.e. what components the developer could utilise

depending on where the system was to be developed and used (Appendix D, p. 201).

These examples illustrate the awareness of, and the extent to which the organisation

uses CASE-tools in their legacy systems. Since systems development is becoming more

and more advanced, and since technology is rapidly changing, adopting new tools and

new ways of working is considered relevant to the organisation. Also, since vendor

CASE-tools have, according to organisational stakeholders, improved drastically over

the last few years an approach to evaluation of such tools has become of interest.

Organisational Experience of CASE-tool Evaluations:

Volvo IT has previously undertaken CASE-tool evaluation in the form of a comparison

between SELECT Enterprise 6.0 and Rational ROSE 98. This evaluation was concerned

with a full evaluation of the two tools, thereby focusing on the two tool’s technical

capability. The evaluation accounts for organisational issues in that criteria being used

in the evaluation were developed in collaboration with organisational stakeholders

(Ahlgren and Andersson, 1999).
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The approach taken suggests that the organisation is both interested in and well aware

of the need for tool evaluation. However, grounding of the evaluation approach in the

setting in which the tools evaluated are to be used is not apparent, thus rendering a

context independent evaluation as a basis for tool selection.

Logistics:

After having entered the contextual setting and initiated the study with some informal

briefing sessions, the analyst undertook a detailed planning of the application of the

method. In particular this concerned scheduling and planning of forthcoming interview

sessions. This planning was made in collaboration with both Volvo IT and with

representatives from the university. A “game” plan was then conceived in which all

major milestones were set.

After having planned the study, the analyst was given access on a daily basis to the

contextual setting. Office space and a workstation were provided for the duration of the

study, in order to allow the analyst to participate and become conceptually “closer” to

the stakeholders. This was considered important for the open interviews (Marshall and

Rossman, 1999). Once having entered that setting, the analyst introduced himself to

members of the organisation by sending out an e-mail giving a summary presentation,

both of the project and of the analyst (see appendix B). During this time the analyst was,

on a number of occasions, introduced personally and thus given the opportunity to talk

about the project and of the method. The purpose was to get to know some of the

organisational members and also to make opportunities for informal discussions,

providing the analyst with valuable data.

The analyst was somewhat surprised by the willingness among stakeholders to

participate and the general interest in the project. The analyst got many positive (and no

negative) comments, and experienced a genuinely positive attitude among stakeholders

when being a “member of” the contextual setting. There seemed to be a solid interest in

what the analyst was doing and in the eventual outcome.
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5 Development of a Strategic Framework

After having initiated the project the analyst started the field study by initiating work

with the method’s first phase.

Phase 1 of the method uses an approach with open interviews that are then analysed in

terms of concept and requirements extraction. This means that the focus and the

direction during these interviews were not planned in advance, and the interaction was

allowed to be focused on specific issues and concerns of the stakeholder. Also, the

analyst avoided driving questions during these sessions and tried to the highest degree

possible not to affect a respondent’s views of the support he or she wanted from CASE-

tools and CASE-technology. Thus, during the interviews, the analyst at all times had to

be aware of, and reflect on any possible bias incurred. The reason for this was that data,

in order to be properly grounded and thus valid in the contextual setting, should

ultimately not be affected by the analyst.

Following the open interview approach the analyst planned to continually choose what

data to gather next, based upon what had previously been collected. The data, however,

still needed to be grounded in the context and not subject to speculations or unmotivated

leading questions from the analyst. The analyst considered it valid to use a leading

question for guiding a discussion as long as it was solely based on data previously

collected from the context. Also, when posing questions, the analyst at all times framed

them so that they did not render yes or no answers.

Figure 4 illustrates the working process followed in undertaking phase 1. This

illustration is further elaborated in subsequent chapters.
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Figure 4: Illustration of the working process in phase 1 of the method. Phase 1 successfully generated a

first cut strategic framework using the working process here illustrated.

5.1 Respondent Selection

Since the organisation chose to select respondents the primary method for empirical

data collection was “elite” interviewing. A total of 9 respondents were selected by the
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organisation on the premise of extensive knowledge concerning a certain part of the

information systems life cycle. At the time of project initiation, the potential impact on

the study of using “elite interviews” and having interviewees selected by representatives

from the contextual setting was considered. However, the expected benefits from

undertaking the study with access to experienced ‘real experts’ was considered

important by the analyst, and to outweigh any potential negative implications. For

example, there was the potential for selected interviewees not to be really interested in

the study. After having entered the contextual setting and met the interviewees, the

decision was vindicated.

Depending on focus, respondents from subdivisions of the Common skills and Methods

Group in Gothenburg have a shift in perspective, as compared to Volvo IT in Skövde,

towards methodology when looking at CASE-tool evaluations and methods supporting

it. The “shift” was dependent on that they work on broader, less context specific

solutions than those working in Skövde.

5.2 Interview Initiation

The interview sessions in phase 1 were all initiated by mailing out an introduction of

who the analyst was, what was to be done and why, as well as presenting the expected

outcome of the project. This first contact with the respondents had two purposes,

namely to introduce the project and to start up a mind process in which the respondents

started thinking of the support that they wanted from CASE-tools. Since the analyst

wanted open discussions the initiating letter did not give any definition which the

respondents could have been affected by. For the initiating e-mail5, see appendix B.

All respondents were selected so that the entire information systems development

process could be covered, and so that developers from both Skövde and Gothenburg

were represented. After having had the respondents selected, a brief schedule of when

the interviews were to be carried out was prepared. The analyst’s intention was to let

respondents choose time and place for the interviews, thus the schedule only covered an

available time span. After this had been done the analyst made contact with the

respondents, either personally or by phone to book interview sessions. In planning for,

5 In a translated version
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and indeed when carrying out interviews, each interview was considered as a separate

event in order to avoid personal influences between respondents.

The analyst also intended to keep each interview on a separate day so that there would

be time to analyse and write transcripts of each interview before moving on to the next.

Between most interview sessions this intention was fulfilled even though, for logistic

reasons, three sessions had to be undertaken on a tighter schedule on two consecutive

days

It is worth noting that some respondents expressed concerns as to whether they would

provide valuable data since they felt that they did not use any CASE-tools. The analyst

interpreted this as an expression of Swedish modesty. The analyst explained to (and

convinced) the respondents that they indeed must have a conception of CASE since they

apparently knew the concept and what kind of support it offered. Also it was explained

for the respondents that the open approach allowed them to freely state the support they

wanted in their organisational roles.

All in all, the responses from respondents for allocating their time for discussions on

CASE-tools and technology were positive. The analyst’s impression is that there is

indeed a solid interest for CASE technology in the context. Thus it was unexpectedly

easy to book time for interviews. The interest expressed, and the extent to which

interviewees prioritised this study was somewhat surprising.

The method advocates that all data be derived from the context, which the analyst

interprets as that in which the tools are actually used. Therefore, to exclude politics and

prestige, and thereby to let respondents feel more at-ease, the analyst chose not to use

any recording devices. Also the use of open discussions without a recording device

other than pen and paper was explained to the respondents in terms of keeping an open

climate. It was noticeable that the use of only pen and paper was taken as a positive

surprise by the respondents.

Field notes that were written during the discussions were also shown openly so that the

respondents could correct any misinterpretations and errors directly. This open use of
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the field notes provided a basis for letting respondents go back and add new issues and

for checking that they had managed to say all that they wanted to.

A recording device is often used when conducting open interviews. There were two

primary reasons for not using one. Firstly a recording device may cause respondents to

feel uneasy and thus to be more politically correct in the way that they discuss and

express themselves. This could possibly reduce the value and quality of the data

collected considering that respondents may express company policies instead of their

own reflections. Secondly, the applicability of not using a recording device depends on

the analyst’s ability to take informative field notes. From pre-study field notes and the

material the analyst was able to extract from them the analyst concluded that it would

suffice to use pen and paper.

The drawback of not using a recording device is that some information may be lost.

Also the field notes may sometimes be dubious and cause confusion and

misinterpretations. Thus there are both virtues and drawbacks of not using a recording

device.

In preparing the interviews the analyst decided that some prestructuring in the form of a

hidden agenda would be used. The organisation had chosen each respondent, on the

premise of extensive knowledge in a certain part of the information systems

development life cycle. For reasons of understanding the organisational context and

indeed that of the respondents the analyst therefore choose to include working context

in the hidden agenda. Also, the hidden agenda, for obvious reasons, concerned CASE-

functionality and support.

5.3 Interviewing

To set the stage for an open-minded discussion all interview sessions were started up by

a short introduction by the analyst explaining what was to be done. Also the analyst

explained how material collected was to be used. After that an introduction of the

method was presented along with the purpose of the interview. After having had the

introduction the analyst further stated for each interviewee that the resulting transcript

of the field notes would be kept confidential and sent to them so that they could

comment and correct any misinterpretations.
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Since the analyst wanted an open minded and informal discussion, the introduction was

largely improvised and sometimes got mixed with casual discussions on other subjects.

What was important was that the analyst attempted to create a good and pleasant climate

for an open discussion in which the respondents, as well as the analyst, could feel at-

ease and thus talk freely. After having briefed the respondents and by doing so having

initiated each interview the initial state was that the analyst had a blank sheet of paper.

In each interview there was a hidden agenda; the analyst sought to explore two different

areas of concern: working context, and CASE functionality and support.

The first area was that of the working context of each respondent. Since a total of 9

interviews were to be conducted in the first round of phase 1 the analyst felt it would be

of value to appreciate the individual context in which each respondent was working,

ranging from early pre-analysis to maintenance and reengineering. The analyst felt that

the specific respondent context would be essential when evaluating and extracting

concepts from the interview material in order to appreciate homonyms and synonyms

that were, during the interview series, likely to occur.

To facilitate this focusing during the interview sessions open questions concerning

which areas the respondents was working in were formulated, either ad-hoc or by other

means discussed. Open questions aimed at focusing the discussion admitted some

analyst control of the interview, and would therefore possibly affect the data. The

analyst however felt that respondents felt, that some of the respondents were somewhat

unfamiliar with the form of open-interview technique being used, and sometimes

wanted questions in order to build their arguments and to speak freely. Thus, allowing

some analyst control, where appropriate, generated richer data.

The analyst also felt that starting up the interviews by having respondents freely define

what they were working with and what kind of support they wanted in their work was a

natural step. Natural, since people are likely to have much to say about what they are

doing. This improved the interview climate but also generated a smooth transition to the

second area of concern, functionality that the respondents wanted from CASE-tools.
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Establishing discussions focusing on the second area of concern, CASE-functionality

and support, was easy to achieve due to the natural transition. It is important to note that

these discussions were also kept open and informal to allow each respondent to express

their reflections on CASE-functionality and support without interruption from the

analyst. In so doing, the analyst tried to interfere as little as possible, in order to reduce

any risk of influence by the analyst.

All discussions tended to fade out after a while, especially since some of the

respondents were not used to having open discussions where they could say whatever

they wanted to. In this respect the interview situations, although similar in context and

approach, varied greatly. In order to get as much data as possible from the respondents,

the analyst then had to keep discussions alive.

In some interviews respondents gave an extensive coverage of what they thought a

CASE-tool was and of the support that such a tool should offer, without the analyst

having to intervene. In such a situation the analyst, when the respondents felt that they

had expressed all they could think of, and the discussion eventually faded out, changed

focus to a general discussion, for example focusing on rather general questions

concerning the organisation. The reason for this was that it is tiring, both for the

respondent and for the analyst, to have long discussions focused on a single subject, and

also to take notes during it. A change of focus allowed a break before returning to the

topic again.

To reinitiate focus on CASE-technology and support, the analyst then formulated an

improvised question by asking the respondents what they would define as an optimal

CASE-tool and what it should support. Reinitiating the focus by means of an open and

neutral question, according to the analyst worked well. When having reinitiated focus

the discussions tended to run smoothly once more and both new issues as well as more

precisely defined, and previously mentioned concepts came up. When the discussion

started to fade once more the analyst on several occasions used direct, but openly

formulated questions stemming from either the field notes or from discussions held at

previous interviews. Thus, to fuel the discussions further the analyst, where appropriate,

also used data from earlier interviews within the context. This was done without

exposing the originating respondents, thereby keeping respondent anonoumicity.
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To get as much out of the interview as possible the analyst then once more, if

appropriate, changed focus to have an informal talk about something else. Then, after a

while the analyst tried, once more, to reinitiate focus on CASE-technology and also

asked if there was anything else that the respondent wanted to add or change.

In other interviews the analyst had to take a more active role in keeping discussions

alive. These interviews tended to be more focused in that the respondents discussed a

number of issues for which they wanted very particular support. This yielded more or

less a list of different areas in which the respondents wanted a specific kind of support.

Since a more specific discussion tends to be shorter than a more general one, the analyst

had to take on a more active role and drive the interview by using improvised questions

formulated from both the field notes and from previous interviews.

In both the interviews where the analyst had to be active, and in those in which the

analyst remained passive, field notes were used, as well as information from previous

interview sessions. Since the field notes were written openly and the respondent was

allowed to look at them, they often formed a basis for further discussion. These

discussions took the form of ad-hoc discussions in which the respondent sometimes

found something in the field notes that he or she wanted to say more about. Also new

and related issues were focused upon.

It should be emphasised that the discussion on CASE-tools and the mind process

thereby initiated was perhaps the reason for the respondents increasing their precision

and their wants and wishes after having taken up the discussion two or more times.

Thus some of the really interesting results came only after the respondents felt they had

said everything they wanted to a first time and then having gone through it again.

Rephrasing the initiating question on functionality in an optimal CASE-tool thus often

lead to that the respondents formulated additional or changed demands with improved

precision, illustrated with additional examples. Eventually the discussion came to a halt

and the interview was then concluded. It is the analyst’s opinion that shifting discussion

subjects, and thereby refocusing a neutral initiating question in this manner, effectively

increased the value and quality of the data resulting from the interviews.
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The time span of the interviews ranged from one hour to two hours and 15 minutes,

partly dependent on the respondents’ working areas. When the analyst first contacted a

respondent for booking the interview sessions the analyst told them that it would take

approximately one hour and no longer than two hours for each interview. It seems that

this estimate was reasonable.

5.4 Interview Transcripts

Each interview generated 2-9 pages of hand-written field notes, which had then to be

transcribed. These field notes, for each interview, generated 2-5 pages (600-2300

words) of unformatted text as well as additional illustrations and images. For practical

reasons each field note printout was given a header, containing respondent name,

interview number, and an alphabetical respondent acronym on an ascending scale. It

should be noted that all interviews were held in Swedish and that the field notes formed

a mixture of English and Swedish. It is acknowledged that this must be considered as a

potential source of bias in which transcriptions may not always be entirely accurate and

unaffected by the analyst. However, it should be noted that the respondents also often

used English concepts for convenience. When printing out the field notes, one printout

for each interview, it was the analyst’s intention to incur as little bias as possible. Thus

what was printed out was solely that which could be readily extracted from the field

notes or which the analyst was entirely certain that the interview respondent had said. It

has thus been the analyst’s intention to capture the contents of the discussions held in

the form that it appeared in. The resulting transcripts thus came out rather informal.

Whenever there was hesitation in what was said this was marked in the text, so that it

was explicitly stated where the analyst had added comments and proposals. Images and

illustrations that the respondents had made during interview sessions were included in

the printout for each interview. These were, however, not scanned but instead drawn

using a drawing tool6. Thus they too were transcribed in a similar way to the text.

When the field notes from each interview had been transcribed it was sent to the

respective respondent for commenting and correction of any misunderstandings. The e-

mail, to which the printout of the respective field notes was attached, further explained

that the interview material would not be passed on to anyone else. The e-mail also gave

6 Visio 2000 Professional Enterprise Edition
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a thorough explanation of how the material was to be analysed and used and what

would come out of it.

The e-mail rendered two replies. One in which there seemed to have been a slight

misunderstanding during one session. This concerned certain aspects, from a rather

complex description, of the working procedures in the early phases of the information

system life cycle. The other reply was a concern in terms of politics despite the fact that

the analyst had given an explanation of the confidentiality issues and of how the

material was to be used and analysed.

Confidentiality, as explained to the respondents, aimed at keeping each interview

separate from each other so that the analyst did not tell the respondents what other

specific respondents had said. However, data from any previous interview sessions was

on more than one occasion used in order to drive halting discussions and in doing so the

analyst acted as an opaque filter. Even if the analyst in this sense sometimes used data

from previous interviews for fuelling discussions, direct documentation from previous

interviews was never used.

Since field notes were to be analysed by means of coding (concept extraction), all the

interview transcripts were then merged into a single text file and the headers giving the

respondents name etc, were removed. However, to simplify the maintenance of the large

amount of interview material the respondent acronyms by which respondents were

referred to in the interview transcripts was kept. This was done for practical reasons,

since it is important to have traceability between emerging concepts and field notes

from individual sessions. To further ensure respondent confidentiality and integrity the

analyst decided to work with the interview material on a location outside the

organisation. Discussions with some of the respondents later on confirmed that this

decision was indeed appreciated.

Since empirical data is important for grounding data in the organisation the analyst

decided that connections back to the original data would best be kept throughout the

project. This was later acknowledged in the coding and creation of the framework from

the interview transcripts. Certain indicators of concepts stemmed from different

concerns. For example considering homonyms and thus the context proved to be vital in
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understanding and placing the indicators in the concept hierarchy. The analyst thus

concluded that the working context matters for the understanding and structuring of

concepts based on indicators in the interview transcripts

This further stresses that politics is indeed an issue that must be accounted for when

planning and conducting interviews in an organisational context.

5.5 The Coding Process

The next step was to extract concepts and categories from the interview material. This

extraction process is referred to as coding:

“Coding is the generating of categories and their properties by

constant comparison of incidents and categories.” (Glaser, 1998, p.

137)

For the process of concept discovery open coding has been used. Open coding,

according to Glaser (1978, p. 56) means that the material which is to be coded is

thoroughly gone through, both on a line-by-line basis and by looking at whole sentences

or even paragraphs in order to extract concepts. Concepts identified are then extracted to

form annotations (Glaser, 1998, p. 147).

Coding was initiated when the text file containing all the initial interview transcripts had

been created. Given the text file, the analyst initially looked for appropriate tool support

in order to support the subsequent coding and structuring. The analyst did not have

access to any tool that supported the coding process in the way that the analyst wanted,

for example extracting concepts as annotations and then being able to promote them

into forming categories. Thus, the analyst decided that an ordinary word processor (MS

Word), incorporating some search functionality, would suffice. In order to enable proper

annotations to be made, the analyst formatted the document to consist of two columns

using a standard font (Arial Unicode MS) with fixed spacing (see figure 5).
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Figure 5: Illustration of the document layout that was used for coding the interview

material. Concepts may be found on the right hand side together with their

respective indicators on the left hand side and marked in green. Areas marked in

yellow are subject for comments.

The analyst was unable to adapt the word processor to use two entirely separate

columns and the word processor instead continued on the next column of each page. To

overcome this potential problem the document had to be edited manually to move all

text in the right column of each page to the next page. In the end the analyst ended up

with a document in which the left column contained the interview printout text and the

right column was free for adding annotations. Using the word processor for this purpose

was not without problems since adding an extra row in the annotations column would

cause all pages beyond the current one to lose their two column formatting. Indeed the

analyst specifically had problems in coping with this problem since the word processor

sometimes added extra rows for protecting single rows and for keeping the headings in

place. This problem was eventually overcome and there were also many virtues in using

the word processor. One of these was support for adding comments directly in the text

and another the ability to mark text and font in different colours. This was later used for

marking up the corresponding indicator for each concept.

Coding then proceeded, and wherever a concept was indicated its term was marked in

the underlying data by adding a corresponding coded annotation in the right hand
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column. Also, the indicator that gave rise to the concept was marked in green in the left

column (see figure 5). Occasionally the context for an indicator needed further

explanation; this was then included as a comment either to the indicator in the left

column or to the code in the right column. Also, on several occasions there was

uncertainty of exactly what was meant in the text. On such occasions, tentative concepts

and their respective indicators were included, but marked in blue so that they could be

easily identified.

The analyst pursued this process of coding until all interview material inherent in the

document had been properly coded. The coding process was, depending on the open

coding approach, hard to speed up and thus took some time to complete. To keep the

number of concepts down, the analyst decided that after having coded three interviews,

all concepts extracted up till that point were copied to a spreadsheet file in order to

simplify the identification and removal of duplicates. The concepts for which multiple

copies were removed, were considered to be of extra significance by the analyst since a

concept that occurs several times was likely to be important. This was however only

implicitly acknowledged by the analyst, since only three interviews had, at this time,

been coded.

A printout of the spreadsheet file generated from the first three interviews then acted as

a reference point and temporary dictionary in which concepts could be more easily

found. This dictionary facilitated a more effective coding process. This overview of

emerging concepts provided the analyst with a means for controlling concept

development and made it possible to more easily avoid the introduction of duplicate

concepts. It should be noted that the analyst did not, at this time, to any extent compare

indicators of similar concepts. Thus the analyst used the temporary dictionary with great

care so that indicators were not forced into being coded by a specific concept. Instead

when the analyst felt uncertain of whether a concept could be coded using an existing

concept, a new concept was included.

New concepts were, not added to the temporary dictionary since it was only intended

and used as a guide for the coding process. An interesting observation with respect to

the coding process is the 80-20 rule, which in this particular context would state that

80% of the concepts would be found in the first 20% of the interviews. The analyst
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further decided that keeping the temporary dictionary and continuously expanding it

would take a very long time compared to only having access to certain concepts,

finishing the coding and then re-coding concepts as appropriate.

The complexity of the data being analysed was significant. The document, formatted for

coding, had initially been 80+ pages of formatted text (approximately 14000 words in

330 paragraphs) and the coding process thus rendered numerous concepts, comments,

and the corresponding marked up indicators. The analyst decided that, since the many

concepts were descendants of multiple areas stemming from the information systems

life cycle, these could not easily be analysed or grouped. A technique that was found

useful for handling the extensive amount of data was therefore to temporarily separate

the coded concepts underlying the data and put them into a spreadsheet file. The analyst

motivates this temporary separation by the support that the word processor had for

finding character strings in the document and by further emphasising that the two

columns were matched so that if the concepts was searched for, all corresponding

indicators could still be found.

When coding has been concluded the coded material containing all the concepts had to

be analysed for structuring and grouping the concepts into hierarchies.

5.6 Creation of a First Cut Strategic Evaluation Framework

In order to create the first cut strategic evaluation framework the analyst started by

structuring and arranging the many concepts induced. An overview of the process for

development of a first cut strategic evaluation framework is provided in figure 4. Since,

in the end of the coding process, the concepts had been separated from the data and put

in a spreadsheet file, this meant that the concepts could be effectively manipulated. A

technique that was found to be a useful complement to the “manual” analysis during

coding and development of the evaluation framework was to use spreadsheet software

due to the large number of concepts. The interview material generated some 650+

concepts and the analyst initiated the analysis with a brief comparison by means of

sorting the coded concepts in alphabetical order and then inspecting the codes in order

to find key concepts. The reason for arranging the concepts in alphabetical order is that

it would create natural groupings since the analyst had tried to code the interview

material in a systematic manner. Also, the alphabetical order made it possible to see all
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concepts that had multiple occurrences perhaps despite misspellings or other small

differences.

The first inspection aimed at looking up concepts that occurred several times and were

thus likely to be significant as categories. These concepts were then moved, and

duplicate copies removed, to another spreadsheet file. This process thus aimed at

restructuring the data into another spreadsheet file, which would then be sorted into a

flat hierarchy of independent categories.

In the initial spreadsheet data file there were not only duplicates but also similar

concepts. These were not at this stage merged but were instead treated independently

and moved to a developing classification hierarchy where they seemed to fit. This was

done, at this stage, without considering the associated indicators and thus the

spreadsheet software was used solely at the syntax level, only considering the terms

actually used for the concepts. Several concepts could also be fitted in multiple

categories. Since the coded data from the interviews stemmed from people working in

several areas of systems development, this was acknowledged and thus concepts were

allowed to be included in multiple categories. Including concepts in multiple categories

was also important since the concepts were at this stage separated from the data and

thus uncertainties in classification could partially be accounted for. When

approximately 80% of the concepts had been moved, continually re-sorting the initial

spreadsheet, the analyst ended up with a little over 100 concepts that were not easily

placed into the now 30+ categories. The analyst, at this stage, had to go back to the

coded interview material in order to search the respective indicators for the coded

concepts in order to find which categories the concepts should be fitted into. During this

checking back and forth another 5+ categories were created for concepts that did not

match existing categories. When all concepts had in this way been moved to the

categorised spreadsheet, this in the end yielded 37 different categories covering some

600+ concepts. The concepts in this respect could be considered properties of their

respective categories and the analyst now moved on to try and structure an outline of the

framework to be created. To do this, the analyst printed out all the different categories

on paper, complete with their respective properties, and then arranged the different

paper notes to find an appropriate hierarchy into which the categories could be put.

When arranging and grouping the categories, and in doing so looking at the respective
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properties, some of them seemed badly placed. The analyst then moved the misplaced

properties and proceeded to structure the categories.

The resulting structure was a four level hierarchy containing a more general category,

identifying the area of concern, and a number of categories, identifying the major areas

where CASE-tools should provide support. To this there was added a number of

concepts and properties, identifying functionality that should be given in each of the

categories. The properties occurred in all hierarchy levels specifying functionality that

should be offered in each category and for each concept.

It should be noted that the analyst did not consider this framework skeleton to be

complete in any way. The analyst thus emphasises that the skeleton framework at this

point in time was still separated from the underlying data and thus that many changes to

the structure were to be applied. When the analyst felt that the structure would suffice

for further analysis all categories were numbered so that they could be properly put into

a textual hierarchy. When this was completed the categories were, one-by one, moved

into a word processor document and placed to make up the hierarchy specified.

The next step was that of re-establishing the link between the categories, their

properties, and the data onto which they were based. The analyst thus began to search

for each and every concept inherent in the document to find the indicator that matched it

in the original coded interview material. During this process the analyst had to

constantly compare and analyse the content of the “raw” document. Therefore, this was

a tedious process since it involved not only searching and cut-and-paste but also the

analyst at all times had to be alert and critical as to whether a concept was in fact placed

in the proper category. This was not always so and thus a number of concepts were

moved around when indicators suggested this.

The resulting first cut strategic evaluation framework was thus changed, and in the end

contained, in an organised form, all the codes extracted from the interview material

together with their respective indicators. As a consequence only the indicators and no

explanations of the concepts are given. The analyst dwelt on the applicability of adding

such explanations or descriptions but chose not to. The reason for this was that when

translating the interviews from Swedish to English the data had already once been
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exposed to the analyst’s interpretation. Thus giving a description using the analyst’s

interpretation once more could severely affect data and indeed the quality of the

framework.
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6 Tool exploration

In line with the method and the aims and objectives for the project, the approach to

assessing the tool (Visio 2000 Enterprise Edition) should be to explore and analyse the

support provided by a state of the art CASE-tool. At time for project initiation, it was

agreed among all stakeholders involved that Visio 2000 Enterprise Edition (Visio

Corporation, 1999) should be used as a representative of a state-of-the art CASE-tool.

An underlying reason behind this agreement was that Volvo IT wanted to see whether

they could adopt this tool for usage in the organisation. However, with respect to the

method this reason was not difficult to fulfil since, from the method’s perspective, any

state-of the art CASE-tool could be used.

It should be emphasised that, from a method perspective, the goal of a tool exploration

must not be to verify the tool against the framework. Instead, tool exploration was only

seen during the project as a strategy to assist in the development of the evaluation

frameworks. Eventually, when the frameworks developed are considered stable, the

pragmatic framework could be used for a subsequent full evaluation, something beyond

the scope of the project.

When planning for the initial tool exploration the analyst chose not to extract a

pragmatic framework. The reason for this was that the analyst decided that further

refinement of the requirements in the strategic framework should take place before

attempting generation of a pragmatic framework. In this way, the main role of the first

application of phase 2 was to generate additional data to be considered for evolving the

strategic framework. Figure 6 shows the working process undertaken during tool

exploration in phase 2. Figure 6 will be further elaborated in following subchapters.
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Phase 2 Application - Tool exploration
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Figure 6: Illustration of the working process of tool exploration undertaken during phase 2 of the method.

6.1 Unrestrained Exploration of Visio 2000 Professional Enterprise

Edition

The analyst initiated phase 2 by undertaking an unrestrained exploration of Visio 2000

Professional Enterprise Edition, hereafter referred to as Visio. The purpose of this

exploration was to get an understanding of what the tool could do without looking into

specific issues, so that new ideas concerning possible CASE-support could arise. The

exploration was unrestrained in the sense that the analyst did not constrain the

exploration to be guided by the first cut strategic framework. Instead the analyst, after

having installed the tool, started out by reading through the manuals to get a feel for

what kind of support the tool could offer. After having looked at the manuals the analyst

explored the tool for a few days to get a feel for the interface and explore the kind of
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functionality it could offer. The goal of this tool exploration was not to achieve

completeness in the technical exploration even though the analyst had a “practical”

constraint. The constraint was that the analyst’s experience was limited with respect to

certain parts of the framework. Therefore, for those parts, it was only possible to

undertake a very brief tool exploration. An example of such a part was code generation.

The unrestrained tool exploration provided the analyst with an idea of the areas where

the tool was likely to give support and thus acted as a guide for delimiting the areas to

investigate further. As a result of this exploration the analyst better understood some of

the demands that had been specified in the strategic framework. It should be noted that

the organisational context in which the method has been applied is one in which CASE-

tools have been used for many years. Thus stakeholders have good knowledge of what

to expect and what kind of functionality may be asked for. It is interesting to note that

the exploration of the tool and the functionality thus revealed seemed not to stand in

conflict with the functionality asked for in the strategic framework. Even though the

strategic evaluation framework contained functionality that this tool (and probably

many others) will currently not support, it is not unlikely that such functionality will be

supported in many tools in a few years time.

When concluding the exploration of what current technology can do, the analyst ended

up with data and a number of thoughts relating to the functionality offered. This

included much that was asked for, and some not asked for in the strategic framework.

An example of the latter is the handling of security, which according to the strategic

framework is of utmost importance down to the individual object level. As a result of

tool exploration, the analyst believed that this concept from the strategic evaluation

framework (see appendix C, p.110, security) was likely to be fully, or at least partially

supported by means of domain user access rights specified in an Active Directory. This

is an example of functionality asked for which was, in the tool, handled in a different

way from that revealed in the strategic framework (see appendix C, p. 110, security).

This kind of data revealed in the exploration may later on be considered by the

organisation. It should be noted that in the exploration the analyst was not intentionally

guided by the strategic framework but instead stumbled upon Active Directory support

when browsing the manuals, found it to be interesting and then looked at the framework

to see whether there was anything related. These revelations when considered as data
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could then later on be used by the analyst for asking questions as to whether Active

Directory support was of interest to the organisation in its own right or in conjunction

with security management and if so, then why and in what way.

During the exploration the analyst also found that the tool offered functionality for

mapping, charting and managing networks. This is also an example of functionality

brought up in the unrestrained tool exploration and kept as an additional data. Later, this

data was considered when iterating the method phases for refining and expanding the

framework based on the specific organisational needs.

With these new insights from the initial tool exploration the analyst felt that an

exploration of the wide range of functionality offered by the tool as well as the wide

range of functionality asked for in the framework meant that the scope of the rest of the

project had to be reduced.

6.2 Restricting the Strategic Framework for Evaluation in a Pilot

Study

Since the strategic framework generated was of a considerable size the analyst decided

that it was necessary to limit the areas to be investigated in phase 2. These limitations

were considered to be justified by the fact that the analyst’s prime concern was that of

analysing and using the method and thus not of generating fully fledged evaluation

frameworks. This also justifies the decision to limit the pilot study in phase 2 of the

method, something necessary because of the project’s time framing. To undertake a

limited tool exploration (in phase 2) was therefore in line with the research design for

this study, and is also in line with the method creator’s intended application of the

method.

The analyst thus decided to choose areas for further investigation that seemed unclear or

which the analyst had prior experience of. The analyst did have prior experience of

piloting database facilities in an older version of Visio and also database facilities were

to be considered a key area in the strategic framework. Thus the analyst chose to limit

the pilot study to database facilities inherent in the tool.
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6.3 Pilot Study Exploration and Testing Key Concepts

The exploration and testing of the concept database support (see appendix C, pp. 159-

163) was initiated by browsing the chapters in the Visio manuals concerning database

functionality. After having browsed the manuals the analyst started to make a more

focused exploration into what kind of functionality the tool offered. The exploration

was focused on key database concepts (see appendix C, pp. 159-163) inherent in the

strategic framework. The strategic framework was thus used as a reference point for

finding matching, similar or alternative functionality. It is important to emphasise that

this part of the analysis also contained a technology based exploration (in which the

strategic evaluation framework was kept in the background), for finding functionality in

excess of what had been asked for in the framework.

During the pilot study the analyst found that the tool did in fact support many of the

requirements and wishes that the organisation had, as expressed in the strategic

framework. Some requirements, especially concerning database support (see appendix

C, p. 159), were in fact verified in the sense that there is currently technology which can

support them. Also the analyst found functionality that the tool offered which was able

to support certain requirements in an alternative way from that asked for in the strategic

framework.

The analyst also found functionality that seemed interesting but that was not considered

relevant by organisational members in later interviews. One such issue found during the

unrestrained tool exploration (see chapter 6.1) was that the tool could support database

migration, for example between Oracle and DB2. This, the analyst found interesting and

thus decided to consider it as data, for further consideration by the organisation.

To be able to use the data gathered as input for subsequent discussions with members of

the organisation in a second round of interviews, all data collected during the pilot study

was continually written down as notes.

6.4 Exploration of Loosely Defined Concepts

In the strategic framework there were a number of concepts that were unclear both

concerning the definitions and as to what was really asked for. Two such concepts were
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full support for component thinking and component development (see appendix C, p.

147 and p. 148 respectively), concepts loosely defined but with many implications for

how things should be done especially when structuring and generating code. The analyst

looked into these concepts to try to find out what kinds of support were given.

Since loosely defined concepts cannot be examined rigorously the analyst looked into

these concepts to try to find an overview of what the CASE-tool could support. From

looking at the manuals and the solutions offered by Visio, the tool seems to offer broad

support. Also it should further be noted that when considering current technology,

members of the organisation had stated that the tools that they currently use support at

least code skeleton generation from UML (Unified Modeling Language). The main

concern of phase 2 is to find out what the state of the art tools are able to provide in

terms of functionality, and thus such loosely defined concepts could be considered as

having tool support. However, looking into these concepts in more detail revealed that

they had to be further investigated and defined. Thus, exploring loosely defined

concepts made it apparent that some concepts present in the strategic framework may at

first look straightforward but, when considering them in detail, there may be a high

degree of complexity that must be sorted out when going back to the organisation to

discuss them further. Perhaps the most evident example of this was in the area of

components (see appendix C, pp. 144-149). When looking into the definitions, the

analyst decided that the area had to be considered if any of it was to be useful. The pilot

study and exploration thus provided the analyst with data on how to proceed with

further investigation concerning the refinement and evolution of the strategic

framework.
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7 Evolving the Framework

The method emphasises iteration between the method phases and aims at developing

evaluation frameworks for CASE-tools based on the organisational context. The

iterative nature targets the evolution and refinement of the frameworks until a point at

which the organisation states that the frameworks are sufficient for making a subsequent

full evaluation.

During the study the analyst worked according to the method to facilitate the evolution

of the frameworks by iterating through the method phases, thus making yet another

round of interviews. Figure 7 and the subsequent chapters illustrate and describe the

analyst’s working process in evolving the strategic framework and from that extracting

a first cut pragmatic framework.
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Figure 7: Illustration of the working process when evolving the frameworks.

7.1 Initiating Re-iteration of Phase 1

After having completed the first cut strategic framework it was initially used for

motivating and preparing further interviews. The preparations were conducted by
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sending out an individual e-mail to each of the respondents thanking them for their time

and co-operation. In the e-mail the analyst explained briefly how the interview material

had been used and what was to be done after that. Also attached to each e-mail was the

first cut strategic framework, see Appendix C. Sending the framework out to each

respondent in order to generate interest for the continuation of the study was considered

very important by the analyst.

The framework consisted of some 60 pages of demands, at different levels of

abstraction, all stemming from what had been said in the interviews. Thus the

respondents could see that the analyst had indeed worked with and analysed each

interview thoroughly. This, the analysts presupposed, would cause the respondents to be

more willing to participate in another round of interviews since their expressed thoughts

were indeed reflected in the framework.

It should also be noted that the framework was kept and maintained in such a form that

the respondents’ contributions were anonymous. This also was a deliberate choice since

the analyst tried to free the discussions from prestige and politics. Having attempted to

keep the discussions free and open-minded the analyst believed that the resultant

framework, perhaps, could come as a surprise to some organisational members and to

the management, thus stressing the importance of respondent anonymity. To further

facilitate respondent anonymity all interview transcripts, coding and indeed the first cut

strategic framework itself were generated by the analyst in English as opposed to

Swedish used during the interviews. With respect to anonymity, this translation was

therefore seen as an advantage, even if such translations are a potential threat in any

qualitative study.

The e-mail sent out concluded by explaining that only some of the respondents would

be contacted for further interviews. This was motivated by a brief discussion of the time

restrictions and of the analyst’s experience of different areas for which the respondents

wanted support.

7.2 Input Data for Phase 1

The iterative as well as concurrent nature of the method phases involves refinement of

the content of the frameworks based on discussions with members of the organisational
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context and of discussions that concern and are stimulated by new data. Such new data,

and ideas which the analyst formed by interpretation and consideration of the data,

thereby acts as new input to the discussion. In the analyst’s application of the method

this has been the prime concern for going through the tool exploration.

The process of evolving the frameworks thus had two main input sources. The first was

the strategic framework, which formed the basis for the discussions, and the second was

data extracted during the tool exploration used as input data for fuelling the discussions.

The first cut evaluation framework was thus to be brought along to each interview

together with data from the tool exploration.

7.3 Respondent Selection and Briefing

The respondent selection for the second round of interviews turned out to be a quite

delicate task depending on a variety of factors including time frame, analyst experience

and balance between locations. The last was important because of the nature of the

organisational context for the project. The project was originally initiated by Volvo IT

in Skövde, whose main concern was influenced by its ‘production oriented’ daily

activities of CASE-tool support. However, when Volvo IT’s method group in

Gothenburg became actively involved, their interest in the method itself, as well as its

output had to be represented.

Depending on the available time frame it became evident that not all 9 respondents to

the first round of interviews could be approached for further interviews. Also, from a

method analysis perspective, going back to all respondents in a second round of

interviews was not considered necessary.

To facilitate a good balance of respondents that both subdivisions would appreciate,

given the limited time frame available, three respondents were selected. All respondents

had earlier been made aware that the analyst might contact them for further interviews.

Three respondents were eventually contacted for discussions related to component

thinking and databases. These were areas in which the tool exploration had provided the

analyst with new data and in which contributions from both the analyst and the

respondents was likely to occur.
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When the respondents had been selected they were contacted via the phone for booking

time and place. During this phone call the analyst further explained how the project was

proceeding and how data collected were to be used. Also the analyst tried to answer any

questions that the respondents had. The analyst, keeping the discussions over the phone

rather informal, tried to once more establish an open, productive and stimulating

atmosphere for the upcoming discussions.

The phone calls acted as preparation since the analyst explained to the respondents what

was expected of them so that they could take some time in advance to prepare

themselves for the forthcoming session. Also, another reason for these phone calls was

an intention from the analyst to start an (unconscious) mind process that would enable a

more interesting discussion. The booking of times for the interviews was yet another

issue that the analyst felt had to be at least partly controlled by the respondents. The

analyst suggested that booking of interviews should be done approximately one week

after making the phone calls, since it was envisaged from the analyst’s perspective that

a longer time span would make it more difficult to facilitate an effective discussion. The

reason for this view was that the insights gained from having undertaken the tool

exploration needed to be fresh in the analyst’s memory. Fortunately, it was possible to

undertake the interviews in that short time period. Two of the interviews were

scheduled on the same day with lunch in between. The third interview, which was held

in Skövde, was then booked for the day after.

7.4 Interview Initiation

The interviews were initiated by a short introduction by the analyst to inform the

respondents of exactly what was to be done and what was expected from them. Also,

the analyst told each respondent of the status of the project at that time.

The interviews then continued by looking at and having a short discussion on the first

cut strategic framework. To each interview the analyst brought the framework as well as

the data generated during the tool exploration. There were two reasons for bringing the

framework. The first was that if the respondents hadn’t looked at the framework prior to

the interview they should be given the opportunity to do so (without any embarrassment

if they had not had time previously). The second reason was that the analyst wanted to
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be able to guide discussions and take first hand notes on specific issues directly together

with each respondent.

The interest that the framework received exceeded any expectations that the analyst had.

Each respondent brought with them a printed copy of the framework and they all

seemed pleased with the framework and with the demands specified. During all the

interviews the analyst was told that the respondents felt that it was indeed their

framework, in that they recognised their own thoughts. An interesting observation is

that the respondents recognised their own thoughts even on issues in the framework

where the analyst was certain they had not made any statements. This, the analyst

interprets as confirmation that the content of the framework was considered widely

relevant within the contextual setting.

For the purpose of enabling an open minded and informal discussion as in the first

round of interviews, no recording device was used during the interviews. Also, the

analyst once more started the interviews having only a pen and a blank sheet of paper

apart from the first cut strategic framework and data from the tool exploration. This

facilitated having an informal discussion even though it was to be based on the

framework and the tool exploration data, guided by a hidden agenda specifying the main

areas of concern.

The hidden agenda that the analyst had prepared before the session focused on

component thinking and database support. Even though the agenda used was hidden

during the actual session, it was not unknown to the respondent (since it had, at least

partly, been revealed during the phone conversation when the session was scheduled).

The first issue in the hidden agenda was that of component thinking, a key concept in

the first cut strategic framework. The analyst wanted a more thorough understanding

since the definitions given previously were in need of clarification and in fact only gave

limited clues to what component thinking and the use of components really is. Demands

like “support the creation of components” had, for example, been specified in the

framework without defining what a component was in the context of the organisation.
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The other issue present in the hidden agenda was that of database support, for which the

analyst had found some interesting data that the organisation could consider. Also the

analyst had (in addition to this exploration) prior experience in looking at database

design transformation support in an older version of the tool, and thus had experience

that could fuel further discussion.

7.5 Interviewing

Having created an open climate for informal discussions the interviews began. The

analyst started off by using the first cut strategic framework as a basis for the discussion

and thus discussions took place on a number of areas where the respondents felt they

wanted to add or change specific demands stated in the framework. The analyst after a

while started to try and narrow the discussions down to try and get some specifications

and definitions on the subject of components and component thinking. This area was, as

the analyst had presupposed, difficult to define since it became apparent that many

definitions of exactly what a component is, and of what one is supposed to use

component thinking for, can be found. However, after having had something of a

definition in the first interview this was then later on used as a basis for discussion in

subsequent interviews. Thus, after having conducted all three interviews, the analyst

had received compatible definitions on multiple levels ranging from a high level to a

low level perspective.

As the discussions progressed the analyst continuously included data from the tool

exploration. Having consulted the tool’s manuals (Visio Corporation, 1999, 1999b) the

analyst had, during tool exploration, found that the tool7 supported Active Directory.

This is an example of an issue brought up by the analyst for consideration by the

respondents. It is further noticeable that data on supported functionality, brought up by

the analyst for consideration, was in fact both accepted and rejected. The analyst had,

for instance, also found that the tool had support for migrating between different

databases. This functionality was during the interviews deemed irrelevant by

respondents since they instead wanted to use specialised tools for the purpose. Since

database migration was not relevant it was also not included in any of the evaluation

7 Visio 2000 Enterprise Edition
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frameworks. On the other hand Active Directory support was considered relevant and

therefore later included in the evolving strategic framework.

Inclusion of data from the tool exploration in this way involved a context switch from

what the organisation wants irrespective of current technology support to what the

CASE-tools of today can actually support. This context switch was important since it, in

a way involved switching between the method’s phases enabling respondents to be

faced with data on functionality supported today that they might respond to.

Switching contexts in this manner increased the complexity of making notes during the

discussions since interpretation of data had to consider the context in which a specific

note was made. The reason for this is that what the organisation really wants to do

should be reflected, as well as how they might want to alternative features in a tool if a

requirement cannot in fact be (fully) supported.

The discussions thus moved back and forth between the two contexts and after a while

started to include many other areas, in particular code generation and repository support.

Both have strong implications for how CASE-tools should support component thinking

and databases. Many areas of concern are thus interconnected so that, for example,

CASE-tools should support component thinking by using a repository managing all

definitions and located in a tool independent database. The discussions thus had a

tendency to become quite wide despite the analyst’s efforts to focus using the hidden

agenda.

Though the discussions tended to broaden they were, however, kept focused on a

number of key issues. From time to time the discussions lost focus on CASE-

technology and the analyst then tried to, temporarily, change the focus to issues

concerning e.g. the organisational setting and how it was affected by varying

management styles. This was, apart from proving a break from discussing CASE-

technology, considered relevant by the analyst since it was envisaged, both by the

analyst and by the respondents themselves, that management styles could have

implications for the adoption and the demands specified for CASE-tools.
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There were also concepts in the first cut strategic framework that respondents had

specified which they, when looking at them put in the context of the framework, wanted

to remove. One example was the concept of supporting web module generation from

databases, which should instead be handled by using components.

After the discussions started to fade out the interviews were concluded. The time for

each interview ranged between one hour and two hours and thirty minutes.

7.6 Interview Transcript Generation

After the interviews had been completed the analyst started to write out transcripts of

each interview. This transcription was made in a like manner to that made in the first

round of interviews (see chapter 5.4). Since the interviews were all made in Swedish,

transcription also included translation to English. The translation was not only made for

practical purposes. Since all interview material was transcribed and translated in a

similar fashion by the analyst this meant that all interview material was generated in a

similar manner. This further enabled anonymity for the respondents since the phrasing

and writing style was that of the analyst and not of the individual respondents. In

writing transcripts of each interview it was the analyst’s intention to as well as possible

capture what had been said during the interview. However, since the focus of the

interviews had sometimes been wide it was at times difficult to extract all that had been

said on paper. The analyst, however, feels confident that most important aspects of each

interview were indeed captured. The second round of interviews generated transcripts of

between two to three pages (750-1350 words) that were then to be coded.

After having completed the transcripts of each of the interviews these were mailed out

to the respective respondents for commenting. In the letter, the analyst explained to the

respondents that they were free to come with any suggestions and changes that they

might have in mind. Individually sending out the transcripts yielded results since there

were indeed comments and also additions that the respective respondents felt they had

forgotten to say in the interviews.

This was received by mail and on one occasion the analyst felt uncertain how to

interpret a suggestion that one of the respondents had made. Since all data that is to go

into a strategic framework must be well grounded in the organisational setting the
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analyst decided that this suggestion could not go into the framework without having it

defined and explained further. Thus the analyst conducted a short phone interview with

the respondent discussing the concept until a clear definition was conceived, thereby

justifying its place in the transcripts.

7.7 Coding of the Transcripts

The coding process for the second round of interviews was similar to that of the first.

Thus all interviews were merged into a single two-column word processor document

that was then exposed to open coding. This in essence means that the analyst coded the

documents by extracting concepts on a line-by-line basis but also tried to capture the

meaning of whole sentences or paragraphs. Since the codes extracted should later on be

merged with the first cut strategic framework to form a second cut strategic framework

this involved additional complexity.

In extracting the codes the analyst at all times had to look at and be aware of any

homonyms or synonyms already existing in the first-cut strategic framework. Thus

concepts that appeared to be new could perhaps already exist, thus eliminating the need

for creation of a new concept. This would later on imply that only the indicator would

be exported to the second cut framework. Thus during the coding the analyst had to

check whether existing or similar concepts were present in the framework before

extracting and above all naming the concepts that emerged in the coding process. This

approach thus presented the analyst, this time having had some experience in coding,

with quite a different situation in which constant comparisons had to be made thus

making the coding process proceed at a slower pace than at first anticipated.

7.8 Creation of a Second Cut Strategic Evaluation Framework

When all interview material had been coded and in doing so compared to the existing

framework, this had to be included, or more precisely, merged into the first cut strategic

framework, thus enabling generation of a second cut strategic framework.

For the process of developing the second cut strategic evaluation framework the analyst

started out by at first separating all the concepts from the data for structuring, relying on

the word processor’s ability to search for concepts and thus being able to re-establish

the link. Thus all concepts inherent in the coded interview material were copied to a
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spreadsheet file. After having done this the analyst removed all duplicates and thus

ended up with a list of some 80+ concepts, some of which were already present in the

first cut strategic framework. These concepts were then moved to a word processor

document after having fixed and standardised all syntactic constructs, and also changed

them in the coded interview material. The reason for this was that some of the concepts

were already present in the input framework and thus could not be included without a

close connection to their indicators. Also, synonyms and homonyms present in the

concept coding, in both the input framework and the resultant interview concept codes,

could only be discovered when looking at their respective indicators. Thus in the word

processor file the codes were reunited with their corresponding indicators from the

coded interview material. Re-establishing the connection between the coded concepts

and their respective indicators was done by searching for each of the concept codes

inherent in the word processor document in the coded interview material. The resulting

document thus contained all the coded concepts extracted from the second round of

interviews along with their respective indicators. The process is illustrated in the bottom

part of figure 7.

When undertaking this process it became apparent that some of the codes did indeed

have the same, or almost the same, set of indicators. This, on several occasions, caused

the analyst to merge some of the concepts where appropriate. One example of such a

“merge” is database support (see appendix D, p. 256). Since the analyst wanted to keep

a close connection and thus maintain traceability between the data and the coded

concepts the corresponding changes were also applied in the coded interview material.

When this process had been completed the analyst ended up with a single document

containing all concepts along with their indicators ready for merging with the input

framework. Merging the framework with the document containing the new data also

proved to be a tedious and complex task. It soon proved that there were still many

indicators that seemed misplaced when comparing them to other indicators and codes

already present in the framework. Thus, the process of merging could not be done

simply by placing the concepts and their respective codes under suitable categories.

This was a valid way of operating for some concepts while many others had, in essence,

to be merged with existing concepts. Thus some of the codes inherent in the document

were removed and only their indicators were inserted into the emerging framework.
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Also even if a concept seemed to be closely linked to a specific concept category, on

closer investigation this link might appear misplaced when considering and comparing

the indicators. This caused the indicators and codes to be somewhat dispersed across the

framework, thereby further acknowledging how the interviews had widened their focus.

It turned out, in fact, that even if the coded interview material had seemed to be quite

focused this focus appeared somewhat weakened when actually considering the

indicators rather than the coded concepts themselves. Thus in the analyst’s view, the

process of merging the coded interview material into the framework and, in doing so,

looking also at the indicators, meant that the semantics and pragmatics of the interview

were brought out more clearly than simply looking at the interview material by itself.

When merging the data from the second round of interviews with the first cut

framework, the analyst found many places where the indicators suggested that concepts

should be merged when looking at their respective indicators in detail. Thus

incorporating new data in the framework also by necessity caused the framework to be

transformed (changes in the frameworks are marked in grey, for comparison see

appendix C and D).

After having completed the merging of data and framework the analyst started to evolve

the framework to state requirements under each concept. At the time the form of the

framework was that it contained categories of concepts and individual concepts each

with one or several indicators.

Thus the analyst started, for each concept, to look at the indicators to try and formulate a

requirement that matched what the respondents wanted to be able to do. This process

took quite some time and also gave rise to further refinement of the framework since

some of the concepts inherent in the same category gave rise to the same or very similar

requirements. When this occurred, the analyst more than once merged different

concepts to better reflect what was actually asked for. The analyst is, however, aware

that in doing so the abstraction level was sometimes increased. The analyst, however,

feels confident that the concepts that were merged were only those that would have to

be discussed further when continuing the evolution of the frameworks.
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7.9 Generation of a First Cut Pragmatic Framework

After having completed work with the second cut evaluation framework this was to be

refined into a first cut pragmatic framework. According to the method, the initial state

of this framework is identical to that of the current strategic framework. The framework

is then tailored so that it accounts for limitations in current technology. Requirements

that the organisation wants and that current technology can support should be included,

whereas that which are far beyond what can be realistically expected in current-state of

the art technology should be replaced by something else that, at least partly, fulfil the

expectations. The motivation for this is that, if one beforehand, envisage that no tool on

the market can be expected to account for a certain demand, it is better to de-emphasise

expectations and replace requirement with something that might be (at least partly)

feasible to have support for. However, if no alternative support can be identified that

partially support the concept (from the strategic evaluation framework) it is, based on

the respondents’ view, possible to remove that concept form the pragmatic framework

since there is little point in evaluating against a requirement that one beforehand know

can not be meet in any tool.

The analyst, however, wishes to stress that all demands and requirements stated in the

strategic framework are indeed grounded in the organisation. This means in essence that

if a demand that cannot be met were included in the pragmatic framework this would

only cause that demand not to be satisfied by any tool when making an evaluation.

Keeping this in mind the analyst thus stripped the most current strategic framework of

concepts that currently, to the best of the analyst’s knowledge, would not be supported,

keeping the rest. It should be noted that the pragmatic frameworks generated are always

to be considered stripped versions of the strategic frameworks. However, a number of

concepts in a pragmatic framework might (collectively) partly replace one single

concept in a strategic framework. Still, it might be that a number of concepts only partly

cover the one concept in the strategic framework. Since the method relies on evolving

the frameworks using the method phases, further tool explorations would make

knowledge of current support more evident thus enabling expansion and improved

precision in the pragmatic framework.
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There is also another issue that the analyst has accounted for in preparing the first cut

pragmatic framework, namely that of handling pragmatics. There are examples in the

strategic framework of support that the organisation wants which is supported by

current technology but not in the way that the organisation wants. One of these is fully

automatic code generation (see appendix D, pp. 246). This is something that is indeed,

according to several of the respondents, supported using a tool called CoolGen.

However, according to the respondents the code generated is unreadable by human

developers and made in the programming language Cool, thus violating several other

supportive functionalities that the organisation wanted (including Code readability and

“Black box” avoidance, see appendix D, p. 249 and p. 250 respectively). This would

call for a decision on whether to include fully automatic code generation in the

pragmatic framework since it may actually be done. However, it cannot be done in the

way that the organisation wants, for example by generating component-based, readable

code in Java, C++ and VB. Also code cannot be properly edited afterwards. Thus

perhaps only semi-automatic code generation should be included in the pragmatic

framework, along with other demands that should then be met. The problem is further

stressed since having fully- or semi- automatic code generation is also an issue about

which the respondents have mixed feelings. Some want fully automatic code generation

if possible, others do not, even if it could/can in fact be supported.

For these types of questions the analyst decided to keep both requirements in the

pragmatic framework and leave it up to the developers to choose how much of the code

they want to auto-generate. This however generates a new demand, that of being able to

specify how much of the code generation the tool should do. This requirement did in

fact come up during the second round of interview discussions, when the analyst wanted

the respondents to be more specific as to what they actually wanted to do. Never the

less, if it had not been brought up by the respondents it should anyhow have to be

included since it represents an alternative demand specifying what to do if one of the

other demands cannot be met. This would imply that there is indeed a large complexity

involved in handling conjunctions and disjunctions of requirements and including these

in the frameworks.

During the process of generating the first cut pragmatic framework it became apparent

to the analyst that the pragmatic framework would not be very different from the
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strategic framework. There were however some differences since some of the

requirements specified were felt by the analyst to be unlikely to be supported by current

technology. This was particularly true in areas concerning AI-support and knowledge-

and pattern-bases. These are all areas of active research, and are not likely to have

produced results mature enough for adoption in CASE-tools. However, there were also

many demands that were specified by the respondents for which the in-house developed

CASE-tools in Volvo IT had support. It should in this respect be noted that the

organisation has been using both in-house developed and vendor CASE-tools for many

years. This makes members of the organisation highly knowledgeable in the area of

CASE-support.

These considerations made the analyst decide that the first cut evaluation framework

should be identical to that of the second cut strategic framework. The reason for this is

that differences would be almost non-existent, given the status of the project. This,

amongst other things, will be analysed in the following chapter.
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8 Analysis

Keeping respondents informed improved good will for the project. Also responding

quickly to any replies from the respondents indicates to them that the analyst is indeed

interested in what they have to say. This is further important since the analyst is

dependent on respondents being willing to allocate time perhaps in an already tight

schedule. The analyst in other words must be well prepared and must not waste

respondents’ time, since this would undoubtedly be damaging for the project and for

working with the method.

8.1 Interviewing and Coding

The analyst’s reflection on interviewing is that it is quite tiresome both for the analyst

and for the respondents. Also, the process of transcribing the field notes and of coding

them takes a lot of time and energy. To get the best out of the field notes, and indeed out

of the interview, it is important that these are transcribed as soon as possible. This is

further stressed when not using a tape recorder, since this highlights the importance of

relying on the field notes more and more as time goes by. Preferably the field notes

should therefore be transcribed as soon as possible when the interview is still fresh in

memory, meaning directly after the interview or a day or two afterwards (Glaser, 1998).

This requirement has not always been met in this study because consecutive interviews

during short time intervals have been undertaken on more than one occasion. The

analyst, however, feels confident that the extensive field notes have been properly

transcribed since the field notes taken during each of the interviews were quite detailed.

The reason for having consecutive interviews has been both lack of time for printing out

the field notes as well as having interviews booked directly after each other for timing

purposes.

Using the field notes, and printing them out after a varying time delay, may incur bias

from the analyst. However, provided that the field notes are extensive and detailed, they

should express what the respondent said and the analyst is confident that any

unconscious influence from the analyst’s view is limited. Thus when transcribing the

field notes, they will supposedly only to a limited degree be biased by the analyst. This

bias is difficult to measure since when the analyst compiles documents they will
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undoubtedly be influenced by, for example, writing style, which may slightly change

the emphasis that the respondents originally had. There is also another possible bias that

may be intertwined with the data collected, that of respondent bias as compared to

actual organisational needs. This is further analysed in chapter 8.5.

When making transcripts of the field notes collected during each of the interviews the

analyst ended up with several transcription documents represented in a set of files.

These were then merged into a single file and in doing so all document headers

containing respondent names were removed. The analyst however decided that keeping

the acronyms in the single text file containing all the interviews seemed vital. These

acronyms were kept for a number of reasons. The primary reason was that the acronyms

enabled traceability back to each interview, for example enabling comments that were

sent to the analyst later on to be properly inserted into the document. Also, keeping the

acronyms was important when considering the context in which things were said. This

was later acknowledged in the coding and creation of the framework from the interview

transcripts. Certain indicators of concepts stemmed from different concerns, for

example considering homonyms, and thus being able to trace back to the source context

proved to be vital in understanding and placing the indicators in the concept hierarchy.

8.2 Creation of the Frameworks

By taking an overview of the different notes, a pattern emerged on the relationships

between the various categories. When looking at the framework two different

conclusions may be drawn. Firstly, there is a clear category discrepancy concerning

what the respondents want in terms of output functionality and supportive functionality,

both user and transparent. User facilities are in this respect defined as functionality that

supports the user in his/her work, e.g. search facilities and parameterisation (see

appendix D, p. 169 and p. 172 respectively). Transparent facilities are functionality that

should be handled automatically, e.g. security and change propagation (see appendix D,

p. 179 and p. 184 respectively). Secondly, there is a discrepancy between the number of

properties held by categories and concepts, in which the categories have numerous

properties and the concepts a fairly limited number. This indicates that categorisation of

properties into a concept hierarchy was, considering the time frame and the complexity

induced by having more than 600 concepts, unmanageable. However, since the focus of
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the study is on analysing the method rather than generating frameworks this does not

matter, from the aim’s perspective.

Generating a second cut strategic framework by merging the first cut strategic

framework together with interview data, based both on tool exploration and on the

framework itself, did provide much improvement in the resulting framework. This

affected the resulting framework both in terms of increased precision and expansion.

This was because incorporating new data and merging it into the framework caused the

analyst to take a close look at the indicators, thus increasing the quality of the

framework in terms of the semantics of the concepts. Further refining the framework by

formulating requirements based on the intention of each concept was also important.

This facilitated further improvement and reconciliation of concepts and also meant that

the framework evolved into one that could in some respect be used for an evaluation.

8.3 Handling of Pragmatics with Respect to the Method

The papers concerning the method do not consider the impact of pragmatics when

developing the emerging frameworks. The method stresses that the framework produced

in phase 2 must always be a version of the framework produced in phase 1. This means

in essence that framework changes are propagated from the strategic evaluation

framework to the pragmatic evaluation framework but never the other way around.

However, long term demands that may not be supported by current technology may

have to be accounted for in the pilot evaluation of phase 2. This calls for a specialisation

of a long-term demand into one or several requirements that are different from and

perhaps only partly satisfy what is asked for in the first place.

A practical example of the problem is an organisation that wants a set of CASE-tools to

support the entire information systems life cycle. These tools should be entirely open

for extract and import operations from and to other tools so that the best tools for each

phase can be used. If this cannot be supported they want a tool that supports the entire

information systems development lifecycle by itself. Perhaps the most evident example

of this is the concept of single or multiple tool choice (see appendix C, p. 164) stating

that:
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“it would be good to use a number of different tools if they can be

connected as to transparently support the whole information systems

development life cycle. If this is not possible a single tool might be

more appropriate.” (Appendix C, p.164)

In principle, these demands take the form of: we want X and if it cannot be done we

must be able to do Y instead (or perhaps Y+Z).

This is an IF… ELSE demand. Thus we have a main demand that must be inserted in

the long-term strategic framework. In the first example X goes into the long term

strategic framework but not into the short term pragmatic framework in which we want

to put Y. Y must in some way be indicated and put into the short term pragmatic

framework without affecting X in the long term strategic framework. It is, of course,

also possible to express such conditional demands using one (or a combination of

several) of the logical operators; AND, OR, and XOR.

8.4 Phase Transitions

During some of the interviews implications of time framing in context of continual

usage of the method and its implications for the view of data produced earlier was

discussed. Assume, for example that an organisation uses the method and produces

evaluation frameworks, which they then use to evaluate and select CASE-tools. Assume

further that the organisation three years later wants to apply the method once more,

partly to create new evaluation frameworks, for looking at new technology features

which might earlier have been asked for, and for assessing how the organisational needs

have changed during the period. Together with the long-term framework produced

earlier, the use of the method can then provide a reference point for assessing

organisational learning. Clearly the legacy long-term framework would then be

considered as data for the method as well as a reference point.

An interesting situation occurs if organisations start to use the method as a way to

continually check upon and evaluate organisational learning. This might be for change

and trend analysis as well as for assessing the impact of more or less drastic

organisational changes. Assume that this is done every three months. Should the long-

term strategic framework then be considered as raw secondary data, or as a primary
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source of information for direct iteration in the continual usage of the method? This is

not currently addressed in the literature concerning the method and is thus an open

question. Further studies are needed with the method in order to address this issue.

8.5 Dealing with Motivations, Interests and Policies

The method papers do not reflect on how to handle strains between tool usage in reality

and how tools are to be used according to policy. Depending on how the interviews are

conducted, the influence of the policies on motivation and interest, and the degree to

which responses are politically correct, is likely to vary. The analyst’s interpretation of

the method and of its soft approach is that support for actual tool usage is more

important than the tool usage advocated by policies. Given this interpretation, the

analyst considered it important to concentrate on each stakeholder’s individual

perception, thereby aiming to reduce as much of the politics as possible. This may be

partly facilitated by not using a tape recorder and by keeping the interview material

largely confidential. The analyst also tried to establish a good climate for discussions to

make respondents feel at-ease, thereby further de-emphasising policies. Also, the

analyst sent out respective interview transcripts to each respondent in individual e-mails

for commenting and critique, before coding and analysis.

Since the frameworks were conceived by having quite informal interviews they were

likely to represent some departure from company policy in favour of how things were

actually done. Thus, the analyst decided that the frameworks had the potential to come

as a surprise to members of the management. This further emphasises why the analyst

chose to treat each respondent anonymously. This is the reason why all e-mails to the

respondents were sent individually and why the respondents were, whenever possible

treated individually during the study. To further facilitate anonymity, respondent

identification was removed from the frameworks so that, all data included in the

frameworks was kept opaque.

Some of the respondents pointed out that they could, in the frameworks, clearly

recognise their own thoughts, even when the analyst was certain it was not theirs. Since

respondents commented that they recognised and felt familiar with the content of the

frameworks, this indicates contextual validity on behalf of the developed framework. If

they had not, it would have indicated that the analyst had made grave misinterpretations.
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Thus the respondents feeling confident with the framework would mean that the

frameworks did account for what they wanted.

The fact that respondents had the opportunity to say what they wanted is not

unquestionably beneficial. In essence, it means that company policies, routines and

ways of working may be more or less overlooked. In fact, this may have implications

for the grounding of the interview data since a developed framework that has been

grounded in one contextual setting might differ considerably from one developed from

another method application, in another contextual setting (i.e. using other respondents),

even though it could have been part of the same organisational context. The issue of

respondent selection and of keeping a good research relationship is therefore critical.

8.6 Grounding of Interview Data

Interviewing members of an organisation to facilitate a solid grounding of data in the

organisational context may be problematic. The analyst does not, in an interview

situation, have any means for finding out whether a specific requirement stems from the

organisational context or whether it is the respondent’s professional view. This is indeed

a potential problem since when having an open and informal discussion where the

respondent may freely express thoughts on a specific issue, individual stakeholder

views are likely to be mixed with actual organisational requirements. Separating these

so that individual preferences could be identified and compared to those demands

directly relevant to the organisation would, if possible, be preferable since it would

allow a clear and unbiased elucidation of the demands.

To increase the quality of the data collected in this sense the analyst could perhaps use a

recording device during at least during some interview sessions (or parts of sessions) to

make the respondents express themselves in a more political manner. However, this

would perhaps also have effects on the climate for discussion thereby reducing data

quality at the same time. In the analyst’s view the best way to facilitate refinement of

data stemming from the organisational needs alone would be to interview more

respondents and improve the data quality by emphasising triangulation of data sources

for each concept.
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In the frameworks generated some of the concepts do have many indicators which, in a

way, would suggest successful triangulation. It should however be emphasised that

concepts for which there is only limited support in the underlying data may be worth

investigating, perhaps by looking for counter-examples or additional indicators to,

perhaps, ensure that the concept is either re-interpreted or strengthened. It must also be

kept in mind that limited support in the data may be the result of errors in the coding or

depend on the analyst’s ability to truly comprehend what the demand really means,

since there are possibly more unidentified indicators that should point to the concept.

When considering the grounding of data there are also problems with historical

demands. There is a potential danger that some demands specified in the framework are

likely to be (perhaps unconsciously) influenced by what stakeholders wanted to do

earlier, or from previous negative experiences from what (at that time) could be

supported by tools, even if these demands are no longer relevant. The analyst also has

discovered the shift from procedural coding to component thinking evident in the

framework. An example of this is that respondents generally wanted to be able to

reverse engineer code and to have code documented in detail. When applied to

components, which all respondents talk about documenting, detailed code is no longer

interesting since only functionality and interface need be documented. Also,

components are to be exchanged rather than reengineered. Having all these demands in

the same framework, as is the case in the frameworks generated, this would imply that

the developers want detailed documentation and reengineering capabilities for

components. This stands in conflict with component thinking. Thus a shift is indeed

evident, generating some demands that may be seen as conflicting.

Handling this complexity in the frameworks has involved a decision from the analyst

whether to include it or not. The analyst has decided to include all demands since it is

evident from the interviews that both ways of working are currently employed in the

organisation. Thus this is an issue that the analyst perceives should be handled by the

developers themselves, when continuing work with the method.
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9 Results

This chapter presents the results from the field study on method application.

9.1 Method Transfer

According to Lundell and Lings (1999b), three different contexts need to be accounted

for concerning method transfer. Firstly, there is transfer of the method8 to a method

user. Secondly, there is transfer from a method user’s understanding of it to its

application in the contextual setting. Finally there is a method user’s understanding and

perception of the method after having applied it in a contextual setting. These different

aspects have been considered and the analyst has drawn a number of conclusions.

To transfer the method from descriptions to the analyst’s mind was not found to be

difficult. The analyst had some prior experience in qualitative thinking and therefore the

method seemed intuitive and easy to understand. There were, of course, details that the

analyst felt needed some clarification, but these were smoothly sorted out in discussions

with the method creators.

The second stage in method transfer was that of presenting the method to the

organisation, Volvo IT. This was also easy to handle since, the method being intuitive, a

brief description explaining the main features of the method and its approach to CASE-

tool evaluation could be given. Also, organisational stakeholders were indeed interested

and thus wanted the analyst to explain the method.

The third stage in method transfer involved the analyst’s continual understanding when

applying the method in the organisational context. The analyst did occasionally have

problems in understanding some issues concerning method output, especially when

dealing with the initial state of the pragmatic framework. The analyst at first thought

that the initial state of the pragmatic framework would be a blank sheet of paper that

would then include all demands from the strategic framework that where wholly or

partly supported, or demands that could be handled by one or several alternative

demands. After discussions with the method creators the analyst changed this view to

8 As presented in a number of research papers on the method.
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incorporate the fact that the initial pragmatic framework should be a copy of the

strategic framework that could then be tailored for current technology.

9.2 Experiences from the Process of Applying the Method

The process of method application given the context has provided some interesting

results. It was possible to successfully transfer and apply the method, as proposed by

Lundell and Lings (1999b), to the organisational context. In doing so the method was

positively received by stakeholders in the organisation. The interest that the analyst got

from the organisation was somewhat overwhelming and the analyst thus explained the

purposes of the project, as well as the method’s evaluation approach, to numerous

members of the organisation. Following the explanation they also appeared interested in

the project output, suggesting that method support for evaluation of CASE-tools would

indeed address a problem relevant to the organisation.

The application process itself was, considering the method’s intuitive approach,

reasonably easy to follow in the way advocated. However, the analyst faced some issues

not described in the literature concerning the method.

Pragmatic Considerations:

In dealing with pragmatic demands the analyst concluded that respondents often

specified demands by way of a preferred demand and also demands that would together

completely or partially support the preferred one. This affected the frameworks

generated since ultimately the preferred demand would then be kept in the strategic

framework whereas the others would be moved to a pragmatic framework. This is the

way that the method advocates handling such issues. However, some of these demands

occurred independently of each other and no consolidation could be made even after

further discussion on the subject with respondents. Thus all demands were kept, even

though some appeared strategic and some appeared pragmatic. The main effect on the

frameworks generated was that the second cut strategic framework and the first cut

pragmatic framework are identical.

Scalability:

The method was found to scale appropriately in the study undertaken. Applying the

method in as large an organisation as Volvo IT, and considering that the frameworks
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developed covered the whole information systems development life cycle, the method

was, in the analyst’s view, successfully used. The analyst may, however, conclude that

scalability issues are important and must be considered since they do affect method

application.

Handling massive amounts of data resulting from a total of 12 interviews proved to be

an inherently complex task, especially the coding and the transitions between phases

(after the first cut strategic framework had been developed). Also, to undertake the

second round of interviews was complex since there was an evolving framework on the

one hand, together with the resulting new data sources from the tool exploration that

should constitute the focus for further discussions. This was complicated since it

became difficult to get an overview of the material and of the many concepts inherent in

the frameworks. Getting an overview is likely to become harder and harder as the

organisational setting and the context for usage scales up. The problem is that the mind

processes and the organisational learning resulting from application of the method

affected the way in which respondents defined and spoke of concepts. Ultimately this

caused a change in the way in which concept comparison was undertaken when

evolving the frameworks. At first it was possible to match concepts to appropriate

categories by looking almost exclusively at the concepts themselves. When new

information was later incorporated into the strategic framework this had to be done by

instead comparing indicators since the naming of concepts was sometimes different.

If the framework had been more focused on a specific part of the information systems

development life cycle, a more thorough concept development would have been likely

thus generating a smaller framework, which would have been easier to change.

Interviewing:

Interviewing, using open interviews, was a process that worked as expected when

considering its relation to the goals of the method and of the project. The analyst

attempted to keep the interviews as open as possible and this was indeed possible. There

were, however, some potential dangers that the analyst had to consider.

Firstly, the analyst’s prime concern was that of how respondents actually wanted to use

the CASE-tools in their work. To get this information it was important that the
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discussions were open minded and not affected by, for example, company policy. For

this reason the analyst did not use a recording device, believed to make respondents feel

uneasy and exposed. The analyst also tentatively considered each interview as a

separate event that was considered anonymously, so respondents would not suffer the

risk of having their thoughts exposed. This tentative approach to anonymity was not

initially planned, but was instead an ad-hoc decision made by the analyst in conjunction

with the decision not to use a recording device. However, respondents expressed the

view that keeping all interview data anonymous was indeed a good thing. Therefore,

when interviewing in conjunction with the method, anonymity proved to be of great

importance for the interview climate.

Coding:

The open coding approach used, in which concepts are extracted from interview

transcripts on a line-by-line basis, was time-consuming. Having made a total of 12

interviews this generated a large amount of data to be analysed. Analysing and properly

categorising the 650+ concepts that emerged was an inherently complex task. A number

of issues affected the coding process. Since there were so many concepts, it was hard to

get an overview of the empirical data. In order to extract the frameworks the analyst

then temporarily separated concepts from their respective indicators to be able to

manage the concepts more efficiently, for example removing duplicate concepts and

resolving naming differences. After this had been done the concepts were re-

consolidated with the indicators.

This process was undertaken by necessity even though separation of concepts and

indicators, and to some extent handling concepts independently, can be dangerous. Later

on, when developing the frameworks, the focus shifted somewhat towards comparing

the indicators rather than the concepts to handle concepts that seemed misplaced.

9.3 The Frameworks

The main output of method application has been the evaluation frameworks developed

(Appendices C and D). These are not in any way to be considered final versions.
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First Cut Strategic Framework:

The first cut strategic evaluation framework (see appendix C) was developed after

having completed phase 1 of the method (see chapter 5). The framework thus represents

the collective view of CASE-support that was developed based on analysis of the first 9

interviews and other data collected during participant observation within the contextual

setting. The framework consists of 61 pages (15000+ words) containing categories,

concepts and indicators relevant to CASE-tool support.

Second Cut Strategic Framework:

The second cut strategic evaluation framework (see appendix D) resulted after having

made a tool exploration (see chapter 6) and then re-iterated phase 1 with a new set of

interviews (see chapter 7.1-7.8). The 3 interviews that were made focused on issues

selected during tool exploration and thus aimed at discussing new data as well as the

first cut strategic framework. The purpose of these discussions was to create a new and

expanded strategic framework with increased precision. Focusing on a number of

selected issues, including database support, components and component thinking, this

had an extensive impact on the resulting second cut strategic framework. Also the

analyst, in order to make the concepts more usable in an evaluation, complemented each

concept with a requirement specifying the functionality that the concept and its

indicators described.

Including new data and adding requirements caused the second cut strategic framework

to expand drastically (see appendix D, additions relative to appendix C are marked in

grey).

The second cut strategic framework all-in-all consisted of 103 pages (23000+ words)

describing a refined and expanded view of what Volvo IT wanted to be able to do using

CASE-tools. Since requirements were also added, this framework could be used in a full

evaluation.

First Cut Pragmatic Framework:

The first cut pragmatic framework has not been separately included as an appendix in

the report. The reason for this is that it was conceived as an exact copy of the second cut

strategic framework. There are a number of potential reasons why these two
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frameworks did not diverge. The first is that the organisation is experienced and has

used CASE-tools, both in-house developed and vendor tools, for many years. This is

likely to affect the pragmatism inherent in the strategic framework causing shorter-term

issues to be included in the strategic evaluation framework.

Many demands that are specified also deal with CASE-technology that Volvo IT has

already implemented in their own tools (see e.g. appendix D, p. 180, developer scope

maintained and controlled by access rights). It is not certain that vendor CASE-tools

include support for these concepts, but by definition the technology can be supported

since it is already supported in Volvo IT. Thus, the strategic framework represents a

high level of pragmatic realism for which support may be available in currently

available state-of the art CASE-tools.

Considering these factors the analyst decided that changes to the first cut pragmatic

framework would be minimal, and so decided not to include a separate appendix. Also,

any concept for which current technology offers no support would only render that

concept to be classified as unsupported in any tool evaluation.

9.4 Practical Problems

During the project the analyst encountered some problems worth noting. The most

evident is the complexity of dealing with large amounts of qualitative data. Unlike

quantitative data, which may often be analysed using statistical methods, qualitative

data must be thoroughly interpreted (Maxwell, 1996). All data generated and obtained

using the method is qualitative in nature, stemming either from documentary sources or

from interviews. If such data is to be valuable it requires careful monitoring and

consideration, a task that for large quantities rapidly becomes time consuming and

difficult.

The analyst when planning the project did not fully account for this problem and so the

project slightly exceeded the pre-set time frame. According to Seaman (1999) this is a

common problem since qualitative studies have a natural tendency to take much longer

than anticipated.
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10 Conclusions

Applying the method to a defined organisational context has made it possible to draw a

number of conclusions on behalf of the method.

• The method addresses a problem that is relevant to the organisation. This is

evident since both the project and the method has received an unexpected

amount of positive attention, including from organisational members not

considered as project stakeholders. Thus method support for CASE-tool

evaluation framework development is indeed relevant.

• Analyst adaptation to a qualitative way of working and to the soft approach is an

issue that must be dealt with. Throughout the project it has become evident that

the method user’s understanding of qualitative methods and of the soft approach

has been essential for the purpose of using the method in the way it was

conceived. Also it has become apparent that respondents “need only be

sympathetic to the special form of data collection being used during phase 1”

(Lundell et. al, 1999, p. 357, a claim repeated in Lundell and Lings (1999b)).

• The method scales. The project applied the method in a large context and with a

complete information systems life cycle in focus. During this application it has

become evident that the method does indeed scale to such an application

although the complexity of coding, and of merging new codes with an existing

strategic framework, seemed to increase.

In applying the method, a number of lessons have been learnt, especially with respect to

human aspects. The analyst has encountered issues not explicitly addressed in any of the

method papers. However, these are issues which nevertheless underlie the method and

hence are important for an application of the method.

• Firstly, method application within a contextual setting requires that the method

user is able to address softer issues. The importance for a method user of

properly addressing motivations, interests and politics among stakeholders was

reinforced during the study. The analyst’s initial assumption, that such issues

were not significant, was found to be mistaken. The analyst tentatively tried to
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handle these issues during interview sessions and got back affirmations that the

approach was greatly appreciated. Also, it allowed respondents to freely state

things that they wanted support for without feeling exposed.

• Secondly, the analyst encountered problems when undertaking the tool

exploration and developing a pragmatic framework. It reinforced the initial view

that the skills needed for these activities are different from those needed for

phase 1 and for creating strategic evaluation frameworks.

• Thirdly, the analyst encountered problems when dealing with such large

frameworks. Since the strategic framework covered a large portion of the

information systems life cycle, it became very large. The result was that it was

difficult to gain an overview of the data and evolving frameworks during

analysis. This acted as a constraint when evolving the frameworks since

duplicate concepts, having slightly different naming standards, boosted the

complexity of analysing and keeping the frameworks consistent. The analyst

concludes that tool support for the method would probably be feasible and

would largely ease the handling of large frameworks.
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11 Discussion

The method raised a surprisingly large interest in the organisation, which is considered

to be one of the main factors behind what the analyst experience as a successful

application. This could be explained by the fact that the method addresses some of the

inherent weaknesses in many other evaluation approaches.

11.1 Method Characterisation

Lundell and Lings (1999) specifies four different weaknesses in current approaches that,

according to the authors, a method for CASE-tool evaluation should address. We

consider each in turn.

“([I]mplicit) assumptions about the ability to separate consideration of

organisational needs from those of current technology when

composing an evaluation framework” (p. 179)

The relevance of this issue has been made evident in the current study since Volvo IT

has been using in-house developed CASE-tools for several years. The organisation is

therefore used to handling functionality that is not likely to be supported by CASE-

technology, as implemented by CASE-tool vendors (see e.g. appendix D, p. 201, scope

reinforcement [implemented at Volvo IT]). Thus, since the organisation wants support

for things that they themselves have already implemented, organisational as well as

technological needs must be considered. The method addresses this by using a

grounding approach where all demands and requirements specified externally or

internally are grounded in organisational data stemming from interviews or

documentary sources. In the grounding approach all data, external and internal, must be

considered and reflected on before including it in any of the frameworks. This

organisational “filter” enables the method user to consider both the organisational needs

as well as technology. Thus the weakness has been addressed in the method proposed

by Lundell and Lings (1999).

“[L]ack of method support for considering both aspects

[organisational and technological] within an evaluation, and for

adapting pre-existing frameworks” (Lundell and Lings, 1999, p. 179)
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The approach of the method proposed by Lundell and Lings (1999) is to make

evaluation frameworks that take into consideration both the technological issues and the

organisational. The method achieves this by using two distinct phases, each one with its

specific perspective for the investigation (technological and organisational views on

CASE-tools). To account for longer, and shorter-term (pragmatic) goals in an

evaluation, the method uses two distinct frameworks. The strategic evaluation

framework contains all the organisational demands and wants that the organisation

would like to have supported. Thus in the strategic framework demands may be stated

that are not supported by current technology, but that may be in a few years time. This

ultimately makes the strategic framework tailored to organisational demands.

Framework tailoring for consideration of technological issues and especially current

technology is achieved by evolving the strategic framework into a pragmatic

framework. The pragmatic framework is thus a limited version of the strategic

framework, tailored to only include those demands specified which can be supported by

state-of-the-art CASE-tools. Also, the pragmatic framework may include demands that

are essentially alternative ways of achieving currently unsupported demands in the

strategic framework.

“[T]he sequential nature of the assumed overall process, with the

implicit mutual independence of each component process” (Lundell

and Lings, 1999, p. 179)

It should be noted that the analyst’s application of the method in the event proved to be

rather sequential in nature. The reason is that the pilot study and the tool exploration

were not undertaken in the organisational context but rather in a laboratory setting. This

had implications for the nature of the analyst’s application since if the tool exploration

had been done in the organisational context together with one or several members of the

organisation, then this would have taken the form both of discussion and of pilot study

at the same time. This would then have encouraged concurrent use of both method

phases with the analyst switching contexts as the discussions progressed.

For the project undertaken, this potential was not utilised. In fact the analyst has kept

primary focus on the strategic framework, thereby only using tool exploration and
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piloting as a means for getting data to fuel further discussions with organisational

members.

“[T]he lack of acknowledgement of the importance of ‘culture gap’ in

establishing frameworks and reusing published frameworks” (Lundell

and Lings, 1999, p. 179)

Since many current approaches to evaluation like the ISO evaluation framework (ISO,

1995) address evaluation using pre-set and context independent evaluation frameworks,

the ‘culture gap’ is often overlooked. The importance of addressing the culture gap has

been made evident in the project’s field study. The main reason for this is that the

organisation, naturally, wants support for things that they have already implemented in

their own in-house developed CASE-tools (see e.g. appendix D, p. 213, central

dictionary). Since such functionality has already been implemented in the organisation

there are likely to be discrepancies between what the organisation wants to do, as

compared to what a published evaluation framework would offer.

In applying the method this particular culture gap was effectively removed since the

frameworks generated stemmed solely from data filtered or otherwise considered by the

organisation. It should, however, be noted that although removing this particular culture

gap there may still be internal culture gaps within the organisation that must be handled.

11.2 Concept Naming and Presentation

A concept may be referred to as a naming mark for an extension and an intention. The

intention may in this respect be referred to using any term, as long as it is relevant

among stakeholders within the contextual setting.

It was decided that since the frameworks were being developed for evaluation of CASE-

tools in both the short and longer term, it is appropriate to also express concepts

differently and present them as requirements.

11.3 Future Work

Reflecting on method application given a specific and defined organisational context

has provided a number of ideas for future work with the method. Research with the

method could be undertaken both for studying organisational learning and for studying
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the method’s adaptability or transferability when shifting context or products. Also the

method outcome, the evaluation frameworks, could be used for actual evaluation

purposes. Four ideas for future work will be presented:

• Since the method is likely to promote organisational learning in the organisation

in which it is applied, it would be of interest to replicate the method application

at Volvo IT (Skövde, Gothenburg) to study organisational learning over time.

Such a project could, for example, consider the frameworks generated from this

project as a reference point to see both what the organisation has learned, and

how working procedures have changed over a defined interval of time.

• Another project could replicate method application in a different context to

conduct research on method transfer to different organisational contexts. The

context may affect how easy, or hard, the method is to transfer thereby affecting

the method’s effectiveness in different contexts. Some prior work has been

undertaken in this area, for example Johansson (1999) who used a virtual

organisation defined from the literature.

• A third research area that may be looked upon in conjunction with the method is

to study how well the method may be adopted for creation of evaluation

frameworks for other types of tools or software suites. Hedlund (1999) used the

method successfully for creating evaluation frameworks for application servers

even though the method’s prime concern is CASE-tools. This suggests that the

evaluation approach suggested in the method may be valid for other products.

• A fourth research area is that of undertaking an actual CASE-tool evaluation

based on parts of the first cut pragmatic framework generated during the project.
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Appendix A: An Introduction to Grounded Theory

The method applied in the project, proposed by Lundell and Lings (1999b), is in

itself not very prescriptive concerning the actual way of working. However the

method is informed by grounded theory (hereafter referred to as GT) which is a

qualitative scientific method stemming from the social sciences. By informed,

Lundell and Lings (1999b) mean that the method’s logistics, in gathering

information and forming theories, adopts a GT approach. However the authors do

not claim that the method is in any respect strictly conforming to GT, or that all

procedures inherent in an application of GT need necessarily be followed. Since

the project aims at method application, an introduction to the grounded theory

approach is given.

“Grounded theory is an inductive, theory generation

methodology that permits the research to develop valid

concepts, ideas, and theories by grounding the observations in

data.” (Swanson and Swanson, 1990, p. 43).

Since, as Swanson and Swanson (1990), and Orlikowski (1993) state, information

systems must consider the human factor this makes them complex and

multifaceted. A scientific methodology that seeks to handle this must therefore

correctly collect, analyse, code and report non-standard qualitative data (Swanson

and Swanson, 1990).

The grounded theory initially proposed by Glaser and Strauss (1967) and coming

from the social sciences addresses these problems. GT provides a research

methodology for handling qualitative data coming from case studies, documentary

sources or from semi- or unstructured interviews and other kinds of participant

interaction (Turner, 1981). The methodology is both iterative and comparative

(Orlikowski, 1993). Iterative when moving between concepts and data,

comparative since it requires a continual comparison between the data, the

concepts materialised and the emerging theory (Orlikowski, 1993). The use of

grounded theory thus “enables the researcher to work in an environment where
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several processes are occurring simultaneously” (Swanson and Swanson, 1990, p.

43).

GT, as a research methodology takes into account the complexities and context of

an organisation under study so as to incorporate a multifaceted organisational self-

understanding with respect to the situation under study (Martin and Turner, 1986,

Turner 1983). According to Orlikowski (1993) there are three characteristics that

affects how and why grounded theory is well suited for certain research situations.

If the purpose of the study, the research questions and the underlying assumptions

are, according to Orlikowski (1993), aimed at developing a “context-based,

process-oriented description and explanation of the phenomenon” (p. 311) GT is

well suited.

GT provides a way of dealing with non-standard data in a systematic way. This in

combination with the organisational self-understanding of a situation under study

may lead to organisational learning and change of corporate culture (Martin and

Turner, 1986). This may, according to the authors lead to a continuous change in

concept definitions forcing the organisation and the analyst to make more

thought-trough definitions that may also lead to new discoveries.

According to Martin and Turner (1986) the grounded theory craft involves a

number of essential skills namely, note writing, discovery or identification of

concepts, and concept definition development. These skills also constitute the

main “informed by” relationship between the method and GT.

Taking and writing good notes is at the heart of grounded theory. The process

begins when data sampling is started e.g. in an interview by taking field notes on

key ideas and memory triggering concepts (Martin and Turner, 1986). Field notes

are essential for writing full interview transcripts and it is important that the time-

span between taking field notes and transcription is short, ideally no more than a

day or so (Glaser, 1978).
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Martin and Turner (1986) stress desirable properties that notes should have if they

are to be useful. During the projects interview sessions the analyst paid special

attention to fulfilling these properties:

• A note should be as detailed as possible and acknowledge the context from

which the data is coming from.

• All explanations should be full and in all respects as complete as possible

so that the notes are themselves self-explanatory.

Notes should be story like and be reflective of what has been said in the sampling

situation. Also editorial comments should be included with the only restriction of

being identified as such. According to Glaser (1978) a researcher when writing

notes and indeed during the whole process of using GT should be sensitive to and

attempt to write out whatever comes in mind or else the researcher is not using

GT.

The second skill identified by Martin and Turner (1986) is that of concept

discovery, the process of moving from data into abstract categories or simply

speaking; concepts.

“Incidents accumulated under a label are used later to develop a

statement of the concept’s nominal definition, theoretical

meaning, or substantive content.” (Martin and Turner, 1986, p.

147)

The process of concept discovery, according to Martin and Turner (1986) stresses

several key issues including. The issues addressed here were accounted for in the

study. The analyst did, however use spreadsheet software in replacement for the

concept cards.

• Concept utility. A concept is something that can be recognised and that

relates to experience. Concept grouped into sets form theories and there is

a need to find out whether these are useful in the problem situation. The
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usability assessment holds for both independent concepts and for emerging

theories.

• Coding of multiple note-sets. In coding concepts, concept cards are often

used. They are cards where incidents from multiple sources are sorted

under a headline concept. After having assessed just a few data sources

core concepts emerged. (Implicitly a rough comparison to the 80-20 rule

could be made, stating that 80% of the concepts did indeed emerge in 20%

of the time.)

• Level of abstraction. The granularity of headline concepts on concept

cards created impacts on the number of cards. Thus it is important to label

the concept cards in such a way as to balance both the number of cards and

the respective importance of the concept produced.

• The need to have sufficiently complete descriptions. Brief or short-handed

descriptions may be misleading. Thus Martin and Turner (1986) suggest

that descriptions should always be detailed and extensively quoted to ease

identification of commonalties for use in later analysis.

• The need to acknowledge the non-linearity of the process. Although

descriptions of the GT-process tend to be sequential, in essence the

process is not. According to Martin and Turner (1986, p. 150) referring to

Glaser and Strauss (1967) “the grounded theory process is self-consciously

and intentionally non-linear and iterative”.

The final skill identified by Martin and Turner (1986) is concept definition

development. Definitions may continually change as new discoveries change the

assumptions and expectations underlying them. Turner (1981) argues that the

resulting constant change of definitions are vital for reaching clear and agreed

upon definitions and that the process forces stakeholders to put a mind-job into

reaching it.

“The process of concept definition often results in new insights,

new discoveries, and clarification of complexities and

contradictions in the data—and in reality itself—not previously

perceived”. Martin and Turner (1986, p. 151)
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Findings emergent from concept definition development should, according to

Martin and Turner (1986), be recorded. This has in the project undertaken been

facilitated by incorporating definition changes in the evolution of the evaluation

frameworks.
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Appendix B: E-mail for Project Initiation

Master’s project concerning the study of method support for

developing context dependent evaluation frameworks for CASE-

tools

My name is Adam Rehbinder and I will be around here at Volvo IT until the end

of September in connection to a master’s project (26p). The thesis concerns a

process study of a method for development of organisation specific CASE-tool

evaluation frameworks.

The introduction of CASE-tools often fails depending in the tools inability to meet

demands and expectations. Post-evaluations, after having tested the tools often

show this. To handle the problem different ways of making pre-evaluations before

adoption have been tested. One such pre-evaluation approach is the ISO-standard

for CASE-tool evaluation, consisting of a checklist with different criteria for

evaluation. This checklist may then be used to make a step-by-step evaluation.

There are however problems with this standard. Firstly, it may be problematic to

choose between the different criteria and also there may be different conceptions

of what they actually mean. This may render organisations to arbitrarily choose

evaluation criteria that do not account for the functionality being asked for in the

organisation. Also the criteria selected may be misunderstood so that an

evaluation is in effect made of the wrong thing. Consider for example what is

meant by documentation and what others may mean by it.

To address these problems two computer scientists, Björn Lundell (University of

Skövde) and Brian Lings (University of Exeter) has developed a method for

creating organisation specific evaluation frameworks which, by adopting a

qualitative approach will lead to better evaluations and a better understanding of

the organisational demands.
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The method consists of two iterating phases. Using the first phase I will conduct a

number of interviews and open discussions for the purpose of, as well as possible,

be able to capture Volvo IT’s view of CASE-tools and of the functionality sought

for. These discussions will lead to a technology independent evaluation

framework. This framework will later be used in the methods second phase for

making a pilot study concerning how well Visio 2000 supports the functionality

and the demands that the organisation has. During this study it is also possible that

I will find new functionality that is relevant but which wasn’t expected or taken

up as requirements in the discussions. This will be followed up, by making a

second iteration of the two phases.

In the second round of interviews; functionality, definitions, and demands asked

for will be gone through once more. The purpose of this is to improve certain

parts but also of acknowledging changes and new aspects that emerges when the

organizational knowledge of CASE-tools and of Visio changes. This will lead to a

new and refined evaluation framework, which better mirrors the demands and

expectations that Volvo IT has on CASE-tools.

The thesis will primarily keep focus on the process of using the method and the

organisational learning about CASE-technology that this incurs. Secondarily this

will on behalf of Volvo IT generate three main forms of output:

• Increased knowledge of evaluations and of method support for evaluations

both generally and considering CASE-technology.

• A strategic technology independent evaluation framework dealing with the

functionality that Volvo IT wants from a CASE-tool irrespective of

whether it is currently supported or not. (The focus is not primarily on

generating a framework, but instead on the process in which it emerges.)

• A short-term evaluation framework applicable for evaluation of CASE-

tools, e.g. Visio or Rational Rose. (Creation of this framework will also be

a secondary concern and thus it will not be completed. Once more the

focus of the project is instead on the process in which it emerges.)

• Experience on usage and functionality in Visio 2000.
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Appendix C: First Cut Strategic Evaluation

Framework for CASE-tools in Volvo IT in Skövde

and Volvo IT in Gothenburg (Method Group)

1. CASE

CASE built on standard solutions

- The CASE-tools themselves must also build on standard solutions and must thus

not use tool-specific databases, file systems, and specialised solutions

Tools for ISD

- CASE-tools should support the main process in systems development and can

loosely be defined as tools used by developers in this process.

CASE categorisation

- Three different categories into which CASE-tools may be fitted:

UpperCASE-tools are primarily used in analysis and design.

LowerCASE-tools are used for programming and automatic generation of code.

ICASE is the combination of UpperCASE and LowerCASE.

CASE Organisational support

- Support given by CASE should act both in projects as well as in the organisation

as a whole

CASE Project and inter-project support

- Support given by CASE should act both in projects as well as in the organisation

as a whole

- Multi-user systems both in a project and between projects

- CASE-tools should also support inter-project communication, e.g. by giving

support for building and maintaining patterns and being able to do searches

among patterns
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CASE vendor requirements

- Large and viable systems contractors that do not rise and fall with new changes

in the marketplace

- Important that the vendor is viable and that new versions are continuously

released

- Vendor must be viable in a long-term perspective

CASE-tools modularised and component based

- A big monolithic tool is not an option, instead tools should be module /

component based so that it is possible to use plug-ins.

Continuous tool upgrades

Important that the vendor is viable and that new versions are continuously

released

Cost

- Cost is naturally related to what income the tool is able to generate

- Expensive implies that cost is indeed an issue

- A cost for a tool and splits it among all those who use it; it may prove to be a

good investment so in that respect cost is not so relevant.

- Cost that has to be justified

- Pricing, i.e. can the organisation afford a certain tool

Plug-in support

- Plug-in support should include both vendor plug-ins and in-house developed

plug-ins

- Possible to plug in tools that is favoured by the individual developer e.g. using

Emacs as text editor instead of the built in editor.

Should offer support like the one delivered

- CASE-tools should give all the support with respect to functionality, interface

and ease-of-use as those systems that will be developed using the tools give.
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Tool dependence unadvisable

- Dependency of a specific tool and possible platform is bad. CASE tools must

therefore not to control or by other means influence the operating system or the

platform, full autonomicity is wanted.

1.1 CASE user facilities

Search facilities

- Support various searches such as searches on objects, functions (methods),

where a column is used and in what tables etc…

- Support for finding and navigating models and other descriptions,

representations, texts etc

- Search for and lookup similar solutions for problems by looking at patterns,

heuristics

- Do searches among patterns

- Search facilities should be employed for finding components

- Employ extensive search facilities so that it is e.g. possible to find individual

concepts or objects

Navigating models and other forms of descriptions

- Support for finding and navigating models and other descriptions,

representations, texts etc

Testing and simulation

Evaluation facilities for solution performance

- Test the code with respect to performance and select solutions that give the best

performance

- Generate multiple solutions for a specific problem and then evaluate these based

on cost models

- Scenarios could then be tested and compared to find the most cost efficient and

lead-time-saving solution
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Invocation structure analysis

- Message passing between components, invocation structures must be able to

analyse

Reengineering big comp. may require simulation

- Also if components are big or without clear interfaces reverse engineering from

database to model gets error prone perhaps with a need for simulations.

Simulation facilities for models

- Simulate and to test what is being modelled

Simulation of invocation structures

- UML sequence schemas should be able to track an automatically simulate what

invocations and what events an initial invocation giver rise to

Test case generator

- Generating and using test cases for the things that they generate

Test facilities for code

- Testing of code is also important; this should be done by the CASE-tools in a

smart way

- Test the code that they generate for both errors and inconsistencies

Test support for changes

- Testing and implementing changes and modifications

Prototyping

- Coding should optimally be done by the CASE-tool so that the developer’s

creativity may be moved towards accomplishing better designs, possibly using

prototyping

- Create simple prototypes showing how the IS would look when generated from

the current models.

- Make own controls of for example look and feel of the generated system
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- Simple prototypes showing how the IS would look when generated from the

current models

Prototyping using interface template and object model

- Prototype would then be generated using an interface template together with an

object model (IDEF-0...) or a class diagram, process flow, or use case

Design templates (configurable)

- Create templates i.e. to reach results through a partly automated control specified

and configured by the developer

Parameterisation

User defined naming standards

- Being able to specify naming standards for actors, roles, and project-files is also

wanted.

- User defined naming standards should be enforced for notations, actors, roles

and project

Configurable user interface

- The interface should also support presentations using an image projector. Thus it

must be possible to configure and remove irrelevant information so that a good

presentation may result

Integration between CASE and Configuration Managers

- Provide integration between CASE-tools and configuration managers, especially

in a single project

Configuration item size

- Proper size is essential

Configuration items

- Configuration items, CI, are the least configurable items that may be versioned
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Parameterisation of change appliance and outcome

- How changes are made and what comes out of them must be possible to

parameterise.

Parameterisation of code generation Method

- Possible to control the method with which the CASE-tool generates code and

also of specifying a specific method. (E.g. chose to have a subscription

mechanism instead of object specific methods for instance in JAVA-

programming.)

Database transformation parameterisation

- Degree of autonomicity and how the transformations are being done

Parameterisation of stored procedure usage

- Data should be as clean as possible and thus that triggers and stored procedures

should, if used at all, only be used sparsely to prevent high complexity

Parameterisation of trigger usage

- Data should be as clean as possible and thus that triggers and stored procedures

should, if used at all, only be used sparsely to prevent high complexity

User defined (configurable) templates

- Ability to build own templates

- When going directly from a conceptual model to an implementation dynamical

and configurable standard templates are desirable for supporting the operation.

Business logic size

- Business logic must be kept small

Traceability

Tracing actions through versioning

- Traceability issues should also be met by using versioning to be able to trace

backwards through a project, in order to detect who were present, what did they

do, and why
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Tracing change propagation and fray-out

- Traceability is the ability of the tool to trace e.g. why a certain use case resulted

from a specific process and also how changes propagate and what

implications/changes they incur in e.g. other models.

- Changes and their all their direct and indirect impacts must be traceable and the -

CASE-tools should support this process of checking out how a change propagates

and influences other parts of the system.

- Support change traceability and propagation.

- Changes and their all their direct and indirect impacts must be traceable and the

CASE-tools should support this process of checking out how a change propagates

and influences other parts of the system.

Tracing results

- The ability of the tool to trace e.g. why a certain use case resulted from a

specific process

Tracing test outcome

- Traceability of errors and outcomes for different test should be supported

Tracing errors

- Traceability of errors and outcomes for different test should be supported

Reengineering traceability

- To be able to find a way back. Assume that we start with a conceptual model.

Point and click to implement it in. It is desirable to go back from the

implementation to the conceptual model even if the implementation is slightly

altered

1.2 CASE transparent facilities

Backwards compatibility

- Backwards compatibility is required.
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- Important that CASE-tools are viable so that they keep up with current

technology and evolve. This also calls for full backwards compatibility with

previous versions so that e.g. code and models that were produced earlier are

possible to improve and evolve.

Backwards compatibility of change appliance parameterisation

- A new version must not carry out a function in an entirely different way so that

the user cannot follow what is happening.

- It is important that it possible to migrate to a new version of the CASE-tools

without having any work destroyed or rendered unusable. It must in this also be

possible to make new changes when generating code (and “keeping all?” the

change options from the previous version, authors comment).

Backwards compatibility of tool families and tool versions

- Backwards compatibility both in new versions of tools and in change of product

family must be supported.

Enrich data

- Import old data and enrich and transform it into new data.

Version handling

- All stored information should be versioned so that it is possible to go back and

recreate.

Check-in and Check-out

- Version handling with Check-in, Check out so that others may read, but not

change, a document that someone else has already opened.

- Require support for version handling, security, and check-in, check-out.

- Check-in check-out facilities are basic functionality.

- Versioning and check-in, check-out is also imperative especially since CASE-

tools should support multiple concurrent users.

- Check-in, check-out facilities for individual projects and files are also essential.

- Check-in and check-out facilities should also be present.
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Concurrent user support

- Versioning and check-in, check-out is also imperative especially since CASE-

tools should support multiple concurrent users.

Configuration item version handling

- Configuration items, CI, are the least configurable items that may be versioned.

Support for source safe

- Documentation should include information such as images and model-

interdependencies and be strictly versioned e.g. by using source safe.

Version handling of all repository information

- Proper versioning of all stored information.

- Version handling should be supported by, and also used in a repository.

Version stasis management

- Freeze a version at certain points in time so that no changes may be applied.

Versioning of “delta changes”

- Changes that are made to models in the CASE-tool should result in “delta

changes” so that the code is altered rather than exchanged. Also this information

should be subject to versioning.

Synchronisation

- Considering propagation of changes between code and models a full

synchronisation must be upheld at all times so that documentation is always

updated and coherent with the system. This synchronisation must also work even

if there are many concurrent users.

- Imperative that the knowledge base is always synchronised and that it different

actors can access it in a structured way complete with security and version

handling.

- Giving support for building and maintaining distributed and synchronised, easy-

to-access, pattern and heuristics bases.
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Code versioning

- Code must not be overwritten. Instead changes must be added and versioning

must be maintained.

Security

- Security is important when dealing with CASE-tools.

Multiple concurrent users

- Should support multiple concurrent users.

- CASE can be seen as multi-user systems both in a project and between projects.

- Require support for version handling, security, and check-in, check-out.

- Support for multiple concurrent users and different access methods.

Sharing of data

- Security management is thus something that is very important with concerns as

to be able to efficiently share data and the tool as well as being able set

permissions as to control who can change, read etc.

Security management of roles

- Always synchronised and that it different actors can access it in a structured way

complete with security and version handling.

Security features for objects

- Often everybody is able to use an object any way they want to. This is not good

and security features must therefore be incorporated.

- Different actors can access it in a structured way complete with security and

version handling.

Security features for components

- Restrict access to only those components / systems that the developer is allowed

to use.

- Different actors can access it in a structured way complete with security and

version handling.
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Interface

Interface standard compliance

- To provide ease-of-use the tools must follow interface standards

- Conform to standards in terms of user interface.

- Support common interface standards preferably the Windows interface.

- Coherence with leading interface standards.

- The interface should be intuitive and follow leading standards.

- Tools should support and use standards both concerning notations and

description techniques but also when it comes to such things as user interface.

- Important that standards are extensively used to enable the building of open

standardised systems with standard graphical interfaces that in essence supports

thinking.

Interface works as expected

- Function as expected e.g. menu handling, in the file menu find Open, Close,

Save, Save as etc.

- To provide ease-of-use the tools must follow interface standards and must not do

unexpected and strange things.

Ease-of-use

- CASE-tools should give all the support with respect to functionality, interface

and ease-of-use as those systems that will be developed using the tools give.

- To provide ease-of-use the tools must follow interface standards and must not do

unexpected and strange things.

- Appreciate a good interface.

- Function as expected e.g. menu handling, in the file menu find Open, Close,

Save, Save as etc. This requirement must not be violated since it would make the

tool hard to use.

- To provide ease-of-use the tools must follow interface standards.

Multiple language support (Swedish)

- Interface support for multiple languages (like Swedish) is a good idea.
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Graphical interfaces

- Standard graphical interfaces that in essence supports thinking.

Mixed graphical / textual user interface

- Offer a graphical interface that is in some respects complemented / mixed with a

textual interface.

Support for user defined text editors

- Possible to plug in tools that is favoured by the individual developer e.g. using

Emacs as text editor instead of the built in editor.

Extra window where code may be added and represented

- Extra window in the tool where own code may be added directly and thus

propagated to graphical models.

- When drawing models it should be possible to look at the resulting code directly

to see how it develops.

Multiple window support

- Multiple windows should be possible to use.

Configurable user interface

- Configure and remove irrelevant information

Support presentations on image projector

- Support presentations using an image projector.

Change propagation

- Implementing changes and modifications can often be tricky and requires the

skills of a human systems developer.

- Own code may be added directly and thus propagated to graphical models.

- Considering propagation of changes between code and models a full

synchronisation must be upheld at all times

- Changes should also be automatically propagated.
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- Changes are dynamic and that they progress to all charts which should be altered

automatically.

Changes made in analysis and design phases

- All changes should optimally be done in the analysis and design phases.

Change applied in models

- Changes should always be made on high-level representations and then

propagated.

- All changes should be done in the models

- Good if changes were only made in the model

- All changes would then be applied at the modelling level

- Changes should always be made on high-level representations

- All changes should be done in the models and then be propagated to other

models and code that is dependant of the origin of the change.

- If changes were only made in the model and then automatically propagated

without having to bother about the code.

- Models and the resulting implementation allow changes that are propagated in

between.

Change propagation conceptual to implementation

- Adequately propagate changes from the conceptual level down to the

implementation.

Change propagation code to documentation

- Changing the code must lead to changes in the documentation.

Change propagation code to model

- If something is changed in the underlying model the business logic inherent in

e.g. DDL-code must not be overwritten. Instead changes must be added

Change propagation from CASE-tool to DB

- When applying changes this must always be done from the CASE-tool, which

propagates them to the DB and never the other way around.
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1.3 Standards

Compliance to standards

- Coherence with leading interface standards.

- The use of standards is central and thus the tools should support and use

standards both concerning notations and description techniques but also when it

comes to such things as user interface.

- Standards are important.

- Standards and proper support for these is crucial. The standards supported must

at least be those that are heavy to the industry at a given time.

- Facilitate the use of standards when developing and using different technologies.

User interface standard compliance

- To provide ease-of-use the tools must follow interface standards and must not do

unexpected and strange things.

- Conform to standards in terms of user interface.

- To provide ease-of-use the tools must follow interface standards.

- Conform to standards in terms of user interface.

- Support common interface standards preferably the Windows interface.

- Coherence with leading interface standards.

- The interface should be intuitive and follow leading standards.

- Tools should support and use standards both concerning notations and

description techniques but also when it comes to such things as user interface.

- Function as expected e.g. menu handling, in the file menu find Open, Close,

Save, Save as etc.

- Important that standards are extensively used to enable the building of open

standardised systems with standard graphical interfaces that in essence supports

thinking.

Notational standards

- Support and use standards both concerning notations and description techniques

- Support as many different notations as possible, including at least those that are

relevant to the current market when considered as a whole.
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CASE as solutions standardiser

- CASE supports systems development in a rather “hard” way often with no space

for specific solutions.

Open standardised systems

- Important that standards are extensively used to enable the building of open

standardised.

Proprietary standards

- Openness is important for system interoperability but also comes at a cost that

has to be justified.

Windows DNA support

- Support for Windows DNA is important.

XML support

- Requires standards like XML so that it may be possible to use different export- /

import-formats as well as presentation-formats.

- Standards are thus important and, in this respect UML and XML must be fully

supported.

Using default windows printer

- Using the default windows printer etc must work as expected.

CASE built on standard solutions

- The CASE-tools themselves must also build on standard solutions and must thus

not use tool-specific databases, file systems, and specialised solutions.

Standard API

- Standardised and open API’s in order to be able to tailor the tool and for finding

future support.

Standard DB

- Must thus not use tool-specific databases, file systems, and specialised solutions.

Instead the CASE-tools should be built on standards such as database standards
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Standard file system

- Must thus not use tool-specific databases, file systems, and specialised solutions.

Instead the CASE-tools should be built on standards such as database standards

Standard component interfaces

- Standard interfaces too fully autonomous, replaceable, and platform as well as

tool independent components of an adequate size.

Standard Java support

- Being independent of the tool as well as e.g. implementing standard JAVA

however causes performance implications.

1.4 Interoperability

- A number of connected and data exchanging tools may be able to support the

entire process instead of having just one tool. In this respect standards are

important.

Asynchronous messaging (preferred)

- Components messaging may be both asynchronous and synchronous.

- Asynchronous messaging is preferred since components may then exchange

messages without having to worry about time delays.

Asynchronous platform independent messaging

- Support the creation of components that may in run-time exchange

asynchronous platform-independent messages, perhaps through a standardised

transaction or message service.

CASE-tool application independence

- CASE-tools must not be closely coupled to a specific application.

CASE-tool independent components

- Generate standard components that are totally independent of the CASE-tool

that created them as well as independent of any specific run-time platform.
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CASE-tool must not affect system run-time

- The CASE tools must therefore not to control or by other means influence the

operating system or the platform, full autonomicity is wanted.

Export facilities

- CASE-tools must be open so that it is possible to import and export data,

schemas, and charts from other tools.

- Need for openness concerning import and export functionality.

- Able to import and export from different tools and also in different phases of the

information systems development life cycle

- Tools should be seen as components that are able to export and import freely to

and from other tools.

- Need to export and import to and from tools

- Openness in the tool with import and export facilities from and to other tools is

required.

- Import- and export-facilities are also important to and from various tools.

- Should be open so that it is easy to import and export models so that each tool

does what it is best at.

- Openness regarding the ability to present models in various export- and import-

formats.

- The generation of reports is also a function that requires standards like XML so

that it may be possible to use different export- / import-formats as well as

presentation-formats.

- Import and export-formats must also be able handle things like heritage,

associations, methods, aggregations etc, in other words they should have a

complete support for OO-concepts.

Import facilities

- CASE-tools must be open so that it is possible to import and export data,

schemas, and charts from other tools.

- Need for openness concerning import and export functionality.

- Able to import and export from different tools and also in different phases of the

information systems development life cycle
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- Tools should be seen as components that are able to export and import freely to

and from other tools.

- Need to export and import to and from tools

- Openness in the tool with import and export facilities from and to other tools is

required.

- Import- and export-facilities are also important to and from various tools.

- Open so that it is easy to import and export models so that each tool does what it

is best at.

- Openness regarding the ability to present models in various export- and import-

formats.

- The generation of reports is also a function that requires standards like XML so

that it may be possible to use different export- / import-formats as well as

presentation-formats.

- Import and export-formats must also be able handle things like heritage,

associations, methods, aggregations etc, in other words they should have a

complete support for OO-concepts.

- For DB-modelling ERWin has previously been used. Therefore models

generated by ERWin should be supported with respect to importing.

- Import facilities inherent in the CASE-tools must also be able to import old data

and enrich and transform it into new data.

Interoperability standards

- Interface between different tools is also important and should be based upon

standards.

Interoperable ISD life cycle support

- What is important is to get a series of tools that supports the whole information

systems life cycle.

Multiple developers environment support

- Support as many developers-environments as possible including e.g. Java and

Java Enterprise Beans, Corba, and COM.

Multiple language support (Swedish)

- Interface support for multiple languages (like Swedish) is a good idea.
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Multiple platform support

- Handle different platforms specifically support for Windows DNA is important.

Target platform independence

- Autonomicity is in this respect defined as having standard interfaces to fully

autonomous, replaceable, and platform as well as tool independent components of

an adequate size.

Open API

- CASE tools should use standardised and open API’s in order to be able to tailor

the tool and for finding future support.

Keep intersystem dependencies low

- A manufacturing company cannot afford downtime in terms of intersystem

dependencies. Thus running the logic, the data services and the corresponding

database on the “same” machine is therefore preferred. Also this machine may be

taken down and restarted without affecting other systems.

Multiple database support

- Use materialised views from different databases on to which new data and new

functionality is then added.

Open standardised systems

- Important that standards are extensively used to enable the building of open

standardised systems with standard graphical interfaces that in essence supports

thinking.

- Facilitate the use of standards when developing and using different technologies.

Openness

- CASE-tools must be open so that it is possible to import and export data,

schemas, and charts from other tools.

- Need for openness concerning import and export functionality.

- Dictionaries should be based fully on standards so that ideally SDC may be

exchanged with Rose (or any other CASE-tools) without any complications.
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- It is further optimal to have a CASE-tool that supports the entire information

systems development life cycle. If this cannot be supported, openness in the tool

with import and export facilities from and to other tools is required.

- Openness is important for system interoperability but also comes at a cost that

has to be justified.

Openness to formats

- Importance of openness regarding the ability to present models in various

export- and import-formats.

Platform independent messaging

- Messaging mode is thus important to consider and also whether the messaging is

platform independent. CASE-tools should therefore support the creation of

components that may in run-time exchange asynchronous platform-independent

messages, perhaps through a standardised transaction or message service.

XML import and export facilities

- Import- and export-facilities is also important. This should be handled by using

(standard) XML to enable importing and exporting from various tools, notations,

and repositories.

Server extensions

- Relevant to a specific tool in order to provide some functionality

CASE-tools must not be active in run-time

- Thus when building code and when employing it in runtime the less influence

the CASE-tool has the better. If rules in the CASE-tool have generated rules that

there need to be specific run-time support for, this would require different kinds of

server extensions or add-ons in the code that would thus make the code tool- an

platform-specific.

Server extensions or add-ons not wanted

- If rules in the CASE-tool have generated rules that there need to be specific run-

time support for, this would require different kinds of server extensions or add-
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ons in the code that would thus make the code tool- an platform-specific.

(Consider e.g. FrontPage in which there are many special functions that do only

work if specific code (server extensions) is added to the web server handling the

web pages generated. Which servers are supported?)

- To speed up performance, server extensions are often used in which a supportive

code is run in the server servicing the application. This causes the code to be

destandardised and may cause implications with respect to tool and platform

independence. Thus server extensions should not be used if possible.

- Dependency of a specific tool and possible platform is bad.

Server extensions useful for thin clients

- Extensions like server extensions that are relevant to a specific tool in order to

provide some functionality is sometimes useful when using thin clients.

Server extensions may be used especially for graphics handling

Server extensions often drive the development of tools and that it sometimes may

be advisable to allow them, especially when handling graphics, which often

downs performance.

1.5 Tool migration

Vendor viability

- Need to have large and viable systems contractors that do not rise and fall with

new changes in the marketplace.

- Important that the vendor is viable and that new versions are continuously

released.

- An optimal CASE-tool is a tool that is able to do almost everything but, for such

a tool the vendor must be viable in a long-term perspective, and promises that the

tool will be supported for a long time must be stated. It is important that the

CASE-vendor may be trusted when dealing with (CASE)-tools in general.
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Long time support assurances

- Tool will be supported for a long time must be stated. It is important that the

CASE-vendor may be trusted when dealing with (CASE)-tools in general.

Support for current technology

- Pricing as well as the tool-vendors ability to keep the tool alive and up-to-date is

important

Tool viability and upgrading

- The tool must also not be too big and monolithic so that it affects the tools

ability to keep up with current trends. In this respect it is also, as mentioned

before, important that the vendor is viable and that new versions are continuously

released.

Important that CASE-tools are viable so that they keep up with current technology

and evolve.

- The tool-vendors ability to keep the tool alive and up-to-date is important.

Tool usage over time

- Code and models that were produced earlier are possible to improve and evolve.

In other words a CASE-tool must be possible to use over time.

- The backwards compatibility is important since if it is not possible to iterate

generation of code when migrating between versions you might end up being

stuck with a version (for a long time).

Tool size

- The tool must also not be too big and monolithic so that it affects the tools

ability to keep up with current trends.

Tool version migration

- To provide ease-of-use the tools must follow interface standards and must not do

unexpected and strange things. This holds particularly when migrating between

versions. A new version must not carry out a function in an entirely different way

so that the user cannot follow what is happening.
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Tool family migration

- Possible to change tools, even migrating to a new family of tools

- Backwards compatibility both in new versions of tools and in change of product

family must be supported.

Enrich data

- Import old data and enrich and transform it into new data

Tool independent development

- Tool independent components

- Important that the code generated is understandable and that it is independent of

platforms and of the tool that generated it.

Tool dependence unadvisable

- Dependency of a specific tool and possible platform is bad.

Tool migration knowledge base support

- Important that it is possible to change tools, even migrating to a new family of

tools, without losing the knowledge base and all the knowledge up till then

accumulated.

Tool family migration knowledge base support

- Important that it is possible to change tools, even migrating to a new family of

tools, without losing the knowledge base and all the knowledge up till then

accumulated.

1.5 Comments

- Comments should be allowed to be in the form of text, images, sounds, etc.

- Comments should e.g. be allowed to take the form of property text in class

diagrams.

- Important to be able to specify or allow alternative notations as well as different

notes and comments and to have these closely coupled against texts and other

forms of documentation.
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Comment use cases

- Should be possible to comment use cases and that these comments should be

properly coupled.

Comments linked to notations

- Should be possible to link comments into notations.

Comments propagated to repository

- Able to make comments in the code and to have this propagated to repositories

in conjunction with the code.

1.6 Repository

Central multi-user repository

- Repositories should also be heavily standardised with the ultimate goal of having

a central and multi-user repository that people and case tools may connect to.

- Repository support should be central to CASE-tools. A repository should be

global and offer proper security features.

- Common to a group or organisation(s) with support for multiple concurrent users

and different access methods.

- Be logically centralised and it must be possible to connect to even at low

bandwidth (modem).

Complete documentation base

- All information should be inherent in the repository so as to be gathered in one

place enabling easy access to good and versioned documentation.

Repository limits the accessible ISD scope

- Repositories should be able to include lots of information but none the less limit

the view of a specific developer in order to restrict access to only those

components / systems that the developer is allowed to use.
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Repository dictionary

- The repository must support ownership and concept definitions in order to

support an extensive knowledge base of systems and components.

Heuristics

- The repository should act as an information registry of components and also

incorporate heuristics and ways of working as well as information on how a

specific code/model generation has been done.

- Incorporate heuristics and ways of working as well as information on how a

specific code/model generation has been done.

- Add new chunks of knowledge so that in essence it becomes a pattern database,

complete with heuristics and ways of working procedures.

Repository as documentation source

- The repository should also act as a source for documentation.

Information registry of components

- The repository should act as an information registry of components

- The repository must support ownership and concept definitions in order to

support an extensive knowledge base of systems and components.

Repository bridges the semantic gaps

- Since business logic may be added to the physical model and/or to the code and

considering the fact that this cannot always be represented at the conceptual level

it is not always so that the conceptual model is representing all that is being

represented at the lower levels. Again this calls for a repository so that changes to

the conceptual model causes “delta changes” at the lower physical- and code-

level.

Repository design decision support

- The knowledge bases should include repositories for database transformations

and design decisions but also be able to support how and why something is done

in a certain way. In other words support for patterns, heuristics and ways of

working is essential, particularly when undertaking maintenance of systems.
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Repository driven modelling

- CASE-tools should be repository driven with a very close connection between

the modelling and the repository.

- Business viewer is repository driven using a meta model

Repository manages all information on an object

- All information on an object including methods, functionality, graphical

representations, heritage, associations, and aggregates should be situated in the

repository

- A repository, or something with similar functionality, in which the objects and

their interrelations are stored, is a good idea.

- Repository the starting point in modelling any interactions and usage of the

object

Repository model extraction

- Repository support as some form of index holding information on implementary

issues from which models can be extracted.

Repository ownership

- The repository must support ownership

- Important that there are clear responsibilities concerning who is to keep the

metadata repository/dictionary updated.

Repository scalability

- Should be an exchangeable and standardised, scaleable, and autonomous

component that is open to other repositories.

Repository security

- A repository should be global and offer proper security features.

- Repositories should be able to include lots of information but none the less limit

the view of a specific developer in order to restrict access

Repository support for maintenance

- Support for patterns, heuristics and ways of working is essential, particularly

when undertaking maintenance of systems.
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Repository support for storing information

- Repositories should be present in a CASE-tool, offering support for storing and

maintaining models, code, text, and images.

Repository support for meta model

Repository should support the meta model including different semantics that it

may apply to notations.

Repository version management

- Version handling should be supported by, and also used in a repository.

- All stored information should be versioned so that it is possible to go back and

recreate.

Repository supported database transformation

- Repositories for database transformations

Repository supported reengineering

- Desirable to go back from the implementation to the conceptual model even if

the implementation is slightly altered so data has to be interchanged in between

e.g. by support of a repository.

- The repository should also be able to support redoing things.

Structured reusability facilities

- Old components and solutions may be reused in a structured way, perhaps

parameterised or automatically.

Repository using standards

- Interface between different tools is also important and should be based upon

standards.

- Rules and other information should be put into “repositories” using standard

languages like UML so that the tools are indeed exchangeable.

Repository standards

- Support for a dictionary/repository in order to manage definitions is important.
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- These dictionaries should be based fully on standards so that ideally SDC may

be exchanged with Rose (or any other CASE-tools) without any complications.

Repository openness

- Open to other repositories

- Based fully on standards so that ideally SDC may be exchanged with Rose (or

any other CASE-tools) without any complications.

Repository interoperability

- Import- and export-facilities is also important. This should be handled by using

(standard) XML to enable importing and exporting from various tools, notations,

and repositories.

Repository as standardised exchangeable autonomous components

- Following the component thinking and the need to export and import to and

from tools a repository may not be an integrated part of a CASE-tool. Instead it

should be an exchangeable and standardised, scaleable, and autonomous

component that is open to other repositories.

Rule based repositories in XML

- Rule-bases (repositories) implemented in XML are a good idea. Import- and

export-facilities is also important. This should be handled by using (standard)

XML to enable importing and exporting from various tools, notations, and

repositories.

AI support

- Transformations and translations between models as well as testing and

implementing changes and modifications can often be tricky and requires the

skills of a human systems developer. This should optimally be handled or at least

assisted by using AI in the tools.

Repository (expanded)

- AI functionality would require the use of an expanded repository concept.

Rather than referring to a repository the term knowledge bases, in the context of
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being largely expanded and more versatile expansions of the general term

repository, could be used.

AI assisted error detection and solution evaluation

- Self-learning tools that are able to test software and various implementations in

order to detect errors and evaluate solutions e.g. with respect to performance and

then choose among these solutions to accomplish a best of breed system.

AI assisted self learning

- Wished for to have self-learning tools

AI assisted test facilities

- Self-learning tools that are able to test software and various implementations in

order to detect errors and evaluate solutions

Best of breed system generation

- AI functionality would require the use of an expanded repository concept.

- Self-learning tools that are able to test software and various implementations in

order to detect errors and evaluate solutions e.g. with respect to performance and

then choose among these solutions to accomplish a best of breed system.

Knowledge base

- Expanded and more versatile expansions of the general term repository.

- Support knowledge management by giving support for building and maintaining

distributed and synchronised, easy-to-access, pattern and heuristics bases, and

denoted knowledge bases.

- Entitle the knowledge base to act as a component for knowledge management.

Heuristics

- A pattern database, complete with heuristics and ways of working procedures.

- Be possible to search for and lookup similar solutions for problems by looking at

patterns, heuristics etc

- Support for patterns, heuristics and ways of working is essential
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Knowledge base as communication tool

- Act as a means for improving communication.

Knowledge base expansion

- To the knowledge base it should be possible to add new chunks of knowledge so

that in essence it becomes a pattern database, complete with heuristics and ways

of working procedures.

Synchronisation

- Imperative that the knowledge base is always synchronised and that it different

actors can access it in a structured way complete with security and version

handling.

- Building and maintaining distributed and synchronised, easy-to-access, pattern

and heuristics bases

Requirements engineering

- Support for requirements engineering and requirements handling.

- Requirements collection and management facilities should be supported.

- Close connection and linking between different charts to facilitate a more

consistent requirements handling

Requirements collection

- Get a series of tools that supports the whole information systems life cycle. This

also includes that requirements collection and management facilities should be

supported.

Requirements traceability and version handling

- Traceability as well as version-handling when engaging requirements

engineering is also a functionality that is sought for.

Metadata driven

- CASE-tools must be metadata-driven using some kind of distributed hierarchic

repository.
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Metadata of component connection allowance

- What component connections that are allowed when developing a new system

by selecting components and linking them.

Metadata of definitions

- Metadata specifies e.g. what definitions and what component connections that

are allowed when developing a new system by selecting components and linking

them.

Metamodel

- Business viewer is repository driven using a metamodel

- Repository should support the metamodel including different semantics that it

may apply to notations.

Metamodel documentation extraction

- A tool must be able to extract and present (on screen or on paper) information

and definitions from the metamodel.

Pattern support

- Support for patterns, heuristics and ways of working is essential

- There are patterns to how things should be done and these should be used (a

standard car always has four wheels, doors, an engine etc; no need to change this).

Interproject communication

- CASE-tools should also support inter-project communication, e.g. by giving

support for building and maintaining patterns and being able to do searches

among patterns

- In order to transfer ideas from one place to another images and patterns are used.

- Search for and lookup similar solutions for problems by looking at patterns,

heuristics etc and also the bases should in this respect act as a means for

improving communication.

Pattern building and maintenance

- Support for building and maintaining patterns
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Pattern database

- To the knowledge base it should be possible to add new chunks of knowledge so

that in essence it becomes a pattern database, complete with heuristics and ways

of working procedures.

Dictionary

Central dictionary

- Definitions given by the central dictionary

- Act as an information registry of components

Dictionary limits the accessible component scope

- Metadata specifies e.g. what definitions and what component connections that

are allowed when developing a new system by selecting components and linking

them. Thus if a system is developed, the relevant definition of article number is

used and only those components which are relevant to that definition may be used.

- Limit the view of a specific developer in order to restrict access to only those

components / systems that the developer is allowed to use.

Dictionary metadata

- Dictionary specifying definitions relevant to systems and components

- Metadata, which may be used for software development.

- The repository must support ownership and concept definitions in order to

support an extensive knowledge base of systems and components.

Dictionary ownership and security

- Important that there are clear responsibilities concerning who is to keep the

metadata repository/dictionary updated.

1.7 Documentation

- Documentation support is of outmost importance

- Easy access to good and versioned documentation.
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Documentation linking

- A CASE-tool should see to that the whole process of systems development is

linked and stresses that the continuous tasks in the process, and that there are links

in between, is more important than how this is done.

- Allow alternative notations as well as different notes and comments and to have

these closely coupled against texts and other forms of documentation.

- Should be possible to comment use cases and that these comments should be

properly coupled.

- If source code changes models and the documentation must follow and keep

coherence. This means that irrespective of where a change is made the material

produced from a project must be coherent. This thus holds for all material

produced, whether it is documentation, models or source code.

Dynamic word processor linkages

- Documentation to be dynamic both concerning changes to different models but

also so that it can be represented in a dynamic word-document. It would thus be

good if all models could be dynamically linked to e.g. a single word-document

containing both text as well as different models, diagrams, and charts that were

liable to change if the models were altered.

Support for MS Word

- Represented in a dynamic word-document.

Documentation coherence

- Irrespective of where a change is made the material produced from a project

must be coherent. This thus holds for all material produced, whether it is

documentation, models or source code.

- Strong requirement for coherence between the documentation and the

implementation of information systems.

- Documentation must not be unsynchronised.

- Considering propagation of changes between code and models a full

synchronisation must be upheld at all times so that documentation is always

updated and coherent with the system. This synchronisation must also work even

if there are many concurrent users.
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- Imperative that the documentation generated, and by other means assembled in a

project can be trusted. To facilitate this traceability and documentation coherence

must be supported throughout the whole development chain/process.

Documentation and code coherence

- Keep the documentation consistent with the models and with the code.

- Changes in the models (conceptual) impacts on all “lower” levels, and that this

is reflected in the documentation so that this matches the reality modelled.

- Important that the documentation follows the code at all times

- If source code should optimally not be changed, if it is actually changed the

models and the documentation must follow and keep coherence.

- In order to keep models and specifications consistent with the system

direct changes to the code, “zapping”, should not be allowed unless the

models are automatically changed accordingly.

Documentation distribution

- The information must be reachable even at sites which do not have access to a

copy of the tool e.g. via the web (intranet/extranet/Internet).

- From the repository it should also be possible to generate easily distributable

documentation in various formats and in different ways, preferably in web format.

Documentation independence

- Documentation and output from a tool must be accessible without having access

to the tool (and licence).

- Information must be reachable even at sites which do not have access to a copy

of the tool e.g. via the web (intranet/extranet/Internet).

Easy documentation extraction

- Documentation should be easy to extract in different forms.

Multiple presentation formats

- Documentation in various formats and in different ways, preferably in web

format.

- Must be possible to generate reports in various formats, layouts and on both the

web and printed media.
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- Generation of reports is also a function that requires standards like XML so that

it may be possible to use different export- / import-formats as well as

presentation-formats.

- Documentation should be easy to extract in different forms.

Web page generation Support

- Good if the tools support code for generating web pages.

Web documentation

- Generate easily distributable documentation in various formats and in different

ways, preferably in web format.

- Information must be reachable even at sites which do not have access to a copy

of the tool e.g. via the web (intranet/extranet/Internet).

- Generate reports in various formats, layouts and on both the web and printed

media.

XML documentation

- Generation of reports is also a function that requires standards like XML so that

it may be possible to use different export- / import-formats as well as

presentation-formats.

Documentation standards

- Generation of reports is also a function that requires standards like XML so that

it may be possible to use different export- / import-formats as well as

presentation-formats.

Documentation traceability

- Imperative that the documentation generated, and by other means assembled in a

project can be trusted. To facilitate this traceability and documentation coherence

must be supported throughout the whole development chain/process.

Documentation versioning

- All information should be inherent in the repository so as to be gathered in one

place enabling easy access to good and versioned documentation.
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- Documentation should include information such as images and model-

interdependencies and be strictly versioned e.g. by using source safe.

Visualisation

- For increasing communication among project members and/or users

- Support drawing and visualisation in different forms.

- Draw charts and diagrams, which are understood by the users.

Visualisation of code

- If the tool cannot be fully trusted a number of things must be supported

including support for visualising code by drawing models

- Support for visualising code by drawing models

Documentation auto generation from models

- Start with models and graphical representations and then generate code and

documentation.

Fully automatic standardised documentation generation

- Generate documentation as well as source code that would follow standards.

Documentation of ISD life cycle

- Documentation coherence must be supported throughout the whole development

chain/process.

Documentation of code constructs

- Both the documentation and the source code generated should be able to handle

all involved attributes, properties (fields), and methods that is inherent in the

design.

Documentation of menu and window handling

- Document both window and menu handling

Invocation schema documentation

- Desirable that a chain of sequenced invocations is properly documented in the

implementations by generating an invocation schema.
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- Another issue is that of message passing between components, invocation

structures must be able to analyse and document so that these are kept under

thorough control.

1.8 Notational support

User defined notation support

- Important to be able to specify or allow alternative notations as well as different

notes and comments

- Define organisation specific notation rules and have them reinforced by the

CASE tools. This functionality is presumably wanted not only for use cases but

also for all models.

Visualisation

- For increasing communication among project members and/or users

- Support drawing and visualisation in different forms.

- Draw charts and diagrams, which are understood by the users.

Visualisation of code

- If the tool cannot be fully trusted a number of things must be supported

including support for visualising code by drawing models

- Support for visualising code by drawing models

Diagram linking

- Loose connection and linking between different charts to facilitate a more

consistent requirements handling and traceability

- See to that the whole process of systems development is linked and stresses that

the continuous tasks in the process, and that there are links in between, is more

important than how this is done.

- Diagram coupling throughout the whole systems development process.

- Allow for different notations to be able to work together.

- Link models to each other so that it is possible to move around in a

decomposable hierarchy of models (object-linking).
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Model translation and transparency support

- Transformations and translations between models as well as testing and

implementing changes and modifications can often be tricky and requires the

skills of a human systems developer. This should optimally be handled or at least

assisted by using AI in the tools.

Dynamic word processor linkages

- Good if all models could be dynamically linked to e.g. a single word-document

containing both text as well as different models, diagrams, and charts that were

liable to change if the models were altered

Model drawing support

- Descriptions should be graphical so that in essence the CASE-tool becomes a

compiler for graphical programming.

Multiple notations

- Support as many “notations” as possible

- Able to import and export from different tools and also in different phases of the

information systems development life cycle and in this respect support and

properly handle different models, description techniques, and formats.

Notational reinforcement

- Constraints on different notations must be supported e.g. so that homonyms may

be avoided. The tools use of constraints must however not be so strict that

creativity is restrained and therefore the constraints should focus on error control.

- Arbitrary non-standardised changes to the notations should not be allowed (like

using specific colour schemas which adds semantics, but only to the person who

created the models).

- Specify and control the notation is perhaps not a good idea. If you increase the

tools control of what is supported in the notation you at the same time reduce the

modellers control. This may lead to a loss of creativity when the things you may

want to model is not allowed due to notation restrictions.

- Strictly follow the notation of UML as to eliminate notational errors when

modelling.
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- The reinforcement of the notation should be able to find and correct, or prompt

on all errors as to make the diagrams follow the notation specified.

Process modelling support

- Tools should include process modelling

Process modelling coupled to analysis

- Tools should include process modelling coupled to analysis and in this respect

further elaborates that the tools should support change traceability and

propagation as well as diagram coupling throughout the whole systems

development process.

Goal modelling

- Goal modelling support

Business modelling

- Business model � Analysis results

Design modelling

- Design � Implementation

Concept modelling

- Concept modelling is an abstract object model complete with relations and

owners. (Some concept models may then be transferred to a DB)

Data modelling

- Support for data modelling, which is then implemented in normalised databases.

Action Workflow modelling support

- Support for drawing Action Workflow charts as proposed by Fernando Flores.

Astrakhan modelling support

- Use of Astrakhan-methods

- Represent all dimensions and their respective connections in a single tool.
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Actors

- It should also be possible to jump directly between actors and the processes that

they are involved in etc

- An actor, viewed as an object must, if applicable, be considered as the same

object so that the actor may occur multiple times in multiple diagrams.

Business logic modelling support

- To directly model business logic in CASE-tools would be good

- Ultimately the developer shouldn’t have to worry about the code but instead be

able to focus on the business logic.

Graphical programming

- Designing and programming graphically.

- Descriptions should be graphical so that in essence the CASE-tool becomes a

compiler for graphical programming.

- Optimally support all coding so that in essence the designer may code

graphically.

- Graphical programming is also wanted which in essence mean that instead of

programming in lines of code the model, should be the program and the CASE-

tools should from that generate the corresponding code.

- Graphical programming it would be good if changes were only made in the

model and then automatically propagated without having to bother about the code.

- CASE-tool should be able to interpret UML as a programming language. UML

may in this respect be viewed as a development-oriented modelling technique.

- Generate a fully functional code from graphical representations.

- Should be possible to start with models and graphical representations and then

generate code and documentation.

Moving from model to code

- Possible to describe the system and its functionality and then generate all the

code. - Descriptions should be graphical so that in essence the CASE-tool

becomes a compiler for graphical programming.
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Match between conceptual- and physical model

- Imperative that the physical model is completely in line with the conceptual

model

Match between model, models, and code

- Consistency between models and models—code is required.

- Outmost importance that there be a 1:1 relationship between the model and the

code even though going from the model to the code seems to have the most

importance.

- Generate a fully functional code from graphical representations.

Match between physical model and DDL-code

- Imperative that there is a 1:1 match between the physical level and the code.

Notational standards

- Tools should support and use standards both concerning notations and

description techniques.

- Proprietary notations may be good but an “international” language like UML

and IDEF-0 is important.

Process flow diagram

- Process flow diagram support

RUP support (Rational Unified Process)

- Should be supported

SDL support

- Should this be supported?

IDEF-0 support

- Support for IDEF-0

- Proprietary notations may be good but an “international” language like UML

and IDEF-0 is important.

ER-diagram support

- Entity relationship diagram support
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DFD support

- Data flow diagram support

Support for development cases

???

UML support

- UML forms the basis and must therefore be fully supported.

- Support for UML, especially use cases, and RUP is wanted.

- Must be able to support UML-modelling. In this respect it must strictly follow

the notation of UML as to eliminate notational errors when modelling.

UML interpreted as programming language

- CASE-tool should be able to interpret UML as a programming language. UML

may in this respect be viewed as a development-oriented modelling technique.

Generation of RDB from UML class diagrams

- Supports the implementation of UML class diagrams to a relational database in a

strict and straightforward manner including the generation of classes with

methods and properties.

Program skeleton generation from UML diagrams

- Supports use cases, class diagrams, and sequence diagrams. From these it should

at least be possible to auto generate stubs when work with the models is

sufficiently concluded.

UML class diagrams

- Supports the implementation of UML class diagrams

- Prototype would then be generated using an interface template together with an

object model, an IDEF-0 model, a class diagram, process flow diagram, or use

case.
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UML repository

- Thus rules and other information should be put into “repositories” using standard

languages like UML so that the tools are indeed exchangeable.

UML sequence diagrams

- Full support for state transaction schemas as well as sequence diagrams is also

desirable.

- UML sequence schemas should be able to track an automatically simulate what

invocations and what events an initial invocation giver rise to.

UML state transaction schemas

- Full support for state transaction schemas as well as sequence diagrams is also

desirable.

UML use case

- Problem with UML Use cases that has implications for CASE-tools. In use case

modelling several different notations are used concerning the arrows between use

cases and actors. These may be either single-headed or double-headed which may

cause confusion concerning the meaning of a certain use case when moved from

its original context or exchanged between developers.

- Draw charts and diagrams, which are understood by the users. These charts

model, e.g. by using use cases, the organisation and the upcoming system in

collaboration with the domain experts (users).

- Use case modelling is a technique that is heavily employed in Volvo IT.

- Support for UML, especially use cases, and RUP is wanted.

- Prototype would then be generated using an interface template together with an

object model (IDEF-0...) or a class diagram, process flow, or use case.

Support for both functional and process oriented use case structuring

- Both approaches should be supported depending on system scope and usage

Actors

- Possible to jump directly between actors and the processes that they are involved

in etc.
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1.9 Components

Synchronous messaging

- Synchronous transfer would also imply that a component in run-time holds until

a reply arrives, i.e. time dependent.

- Synchronous transfer would also imply that a component in run-time holds until

a reply arrives, i.e. time dependent.

Asynchronous messaging (preferred)

- When dealing with components messaging may be both asynchronous and

synchronous. Asynchronous messaging is preferred since components may then

exchange messages without having to worry about time delays.

Asynchronous platform independent messaging

- Support the creation of components that may in run-time exchange

asynchronous platform-independent messages, perhaps through a standardised

transaction or message service.

- Messaging mode is important to consider and also whether the messaging is

platform independent.

Autonomous exchangeable components

- System should be adequately layered so that a component may be easily

exchanged without implying change for other components. Thus components

should be fully autonomous, product independent, and have a well-defined and

clear-cut interface.

- Division into autonomous components must also be done when implementing

into “any” runtime platform.

- Clear-cut separation into exchangeable components is desirable.

- Be focused on standards, components, and autonomicity both in systems

development and for run-time code generation. Autonomicity is in this respect

defined as having standard interfaces to fully autonomous, replaceable, and

platform as well as tool independent components of an adequate size.
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- Often CASE-tools may use components for systems development but not when

it comes to implementation. Thus if components are created at all they are often

not autonomous.

- Autonomicity is imperative, but that it is possibly more important at system level

than at component level.

- Enable the use of different vendor, or in-house developed, components that may

then work together.

- Rather than changing code in a component the component may then instead be

replaced with a new version thus with little or no need for system maintenance

Clear-cut interfaces

- Clear-cut interfaces also make it possible to add functionality

Wrapping support for components

- Support wrapping of systems with clear-cut and well-defined interfaces.

Intertwining causes problems

- Serious problem that data is often extensively intertwined with the business logic

making it hard to change the business logic and for migrating to new types of

databases.

- A mixture violates the component thinking and makes the system hard to change

since components cannot be exchanged transparently if there are no clear-cut

interfaces.

Discrepancy between data and logic

- Must be a clear discrepancy between the data and the logic. The logic must

therefore not be applied in conjunction with the data; instead a clear-cut

separation into exchangeable components is desirable.

- The logic component or the database should be wholly exchangeable without

affecting each other.

- Clear separation between the interface, the logic (including application and

business logic), and the database.

Multi-tier approach

- Discrepancy between applications and databases
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Clean data

- The data should be as clean as possible and thus that triggers and stored

procedures should, if used at all, only be used sparsely to prevent high

complexity.

Multi-tier architectures creates logical order but may cause connection mesh

- Keeping clear separations between user interface, business logic, and data

services by using e.g. COM/CORBA often creates a mesh of connections where

quality of service and accessibility becomes a critical issue.

Component size

- Macro-components are not a good idea. Components should be divided into

small parts each with a clear and well-defined logic and interface.

- Components that include both logic and data services must be kept small

perhaps in a single exe-module.

- Components of an adequate size.

Component size affects reengineering

If components are big or without clear interfaces reverse engineering from

database to model gets error prone perhaps with a need for simulations.

Business logic size

- Business logic must be kept small.

CASE-tool independent components

- Generates standard components that are totally independent of the CASE-tool

that created them

- Components should be fully autonomous, product independent, and have a well-

defined and clear-cut interface.

Platform independent components

- Generates standard components that are totally independent of the CASE-tool

that created them as well as independent of any specific run-time platform.
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COM, CORBA, and Java Enterprise Bean support

- Support generation of component interfaces such as IDL (interface definition

languages)

- Support creation of run-time business components in COM and CORBA

- Support as many developers-environments as possible including e.g. Java and

Java Enterprise Beans, Corba, and COM.

- Support generation of component interfaces such as IDL (interface definition

languages) for COM

- Keeping clear separations between user interface, business logic, and data

services by using e.g. COM/CORBA often creates a mesh of connections where

quality of service and accessibility becomes a critical issue.

- System (as may be implemented in COM/CORBA) one of the systems may go

down and the other not, still with the result that the system as a whole is down.

Thus downtime is likely to be less when using integrated systems since there are

less possible points of failure.

- COM/CORBA degenerates performance by keeping a lot of checkpoints to keep

the distributed system under wraps.

Change applied in models

- Changes should always be made on high-level representations and then

propagated

- All changes should be done in the models and then be propagated to other

models and code that is dependant of the origin of the change.

- Good if changes were only made in the model and then automatically

propagated without having to bother about the code.

- All changes would then be applied at the modelling level and this would

generate documentation as well as source code that would follow standards.

Full support for component thinking

- Using true component thinking in the systems development process and also true

components when generating code for run-time.

- Component thinking not only in design but also in how the generated code turns

out.

- Support component thinking both on modelling and code level.
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- Division into clearly defined architectural layers must be done both in

development and in run-time.

Component development

- Support component thinking and use component development and application

assembly

- CASE-tools should follow the component thinking not only in design but also in

how the generated code turns out.

Component application assembly

- CASE tools should support component thinking and use component

development and application assembly.

- LEGO-box approach from which parts are chosen and constructs are built. Thus

it should be possible to pick parts and generate a prototype from these. The

picking and putting together should ultimately be handled by the CASE-tool using

a repository and a meta model.

Component generation implies no maintenance support needed

- CASE-tools need not to any extent consider and support future system operation

if they support the creation of components.

Component island support

- Component thinking often renders system islands and in the fashion of

components and this must be supported so that CASE-tools may both create

islands and also incorporate islands in new systems.

Component ownership and responsible

- Imperative that for each component an owner and a responsible person may be

specified.

Component reuse support

- Support for the late phases of the ISD-process must also include reuse, both of

code and components.

- Old components and solutions may be reused in a structured way, perhaps

parameterised or automatically
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Component view of tools

- Tools should be seen as components that are able to export and import freely to

and from other tools.

Plug-in support

- Tools should be module / component based so that it is possible to use plug-ins.

- Plug-in support should include both vendor plug-ins and in-house developed

plug-ins.

Plug-in support for components

- Ability to plug in and removing / updating components must be supported.

Keep intersystem dependencies low

- Availability of all components that will act in a transaction must be ensured

since a manufacturing company cannot afford downtime in terms of intersystem

dependencies. Thus running the logic, the data services and the corresponding

database on the “same” machine is therefore preferred. Also this machine may be

taken down and restarted without affecting other systems.

1.10 Code generation

“Delta changes”

- Business logic must be preserved even if the model changes. As a consequence

the tool must allow for “deltachanges” where information or code is altered rather

than exchanged.

- Changes to the conceptual model cause “deltachanges” at the lower physical-

and code-level.

- All changes that are made to models in the CASE-tool should result in “delta

changes” so that the code is altered rather than exchanged.

- Allow for “deltachanges” where information or code is altered rather than

exchanged.

Versioning of “delta changes”

- Information on “delta changes” should be subject to versioning.
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Code versioning

- Code must not be overwritten. Instead changes must be added and versioning

must be maintained.

Support for locking code segments

- When generating “deltachanges” areas between tags must be lockable.

Auto converting binary to character representations

- When generating code must be able to implement auto converting of binary

representations to character representations so that interfaces can be platform

independent.

Automate repetitive and structural coding

- Ideally CASE-tools remove the boring coding and let the developer focus on

solving the real problems in a straightforward manner.

- CASE tool should optimally support all coding so that in essence the designer

may code graphically. If this is not possible they should at least handle trivial

programming and much of the detailed programming such as setting record

lengths etc.

- Graphical representation handles the structural coding and where the developer

may focus on solving the problem.

- Being able to generate executable stubs and prototypes.

- Code generation should produce source-code possibly combined with compiled

code or source-code in the form of a program skeleton.

- Model driven so as to facilitate focus on helping to solve problems and

automatically generating skeleton source-code.

Program skeletons

- A stub sets the scope for the implementation; the code however has to be written

manually.

Program skeleton generation from UML diagrams

- Use cases, class diagrams, and sequence diagrams. From these it should at least

be possible to auto generate stubs when work with the models is sufficiently

concluded.
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Change applied in models

- All changes should be done in the models and then be propagated to other

models and code that is dependant of the origin of the change.

- Good if changes were only made in the model and then automatically

propagated without having to bother about the code.

Models and the resulting implementation allow changes that are propagated in

between.

- All changes would then be applied at the modelling level and this would

generate documentation as well as source code that would follow standards.

Graphical programming

- Designing and programming graphically.

- Descriptions should be graphical so that in essence the CASE-tool becomes a

compiler for graphical programming.

- Optimally support all coding so that in essence the designer may code

graphically.

- Graphical programming is also wanted which in essence mean that instead of

programming in lines of code the model, should be the program and the CASE-

tools should from that generate the corresponding code.

- A CASE-tool should ideally cover the whole process and in this generate fully

functional code that need not be changed or altered in any way. All changes

would then be applied at the modelling level and this would generate

documentation as well as source code that would follow standards.

- Graphical programming, it would be good if changes were only made in the

model and then automatically propagated without having to bother about the code.

- CASE-tool should be able to interpret UML as a programming language. UML

may in this respect be viewed as a development-oriented modelling technique.

- Generate a fully functional code from graphical representations.

- Possible to describe the system and its functionality and then generate all the

code.

- CASE tool should optimally support all coding so that in essence the designer

may code graphically.

- Should be possible to start with models and graphical representations and then

generate code and documentation.
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- Ability to generate a complete code including business logic from a model or

graphical representation.

Fully automatic code generation

- Generate documentation as well as source code that would follow standards.

- It should in the CASE-tool be possible to describe the system and its

functionality and then generate all the code.

- Should be possible to employ a single tool that creates trustworthy code that

does not have to be verified.

- Ideally the developer shouldn’t have to consider the code.

- Best if the tool is able to generate the whole code.

- Changes should optimally be done in the analysis and design phases. Thus the

source code should be generated automatically with no need for changes.

Semi-automatic code generation

- A fully automated code generation facility is not wanted since it could lead to a

common worst level.

- Implement code even though more advanced functions and business logic may

have to be written afterwards.

Match between model and code

- Consistency between models and models—code is required.

- 1:1 relationship between the model and the code even though going from the

model to the code seems to have the most importance.

Code comments

- Make comments in the code and to have this propagated to repositories in

conjunction with the code. These comments should e.g. be allowed to take the

form of property text in class diagrams.

Code quality

- The quality of the code generated is another highly critical question when

looking at CASE-tools.
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Code correctness

- The code generated must be as correct as possible. If the code is error-prone it

might take longer time to correct the errors than to write the code oneself, this

would render the tools to be practically useless.

- How error-prone is the code. If there are many errors, fixing them might take

more time than to not using the CASE-tool at all

Code readability

- Important that the code generated is understandable

- Auto generated code places changed requirements in term of professional skills.

- Correcting a code and adding solutions to help solve problems instead of

generating increases the skill and knowledge needed.

- Source code that would follow standards. It would also help in reducing the

number of “special”-solutions, which are largely incomprehensible when e.g.

team members are exchanged, or when it comes to maintenance in the long run.

- Important that the code does not come out as a large chunk, which then later on

cannot be changed.

- One must be able to look at, and understand the code. This poses a requirement

on CASE-tools to generate and build code in a likewise manner to that of a person

coding.

- Generating more adequately structured code, and also properly employing OO.

Code performance

- Performance of the code. How efficient is it and how well are the solutions

generated optimised.

“Black box” avoidance

- Danger of the code becoming a “black box” solution. This can be useful but the

programmer should be able to change the code by himself.

- It is important that there are no watertight seals between model and reality and

changes to the model must not be allowed to destroy or by other means

uncontrollably alter what has already been done.
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- Good if the CASE-tool is able to do everything but on the other hand this may

be dangerous since it is imperative that one can implement own solutions to

various problems.

- Simultaneous rather than batch engineering in which the code is not a “black

box”. In other words one must be able to look at, and understand the code.

“Black box” acceptable for componentialisation

- “Black boxes” may be useful e.g. for inserting a new module with known and

well-documented interface and functionality.

Code error and inconsistency resolving

- CASE-tools should be able to test the code that they generate for both errors and

inconsistencies by generating and using test cases for the things that they

generate.

Code generation complying to standards

- Stick to standard code and may not add any run-time components.

Code generation Environments

- Environments that must be considered for generation of code includes VB and

JAVA.

Code generation from business logic models

- Support the developer in writing auto generated code from the business logic.

Fully automatic code generation from business logic

- Ultimately the developer shouldn’t have to worry about the code but instead be

able to focus on the business logic.

Business logic size

- Components that include both logic and data services must be kept small

perhaps in a single exe-module. Thus business logic must be kept small.

Code generation Support

Ability to generate code, mainly in JAVA, VB, and C++.
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Code generation from use cases

- It should for code generation purposes be possible to start with a use case and

then move on to generate code from further descriptions stemming from that use

case.

- Implementing and facilitating code generation from use cases (and other UML

models?)

Code generation implementing multiple solutions

- Generate multiple solutions for a specific problem and then evaluate these based

on cost models

Code generation in any 3GL language

- The tool could furthermore generate code using any 3GL language, however

JAVA is explicitly preferred.

Code generation of platform independent interfaces

- Implement auto converting of binary representations to character representations

so that interfaces can be platform independent.

Code generation tool independent

- When CASE-tools generate code this code should not be CASE-tool specific.

Thus when building code and when employing it in runtime the less influence the

CASE-tool has the better.

Code optimisation

- The tools, since the solutions generated are seldom truly optimised, demand

more performance and computing power.

Code platform independence

- Important that the code generated is understandable and that it is independent of

platforms and of the tool that generated it.

Code reuse support

- Support for the late phases of the ISD-process must also include reuse, both of

code and components.
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Integrated systems preferred

- Downtime is likely to be less when using integrated systems since there are less

possible points of failure

Interface templates

- Make own controls of for example look and feel of the generated system.

Match between tables and code

- Good if the tool generated a 1:1 code from database tables.

Persistence for Java

- Generate JAVA against files

Round-trip engineering

- Support for true round trip engineering where both models and the resulting

implementation allows changes that are propagated in between.

- Visualising code by drawing models, being able to change the code, and being

able to reverse engineer code. There should in this respect also be support for true

round trip engineering

- Round trip engineering should also be employed in reverse engineering.

- Desirable to go back from the implementation to the conceptual model even if

the implementation is slightly altered so data has to be interchanged in between

e.g. by support of a repository.

Simultaneous engineering

- Enable simultaneous rather than batch engineering in which the code is not a

“black box”. In other words one must be able to look at, and understand the code.

Reverse engineering

- Being able to reverse engineer code. There should in this respect also be support

for true round trip engineering

- Round trip engineering should also be employed in reverse engineering.
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Reverse engineering code sampling

- Reverse engineering should work properly and it must be possible to incorporate

in some way, how the code is read and also what decisions were made and why

Reverse engineering documentation generation

- Documentation must also be able to generate from reverse engineering

processes.

Reverse engineering of code

- Support extensive reverse engineering on code.

Reverse engineering of code for update and maintenance of doc.

- Reverse engineering should be able to check up on and update documentation.

Reverse engineering of legacy code

- Reverse engineer code from legacy systems so as to find out its functionality etc.

Programming language support

- Include both object oriented languages as well as procedural languages.

- Generate code using any 3GL language, however JAVA is explicitly preferred.

- Properly employing object orientation

- Ability to generate code, mainly in JAVA, VB, and C++.

- Implementing standard JAVA

- Tools that generate JAVA

- Support as many developers-environments as possible including e.g. Java and

Java Enterprise Beans, Corba, and COM.

- Support for C++, JAVA, and VB is mentioned.

- Automatic generation of VB and VB-scripts is a good idea.

- Environments that must be considered for generation of code includes VB and

JAVA.

- Support developer environments consisting of VB+Components
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Round-trip engineering

Round-trip engineering

- Support for true round trip engineering where both models and the resulting

implementation allows changes that are propagated in between.

- Visualising code by drawing models, being able to change the code, and being

able to reverse engineer code. There should in this respect also be support for true

round trip engineering

- Desirable to go back from the implementation to the conceptual model even if

the implementation is slightly altered so data has to be interchanged in between

e.g. by support of a repository.

Round-trip engineering OOD-OOP

- Support for true round trip engineering between object oriented design (OOD)

and object oriented programming (OOP).

- OOD means using object oriented technology and adding persistence. JAVA

must therefore be coupled with an application or it cannot be used.

Round-trip reverse engineering

- Being able to reverse engineer code. There should in this respect also be support

for true round trip engineering

- Round trip engineering should also be employed in reverse engineering.

Object support

- Must be possible to define object dependencies, e.g. from which class-model it

comes as well as owner, creator and who is responsible for maintenance.

Object container support

- Support for object containers.

Object linking

- Possible to jump directly between actors and the processes that they are involved

in etc. (viewing actors and processes as objects that may cooperate)

- Possible to move around in a decomposable hierarchy of models
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- Couple objects occurring in multiple graphs so that a change progresses to all

diagrams of which the object is a part

- That the whole process of systems development is linked and stresses that the

continuous tasks in the process, and that there are links in between, is more

important than how this is done.

Object origin (class model)

- From which class-model it comes

Object security

- Often everybody is able to use an object any way they want to. This is not good

and security features must therefore be incorporated.

Object uniqueness

- An object must be able to appear in multiple diagrams and still be the same

object.

- An actor, viewed as an object must, if applicable, be considered as the same

object so that the actor may occur multiple times in multiple diagrams.

- Support that the same object may occur in multiple diagrams.

1.11 Database support

OODB and RDB support

- CASE-tool should be able to make database implementations in both RD and

OOD (including invocations).

Web database support

- Databases should together with the corresponding business logic be available

from a web-server.

- Supports generation of web-modules and stored procedures.
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User controlled DB generation

- CASE-tools must not be allowed to build databases without support for user

intervention and user control.

Design transformation autonomicity

- Consider in transformations the degree of autonomicity and how the

transformations are being done.

Preserve business logic despite data model changes

- Business logic must be preserved even if the model changes.

Updateable views

- Use views (preferably updateable) and to those views add extra functionality

without affecting the original logic component.

Materialised view support

- Use materialised views from different databases on to which new data and new

functionality is then added.

User defined DB interaction

- Specify what tables the CASE-tool is allowed to use

User defined DB table construction

- Specify what tables the CASE-tool is allowed to use and further how tables are

to be constructed.

SQL support

- SQL for database purposes.

- Use of SQL

- Tools must be able to support or by other means be aware of SQL

Generation of RDB from UML class diagrams

- Implementation of UML class diagrams to a relational database in a strict and

straightforward manner including the generation of classes with methods and

properties.
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Match between tables and code

- Good if the tool generated a 1:1 code from tables.

Automatic generation of DDL-scripts

- Ability to generate DDL-scripts

- Generation of DDL-scripts from graphical representation is wanted.

DDL-consistency

- DDL-scripts do not turn out well so the generation of consistent and functional

DDL-scripts is asked for.

DDL-functionality

- Since databases are central in systems development CASE-tools must also be

able to generate proper DDL-scripts.

- DDL-scripts do not turn out well so the generation of consistent and functional

DDL-scripts is asked for.

DDL- and table-readability

- Tables must be possible to understand, i.e. no codes and other strange

denotations may be used by tool.

DDL-support for business logic

- Has to be added afterwards, with triggers and stored procedures.

- Business logic may also to some extent be moved to the databases by using

triggers, constraints and stored procedures.

Business logic modelling support

- Ultimately the developer shouldn’t have to worry about the code but instead be

able to focus on the business logic.

- To directly model business logic in CASE-tools would be good

Logic controls data

- Important that the logic controls the data and not the other way around.
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Discrepancy between data and logic

- Must be a clear discrepancy between the data and the logic. The logic must

therefore not be applied in conjunction with the data; instead a clear-cut

separation into exchangeable components is desirable.

- The logic component or the database should be wholly exchangeable without

affecting each other.

- Clear separation between the interface, the logic (including application and

business logic), and the database.

“Delta change” database appliance

- Use materialised views from different databases on to which new data and new

functionality is then added.

Clean data

- The data should be as clean as possible and thus that triggers and stored

procedures should, if used at all, only be used sparsely to prevent high

complexity.

DB information extraction

- Desirable for the tool to extract information from a database. To relational

schemas and UML diagrams?

Transform data

- Import old data and enrich and transform it into new data.

Policy not to use triggers and stored procedures

- Volvo IT also has a policy to use as little triggers and stored procedures as

possible.

- Policy at Volvo IT not to use triggers and stored procedures.

Triggers, constraints, stored proc. for consistency

- Positive in that this may allow monitoring of the database so that it is always

kept consistent.
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Triggers and stored procedures for business logic must be optional

- If different programs have different consistency and thus differing logic then

new logic must be possible to add in run-time.

- Difficult to change the business logic fast (and to foresee how this affects rule-

firing) - May cause problems concerning downtime (e.g. uncontrolled rule-firing

that downs performance or takes out the database).

1.12 ISD life cycle support

- Support some form of information systems life cycle be it iterative or waterfall.

- What is important is to get a series of tools that supports the whole information

systems life cycle. This also includes that requirements collection and

management facilities should be supported

- Support some form of information systems life cycle be it iterative or waterfall.

- A CASE-tool should ideally cover the whole ISD process

- To facilitate control and consistency in a project the CASE-tools should thus, as

previously mentioned, support the whole ISD-process.

- Be able to import and export from different tools and also in different phases of

the information systems development life cycle and in this respect support and

properly handle different models, description techniques, and formats.

- Support the main process in systems development and can loosely be defined as

tools used by developers in this process.

- It is further optimal to have a CASE-tool that supports the entire information

systems development life cycle.

Full I-CASE support for ISD life cycle

- I-CASE, i.e. integrated CASE, being fully integrated and supporting all activities

in systems development.

- Fully integrated I-CASE tool that supports the whole systems development

process if there are no such tools the need for openness concerning import and

export functionality is stressed.
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ISD method support

- Support system development methods so that they may be used in conjunction

with the tools

- Must be able to follow a certain systems development method.

- Support one or more systems development method. (In Volvo, support for UML

is essential)

Incremental development process

- RUP on the other hand is an incremental systems development method.

Iterative development process

- RUP is an iterative development process that has direct support from tool called

Rational Rose.

Coherent ISD life cycle support

- Support and coherence throughout the whole information systems life cycle is

important

Single or multiple tool choice

- A single tool may be a good idea but it may affect the flexibility of the

organisation and of the support offered.

- Often a number of tools are used, each perhaps best in a specific area. Thus it

would be good to use a number of different tools, if they can be connected as to

transparently support the whole information systems development life cycle. If

this is not possible a single tool might be more appropriate.

- It is not very important that a single CASE-tool is able to handle the whole

process. Instead CASE-tools should be open so that it is easy to import and export

models so that each tool does what it is best at. This implies that a number of

connected and data exchanging tools may be able to support the entire process

instead of having just one tool.

Implementation phase support

- Support for the late phases like implementation is sought for.

- The support for the late phases of the ISD-process must also include reuse, both

of code and components.
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ISD life cycle support for graphical notations

- When considering the graphical notation it is important that the CASE-tool has

support for the whole ISD-process

ISD linkage support

- A CASE-tool should see to that the whole process of systems development is

linked and stresses that the continuous tasks in the process, and that there are links

in between, is more important than how this is done.

Shorten ISD time

- Supports systems development as to enable a shorter time between the start of

the project and the first delivery.

Make ISD cheaper

- Changes focus on e.g. education and makes systems development cheaper since

it is often more expensive to develop a customised tool in-house than to adopt a

tool on the market and then adopt the organisation accordingly.

Support for development cases

What is this?

Model driven

- Model driven so as to facilitate focus on helping to solve problems and

automatically generating skeleton source-code.

Code generation not necessary

- The tools must also be able to support system development methods so that they

may be used in conjunction with the tools even if code generation is unavailable.

Analysis modeling

- Transformations are done as to evolve in the following way:

Business model � Analysis results

Analysis model � Design

Design � Implementation
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- To support this chain a CASE-tool must be able to follow a certain systems

development method.

CASE for business analysis

CASE-tool

Repository driven
Metamodel

Graphics

Visualisation
Increase communication

between people and
categories of people

Commersial Industrial Graphical
language where
different icons
mean different

things

Interactive in workshops since it is
common that people do not know how to

interpret e.g. classdiagrams and use cases

Models of today
and of tomorrow

Definition of
graphical

languages and
graphical layout

Using
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Appendix D: Second Cut Strategic Evaluation

Framework for CASE-tools in Volvo IT in Skövde

and Volvo IT in Gothenburg (Method Group)

1. CASE

CASE categorisation

- Three different categories into which CASE-tools may be fitted:

UpperCASE-tools are primarily used in analysis and design.

LowerCASE-tools are used for programming and automatic generation of code.

ICASE is the combination of UpperCASE and LowerCASE.

CASE built on standard solutions

Case-tools should comply too standard file systems, databases, and interfaces and

operating systems.

- The CASE-tools themselves must also build on standard solutions and must thus

not use tool-specific databases, file systems, and specialised solutions

Tools for ISD

CASE-tools should support one or several ISD-development methods.

- CASE-tools should support the main process in systems development and can

loosely be defined as tools used by developers in this process.

CASE Project and inter-project support

CASE-tools should support charting information systems in the organisation and

not be delimited to single projects.

- Support given by CASE should act both in projects as well as in the organisation

as a whole

- Multi-user systems both in a project and between projects
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- CASE-tools should also support inter-project communication, e.g. by giving

support for building and maintaining patterns and being able to do searches

among patterns.

CASE vendor requirements

Vendors of CASE-tools should be large companies that are viable in a long-term

perspective.

- Large and viable systems contractors that do not rise and fall with new changes

in the marketplace

- Important that the vendor is viable and that new versions are continuously

released

- Vendor must be viable in a long-term perspective

CASE-tools modularised and component based

CASE-tools must be built based on a modularised architecture so that new or

changed components may be added or exchanged.

- A big monolithic tool is not an option, instead tools should be module /

component based so that it is possible to use plug-ins.

Plug-in support

CASE-tools should support both new vendor plug-ins and in-house developed

plug-ins.

- Plug-in support should include both vendor plug-ins and in-house developed

plug-ins

- Possible to plug in tools that is favoured by the individual developer e.g. using

Emacs as text editor instead of the built in editor.

Continuous tool upgrades

The vendor must be capable of providing regular updates and versions so as to

continuously keep a tool up to date and free of errors.
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- Important that the vendor is viable and that new versions are continuously

released.

Cost

CASE-tools should be cost effective in that they speed up development and

provide documentation that is accessible also for those who do not have direct

access to the tool.

- Cost is naturally related to what income the tool is able to generate

- Expensive implies that cost is indeed an issue

- A cost for a tool and splits it among all those who use it; it may prove to be a

good investment so in that respect cost is not so relevant.

- Cost that has to be justified

- Pricing, i.e. can the organisation afford a certain tool

Should offer support like the one delivered

CASE-tools should give the same kind of support to their users as that which can

be expected from the systems developed using the tool.

- CASE-tools should give all the support with respect to functionality, interface

and ease-of-use as those systems that will be developed using the tools give.

Tool dependence unadvisable

CASE-tools should not be dependent of platform and operating system.

- Dependency of a specific tool and possible platform is bad. CASE tools must

therefore not to control or by other means influence the operating system or the

platform, full autonomicity is wanted.

1.1 CASE user facilities

Search facilities

CASE-tools should offer extensive search facilities for searching any defined

entities including textual and graphical representations.
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- Support various searches such as searches on objects, functions (methods),

where a column is used and in what tables etc…

- Support for finding and navigating models and other descriptions,

representations, texts etc

- Search for and lookup similar solutions for problems by looking at patterns,

heuristics

- Do searches among patterns

- Search facilities should be employed for finding components

- Employ extensive search facilities so that it is e.g. possible to find individual

concepts or objects

Navigating models and other forms of descriptions

CASE-tools should support navigating and thus support e.g. drill-down and fray

out of any defined model or other form of representation.

- Support for finding and navigating models and other descriptions,

representations, texts etc

Testing and simulation

Evaluation facilities for solution performance

CASE-tools should employ facilities for performance evaluation of solutions,

defined or generated.

- Test the code with respect to performance and select solutions that give the best

performance

- Generate multiple solutions for a specific problem and then evaluate these based

on cost models

- Scenarios could then be tested and compared to find the most cost efficient and

lead-time-saving solution

Invocation structure analysis

CASE-tools should support analysis, and simulation of invocation structures and

message passing.
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- Message passing between components, invocation structures must be able to

analyse.

- UML sequence schemas should be able to track an automatically simulate what

invocations and what events an initial invocation giver rise to.

Reengineering big comp. may require simulation

CASE-tools should give support for analysing and simulating message passing in

reverse engineering as to illustrate possible program structures of big legacy

components.

- Also if components are big or without clear interfaces reverse engineering from

database to model gets error prone perhaps with a need for simulations.

Simulation facilities for models

CASE-tools should have facilities for analysing by means of simulation how a

system will function based on the model underlying it.

- Simulate and to test what is being modelled

Test case generator

CASE-tools should be able to generate test cases for the systems being developed.

- Generating and using test cases for the things that they generate

Test facilities for code

CASE-tools should have facilities for testing and evaluating code.

- Testing of code is also important; this should be done by the CASE-tools in a

smart way

- Test the code that they generate for both errors and inconsistencies

Test support for changes

CASE-tools should give support for trying out and analysing how changes would

impact on a system.
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- Testing and implementing changes and modifications

Prototyping

CASE-tools should have support for generating prototypes.

- Coding should optimally be done by the CASE-tool so that the developer’s

creativity may be moved towards accomplishing better designs, possibly using

prototyping

- Create simple prototypes showing how the IS would look when generated from

the current models.

- Make own controls of for example look and feel of the generated system

- Simple prototypes showing how the IS would look when generated from the

current models

Design templates for prototyping (configurable)

Prototypes should be generated using various configurable templates along with

e.g. an object model.

- Create templates i.e. to reach results through a partly automated control specified

and configured by the developer.

- Prototype would then be generated using an interface template together with an

object model (IDEF-0...) or a class diagram, process flow, or use case

Parameterisation

User defined naming standards

It should be possible to define and have naming standards reinforced.

- Being able to specify naming standards for actors, roles, and project-files is also

wanted.

- User defined naming standards should be enforced for notations, actors, roles

and project
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Configurable user interface

The user interface of a CASE-tool should be highly configurable, e.g. to enable

good presentations using the tool itself.

- The interface should also support presentations using an image projector. Thus it

must be possible to configure and remove irrelevant information so that a good

presentation may result

Integration between CASE and Configuration Managers

CASE-tools should be integrated with configuration managers.

- Provide integration between CASE-tools and configuration managers, especially

in a single project

Configuration item size

CASE-tools should reinforce and allow definitions for keeping reasonably sized

configuration items.

- Configuration items, CI, are the least configurable items that may be versioned

- Proper size is essential

Parameterisation of change appliance and outcome

It should be possible to specify how changes may be applied to a project.

- How changes are made and what comes out of them must be possible to

parameterise.

Parameterisation of code generation method

CASE-tools should support parameterisation of how code is to be generated, e.g.

using either a subscription or a method invocation strategy for business rules.

- Possible to control the method with which the CASE-tool generates code and

also of specifying a specific method. (E.g. chose to have a subscription

mechanism instead of object specific methods for instance in JAVA-

programming.)
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Database transformation parameterisation

CASE-tools should support parameterisation of how databases code is to be

generated.

- Degree of autonomicity and how the transformations are being done

Parameterisation of stored procedure usage

CASE-tools should support parameterisation of stored procedure usage, e.g.

allowed only for consistency.

- Data should be as clean as possible and thus that triggers and stored procedures

should, if used at all, only be used sparsely to prevent high complexity

Parameterisation of trigger usage

CASE-tools should support parameterisation of trigger usage, e.g. allowed only

for consistency.

- Data should be as clean as possible and thus that triggers and stored procedures

should, if used at all, only be used sparsely to prevent high complexity

User defined (configurable) templates

CASE tools should support defining, maintaining and using templates for code,

databases, and for interfaces.

- Ability to build own templates

- When going directly from a conceptual model to an implementation dynamical

and configurable standard templates are desirable for supporting the operation.

Business logic size

- Business logic must be kept small
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Traceability

Tracing actions through versioning

CASE-tools should support tracing actions and changes by means of comparing

versions.

- Traceability issues should also be met by using versioning to be able to trace

backwards through a project, in order to detect who were present, what did they

do, and why

Tracing change propagation and fray-out

CASE-tools should support tracing all changes and effects of changes.

- Traceability is the ability of the tool to trace e.g. why a certain use case resulted

from a specific process and also how changes propagate and what

implications/changes they incur in e.g. other models.

- Changes and their all their direct and indirect impacts must be traceable and the -

CASE-tools should support this process of checking out how a change propagates

and influences other parts of the system.

- Support change traceability and propagation.

- Changes and their all their direct and indirect impacts must be traceable and the

CASE-tools should support this process of checking out how a change propagates

and influences other parts of the system.

Tracing results

CASE-tools should support tracing the processes that resulted in a specific use

case model.

- The ability of the tool to trace e.g. why a certain use case resulted from a

specific process

Tracing errors and test outcome

CASE-tools should support tracking down errors and test outcome dependencies

- Traceability of errors and outcomes for different test should be supported
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Reengineering traceability

CASE-tools should support going back and undo changes made when

reengineering systems.

- To be able to find a way back. Assume that we start with a conceptual model.

Point and click to implement it in. It is desirable to go back from the

implementation to the conceptual model even if the implementation is slightly

altered

1.2 CASE transparent facilities

Backwards compatibility

CASE-tools should have full backwards compatibility with outcome generated by

previous versions as well as keeping standard interfaces that allow for migration

to other tools.

- Backwards compatibility is required.

- Important that CASE-tools are viable so that they keep up with current

technology and evolve. This also calls for full backwards compatibility with

previous versions so that e.g. code and models that were produced earlier are

possible to improve and evolve.

- Appreciate a general and accepted interface, thus to facilitate easy migration

between tools and between version of tools.

Backwards compatibility of change appliance parameterisation

CASE-tools should provide full backwards compatibility for change appliance so

that it is possible to use new tool versions and still apply changes in the same way

that earlier versions did.

- A new version must not carry out a function in an entirely different way so that

the user cannot follow what is happening.

- It is important that it possible to migrate to a new version of the CASE-tools

without having any work destroyed or rendered unusable. It must in this also be
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possible to make new changes when generating code (and “keeping all?” the

change options from the previous version, authors comment).

Backwards compatibility of tool families and tool versions

CASE-tools should support all previous versions of a tool and also support

importing data from other tools.

- Backwards compatibility both in new versions of tools and in change of product

family must be supported.

- CASE-tools must support multiple versions so that new versions are fully

compatible with old.

Enrich data

Where necessary CASE-tools should enrich data so as to be compatible for

importation when moving old data into a new system.

- Import old data and enrich and transform it into new data.

Version handling

CASE-tools should support versioning of all data relevant to a CASE-tool so that

it is possible to go back and undo/track changes.

- All stored information should be versioned so that it is possible to go back and

recreate.

Check-in and Check-out

CASE-tools should support check-in, check-out for all data, files and other

representations relating to a development project.

- Version handling with Check-in, Check out so that others may read, but not

change, a document that someone else has already opened.

- Require support for version handling, security, and check-in, check-out.

- Check-in check-out facilities are basic functionality.

- Versioning and check-in, check-out is also imperative especially since CASE-

tools should support multiple concurrent users.
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- Check-in, check-out facilities for individual projects and files are also essential.

- Check-in and check-out facilities should also be present.

Concurrent user support

Check-in, check-out facilities inherent in CASE-tools should support locking data

and other representations so that the data may be viewed by many concurrent

users, even if it can only be changed in an atomic way.

- Versioning and check-in, check-out is also imperative especially since CASE-

tools should support multiple concurrent users.

Configuration item version handling

Version handling should apply to configuration items.

- Configuration items, CI, are the least configurable items that may be versioned.

Support for source safe

Version handling by using Source Safe or another similar tool should be

supported.

- Documentation should include information such as images and model-

interdependencies and be strictly versioned e.g. by using source safe.

Version handling of all repository information

Version handling should apply to all information kept in a repository.

- Proper versioning of all stored information.

- Version handling should be supported by, and also used in a repository.

Version stasis management

CASE-tools should allow for versions of a project to be freezed, e.g. when a

version is to be presented.

- Freeze a version at certain points in time so that no changes may be applied.
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Versioning of “delta changes”

CASE-tools should support not only versions of a project but also versions of

changes applied to that project.

- Changes that are made to models in the CASE-tool should result in “delta

changes” so that the code is altered rather than exchanged. Also this information

should be subject to versioning.

Synchronisation

CASE-tools should support keeping all data relating to a project synchronised at

all times so that, e.g. models are always exactly reflecting the code being

implemented.

- Considering propagation of changes between code and models a full

synchronisation must be upheld at all times so that documentation is always

updated and coherent with the system. This synchronisation must also work even

if there are many concurrent users.

- Imperative that the knowledge base is always synchronised and that it different

actors can access it in a structured way complete with security and version

handling.

- Giving support for building and maintaining distributed and synchronised, easy-

to-access, pattern and heuristics bases.

Code versioning

CASE-tools should support change appliance rather than exchanging code, all

information should further be versioned.

- Code must not be overwritten. Instead changes must be added and versioning

must be maintained.

Security

CASE-tools should support security handling.

- Security is important when dealing with CASE-tools.
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Access rights management

CASE-tools should give support for proper access rights management or subscribe

to a service providing this, e.g. domain user access rights management.

- The amount of control that may be attached to the use of a CASE-tool.

- The system owners must furthermore be able to define access rights.

- Be handled by means of domain user access rights (like the one offered in

Active directory) so that access rights are handled transparent with respect to each

user.

- When logged on to the system the user should have transparent access to all that

the user is supposed to have access to, i.e. the user should not have to provide

passwords for every little thing.

- Security management is thus something that is very important with concerns as

to be able to efficiently share data and the tool as well as being able set

permissions as to control who can change, read etc.

Security management of roles

CASE-tools should support managing access rights related to the role of a specific

developer.

- Always synchronised and that it different actors can gain access in a structured

way complete with security and version handling.

Developer scope maintained and controlled by access rights

CASE-tools should provide a valid system scope for the developer based on the

respective access rights.

- Access rights and the scope available for a developer is another issue with

bearing on the use of CASE-tools.

- Developer scope this should ultimately be handled by means of domain user

access rights (like the one offered in Active directory) so that access rights are

handled transparent with respect to each user.
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- Developer scope this should ultimately be handled by means of domain user

access rights (like the one offered in Active directory) so that access rights are

handled transparent with respect to each user.

- Maintaining scope depending on the current developers access rights and the

project that is being referred to.

Multiple concurrent users

CASE-tools should support multiple concurrent users that may work together on a

project(s).

- Should support multiple concurrent users.

- CASE can be seen as multi-user systems both in a project and between projects.

- Require support for version handling, security, and check-in, check-out.

- Support for multiple concurrent users and different access methods.

Security features for objects

CASE-tools should support managing security features on individual objects.

- Often everybody is able to use an object any way they want to. This is not good

and security features must therefore be incorporated.

- Different actors can access it in a structured way complete with security and

version handling.

Security features for components

CASE-tools should support managing security features on individual components.

- Restrict access to only those components / systems that the developer is allowed

to use.

- Different actors can access it in a structured way complete with security and

version handling.
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Interface

Interface standard compliance

CASE-tools should be based on an accepted and leading graphical user interface

standard, preferably the Windows interface standard.

- To provide ease-of-use the tools must follow interface standards

- Conform to standards in terms of user interface.

- Support common interface standards preferably the Windows interface.

- Coherence with leading interface standards.

- The interface should be intuitive and follow leading standards.

- Tools should support and use standards both concerning notations and

description techniques but also when it comes to such things as user interface.

- Important that standards are extensively used to enable the building of open

standardised systems with standard graphical interfaces that in essence supports

thinking.

Interface works as expected

The user interface must work as expected and must therefore not allow any

surprises which would make a tool hard to use.

- To provide ease-of-use the tools must follow interface standards and must not do

unexpected and strange things.

- CASE-tools should give all the support with respect to functionality, interface

and ease-of-use as those systems that will be developed using the tools give.

- To provide ease-of-use the tools must follow interface standards and must not do

unexpected and strange things.

- Appreciate a good interface.

- Function as expected e.g. menu handling, in the file menu find Open, Close,

Save, Save as etc. This requirement must not be violated since it would make the

tool hard to use.

- To provide ease-of-use the tools must follow interface standards.
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Multiple language support (Swedish)

CASE-tools should give support for multiple languages, preferably Swedish.

- Interface support for multiple languages (like Swedish) is a good idea.

Mixed graphical / textual user interface

The graphical interface of a CASE-tools should be complemented with a textual,

e.g. for code editing purposes.

- Offer a graphical interface that is in some respects complemented / mixed with a

textual interface.

- Extra window in the tool where own code may be added directly and thus

propagated to graphical models.

- When drawing models it should be possible to look at the resulting code directly

to see how it develops.

Support for user defined text editors

CASE-tools should support defining e.g. what text editors a developer wishes to

use and then operate it as a plug-in.

- Possible to plug in tools that is favoured by the individual developer e.g. using

Emacs as text editor instead of the built in editor.

Multiple window support

CASE-tools must support the use of multiple windows so that not everything need

be contained in a single window of limited space.

- Multiple windows should be possible to use.

Configurable user interface

The user interface of a CASE tool should be configurable as to fit individual

developers way of working/preferences.

- Configure and remove irrelevant information
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Support presentations on image projector

The user interface of a CASE tool should be configurable as to allow for

presentations using an image projector with a limited resolution.

- Support presentations using an image projector.

Change propagation

Changes should dynamically be propagated to all instances where they apply; the

developer should also be able to control this.

- Implementing changes and modifications can often be tricky and requires the

skills of a human systems developer.

- Own code may be added directly and thus propagated to graphical models.

- Considering propagation of changes between code and models a full

synchronisation must be upheld at all times

- Changes should also be automatically propagated.

- Changes are dynamic and that they progress to all charts which should be altered

automatically.

Changes made in analysis and design phases

Changes should dynamically be propagated and implemented using models and

information generated in the analysis and design phases.

- All changes should optimally be done in the analysis and design phases.

Change applied in models

Changes should be applied in models and not to low-level code representations.

- Changes should always be made on high-level representations and then

propagated.

- All changes should be done in the models

- Good if changes were only made in the model

- All changes would then be applied at the modelling level

- Changes should always be made on high-level representations
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- All changes should be done in the models and then be propagated to other

models and code that is dependant of the origin of the change.

- If changes were only made in the model and then automatically propagated

without having to bother about the code.

- Models and the resulting implementation allow changes that are propagated in

between.

Change propagation conceptual to implementation

Changes should be dynamically propagated from conceptual representations to the

implementation.

- Adequately propagate changes from the conceptual level down to the

implementation.

Change propagation code to documentation

Changes should be dynamically propagated from code to documentation.

- Changing the code must lead to changes in the documentation.

Change propagation code to model

Changes should be dynamically propagated from code to models.

- If something is changed in the underlying model the business logic inherent in

e.g. DDL-code must not be overwritten. Instead changes must be added

Change propagation from CASE-tool to DB

Changes should be dynamically propagated from the underlying database models

to the implemented databases and/or database scripts.

- When applying changes this must always be done from the CASE-tool, which

propagates them to the DB and never the other way around.
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1.3 Standards

Compliance to standards

CASE-tools should comply too accepted standards in all respects.

- Coherence with leading interface standards.

- The use of standards is central and thus the tools should support and use

standards both concerning notations and description techniques but also when it

comes to such things as user interface.

- Standards are important.

- Standards and proper support for these is crucial. The standards supported must

at least be those that are heavy to the industry at a given time.

- Facilitate the use of standards when developing and using different technologies.

Standardised tool interfaces

CASE-tool interfaces should comply to standards so as to enable easy migration

and tool-exchangeability.

- Appreciate a general and accepted interface, thus to facilitate easy migration

between tools and between version of tools.

Notational standards

CASE-tools should support standards concerning notations and description

techniques.

- Support and use standards both concerning notations and description techniques

- Support as many different notations as possible, including at least those that are

relevant to the current market when considered as a whole.

CASE as solutions standardiser

CASE-tools should enable the development of standardised systems employing

standard solutions to reoccurring problems.
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- CASE supports systems development in a rather “hard” way often with no space

for specific solutions.

Open standardised systems

CASE-tools should enable the development of open systems based on standards

that may work across platforms and operating system boundaries.

- Important that standards are extensively used to enable the building of open

standardised systems.

Proprietary standards

System openness must not affect CASE-tools as to make them unreasonably

expensive or severely decrease their cost effectiveness.

- Openness is important for system interoperability but also comes at a cost that

has to be justified.

Windows DNA support

CASE-tools should support the Windows DNA developer’s environment.

- Support for Windows DNA is important.

XML support

CASE-tools should give support for documenting and importing/exporting XML

data.

- Requires standards like XML so that it may be possible to use different export- /

import-formats as well as presentation-formats.

- Standards are thus important and, in this respect UML and XML must be fully

supported.

Using default windows printer

CASE-tools should have support for using the default windows printer so that a

true roaming profile may be sustained.
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- Using the default windows printer etc must work as expected.

CASE built on standard solutions

Case-tools should comply too standard file systems, databases, and interfaces and

operating systems.

- The CASE-tools themselves must also build on standard solutions and must thus

not use tool-specific databases, file systems, and specialised solutions.

Standard API

CASE-tools should comply to standardised and open API’s.

- Standardised and open API’s in order to be able to tailor the tool and for finding

future support.

Standard component interfaces

Component interfaces of components generated should comply too accepted

component IDL standards.

- Standard interfaces too fully autonomous, replaceable, and platform as well as

tool independent components of an adequate size.

Standard JAVA support

CASE-tools should give proper support for standard JAVA and not use any tool

specific add-ons which may make code unportable.

- Being independent of the tool as well as e.g. implementing standard JAVA

however causes performance implications.

1.4 Interoperability

CASE-tools should support be interoperable and support importing/exporting data

from other tools.
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- A number of connected and data exchanging tools may be able to support the

entire process instead of having just one tool. In this respect standards are

important.

- Data, models, and descriptions, disregarding whether in files or in “repositories”

should be maintainable and thus not tool specific.

Standardised tool interfaces

CASE-tools should implement a standardised open interface so that migration

between tools and version of tools is possible.

- Appreciate a general and accepted interface, thus to facilitate easy migration

between tools and between version of tools.

Support for standard platform independent SQL

CASE-tools should give support for generating standard OS- and database-

independent SQL.

- The DDL-code that is generated should be OS independent so that a tool on one

platform is able to generate code for other platforms.

Asynchronous platform independent messaging

CASE-tools should support the creation of components that exchange messages

asynchronously.

- Support the creation of components that may in run-time exchange

asynchronous platform-independent messages, perhaps through a standardised

transaction or message service.

CASE-tool application independence

CASE-tools must not be dependent on other specific applications.

- CASE-tools must not be closely coupled to a specific application.

CASE-tool independent components

Components generated must not be tools specific.
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- Generate standard components that are totally independent of the CASE-tool

that created them as well as independent of any specific run-time platform.

CASE-tool must not affect system run-time

CASE-tools must not be allowed to affect a developed system in run-time.

- The CASE tools must therefore not to control or by other means influence the

operating system or the platform, full autonomicity is wanted.

XML import and export facilities

Import and export facilities should use XML for interoperability purposes.

- Import- and export-facilities is also important. This should be handled by using

(standard) XML to enable importing and exporting from various tools, notations,

and repositories.

Export facilities

CASE-tools should have extensive exporting facilities that support exporting

graphical and textual representations as well as other forms of documentation e.g.

by having documentation in XML.

- CASE-tools must be open so that it is possible to import and export data,

schemas, and charts from other tools.

- Need for openness concerning import and export functionality.

- Able to import and export from different tools and also in different phases of the

information systems development life cycle

- Tools should be seen as components that are able to export and import freely to

and from other tools.

- Need to export and import to and from tools

- Openness in the tool with import and export facilities from and to other tools is

required.

- Import- and export-facilities are also important to and from various tools.

- Should be open so that it is easy to import and export models so that each tool

does what it is best at.
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- Openness regarding the ability to present models in various export- and import-

formats.

- The generation of reports is also a function that requires standards like XML so

that it may be possible to use different export- / import-formats as well as

presentation-formats.

- Import and export-formats must also be able handle things like heritage,

associations, methods, aggregations etc, in other words they should have a

complete support for OO-concepts.

Import facilities

CASE-tools should have extensive importing facilities that support importing

graphical and textual representations as well as other forms of documentation e.g.

by supporting documentation in XML.

- CASE-tools must be open so that it is possible to import and export data,

schemas, and charts from other tools.

- Need for openness concerning import and export functionality.

- Able to import and export from different tools and also in different phases of the

information systems development life cycle

- Tools should be seen as components that are able to export and import freely to

and from other tools.

- Need to export and import to and from tools

- Openness in the tool with import and export facilities from and to other tools is

required.

- Import- and export-facilities are also important to and from various tools.

- Open so that it is easy to import and export models so that each tool does what it

is best at.

- Openness regarding the ability to present models in various export- and import-

formats.

- The generation of reports is also a function that requires standards like XML so

that it may be possible to use different export- / import-formats as well as

presentation-formats.
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- Import and export-formats must also be able handle things like heritage,

associations, methods, aggregations etc, in other words they should have a

complete support for OO-concepts.

- For DB-modelling ERWin has previously been used. Therefore models

generated by ERWin should be supported with respect to importing.

- Import facilities inherent in the CASE-tools must also be able to import old data

and enrich and transform it into new data.

Interoperability standards

Standards concerning tool interoperability should be supported.

- Interface between different tools is also important and should be based upon

standards.

Interoperable ISD life cycle support

CASE-tools should give support for interoperability in terms of ISD life cycle

support so that a tool set may be composed for a development project.

- What is important is to get a series of tools that supports the whole information

systems life cycle.

Multiple developers environment support

CASE-tools should have support for multiple component developer environments

including JEB, Corba, and COM.

- Support as many developers-environments as possible including e.g. JAVA and

JAVA Enterprise Beans, Corba, and COM.

Multiple platform support

CASE-tools should give support for Windows DNA and other development

platforms.

- Handle different platforms specifically support for Windows DNA is important.
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Target platform independence

CASE-tools should for the development activities not be bound by a specific

target platform.

- Autonomicity is in this respect defined as having standard interfaces to fully

autonomous, replaceable, and platform as well as tool independent components of

an adequate size.

Open API

CASE-tools should have standardised API’s enabling easy configuration and

tailoring.

- CASE tools should use standardised and open API’s in order to be able to tailor

the tool and for finding future support.

Open standardised systems

CASE-tools should be built on open standards using a graphical interface and also

be able to use these standards for application development.

- Important that standards are extensively used to enable the building of open

standardised systems with standard graphical interfaces that in essence supports

thinking.

- Facilitate the use of standards when developing and using different technologies.

Openness

CASE-tools should be open so that data and representations may be shared

between tools, repositories, and dictionaries.

- CASE-tools must be open so that it is possible to import and export data,

schemas, and charts from other tools.

- Need for openness concerning import and export functionality.

- Dictionaries should be based fully on standards so that ideally SDC may be

exchanged with Rose (or any other CASE-tools) without any complications.
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- It is further optimal to have a CASE-tool that supports the entire information

systems development life cycle. If this cannot be supported, openness in the tool

with import and export facilities from and to other tools is required.

- Openness is important for system interoperability but also comes at a cost that

has to be justified.

Platform independent messaging

CASE-tools should support the development of components that are able to send

messages irrespective of platform.

- Messaging mode is thus important to consider and also whether the messaging is

platform independent. CASE-tools should therefore support the creation of

components that may in run-time exchange asynchronous platform-independent

messages, perhaps through a standardised transaction or message service.

Server extensions

- Relevant to a specific tool in order to provide some functionality

CASE-tools must not be active in run-time

CASE-tools must not be allowed to have any influence on a developed system in

run-time.

- Thus when building code and when employing it in runtime the less influence

the CASE-tool has the better. If rules in the CASE-tool have generated rules that

there need to be specific run-time support for, this would require different kinds of

server extensions or add-ons in the code that would thus make the code tool- an

platform-specific.

Server extensions or add-ons not wanted

Server extensions and other add-ons that affect a developed system in runtime

must not be allowed except for certain graphical purposes that may substantively

increase performance.

- If rules in the CASE-tool have generated rules that there need to be specific run-

time support for, this would require different kinds of server extensions or add-
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ons in the code that would thus make the code tool- an platform-specific.

(Consider e.g. FrontPage in which there are many special functions that do only

work if specific code (server extensions) is added to the web server handling the

web pages generated. Which servers are supported?)

- To speed up performance, server extensions are often used in which a supportive

code is run in the server servicing the application. This causes the code to be

destandardised and may cause implications with respect to tool and platform

independence. Thus server extensions should not be used if possible.

- Dependency of a specific tool and possible platform is bad.

Server extensions useful for thin clients

Server extensions could be allowed for increasing functionality and performance

in thin clients.

- Extensions like server extensions that are relevant to a specific tool in order to

provide some functionality is sometimes useful when using thin clients.

Server extensions may be used especially for graphics handling

Server extensions could be allowed for increasing functionality and performance

in thin clients when considering handling of graphics.

Server extensions often drive the development of tools and that it sometimes may

be advisable to allow them, especially when handling graphics, which often

downs performance.

1.5 Tool migration

- Appreciate a general and accepted interface, thus to facilitate easy migration

between tools and between version of tools.

Vendor viability

CASE-tools must be viable in a long-term perspective and thus it is critical that

the CASE-vendor is viable and that long-term support and tool maintenance be

ensured.
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- Need to have large and viable systems contractors that do not rise and fall with

new changes in the marketplace.

- Important that the vendor is viable and that new versions are continuously

released.

- An optimal CASE-tool is a tool that is able to do almost everything but, for such

a tool the vendor must be viable in a long-term perspective, and promises that the

tool will be supported for a long time must be stated. It is important that the

CASE-vendor may be trusted when dealing with (CASE)-tools in general.

Long time support assurances

CASE-vendors must be willing to make long-term support assurances.

- Tool will be supported for a long time must be stated. It is important that the

CASE-vendor may be trusted when dealing with (CASE)-tools in general.

Support for current technology

CASE-vendors must assure future development and maintenance of a tool so that

it may keep up with current technology.

- Pricing as well as the tool-vendors ability to keep the tool alive and up-to-date is

important

Tool viability and upgrading

Upgrades and patches must be continuously released so that tools are keeping up

with current technology.

- The tool must also not be too big and monolithic so that it affects the tools

ability to keep up with current trends. In this respect it is also, as mentioned

before, important that the vendor is viable and that new versions are continuously

released.

Important that CASE-tools are viable so that they keep up with current technology

and evolve.

- The tool-vendors ability to keep the tool alive and up-to-date is important.
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Tool usage over time

CASE-tools must be backwards compatible so that models and code produced

earlier is possible to use over time.

- Code and models that were produced earlier are possible to improve and evolve.

In other words a CASE-tool must be possible to use over time.

- The backwards compatibility is important since if it is not possible to iterate

generation of code when migrating between versions you might end up being

stuck with a version (for a long time).

Tool size

CASE-tools must not be allowed to become to big and monolithic so that they in

effect become hard to manage and update.

- The tool must also not be too big and monolithic so that it affects the tools

ability to keep up with current trends.

Tool version migration

CASE-tools must have extensive backwards compatibility with old versions so

that a new version is able to redo e.g. code generation in exactly the same way as

a previous version.

- To provide ease-of-use the tools must follow interface standards and must not do

unexpected and strange things. This holds particularly when migrating between

versions. A new version must not carry out a function in an entirely different way

so that the user cannot follow what is happening.

Tool family migration

CASE-tools should be as open as possible to allow for easy migration to and from

other tools.

- Possible to change tools, even migrating to a new family of tools

- Backwards compatibility both in new versions of tools and in change of product

family must be supported.
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Enrich data

CASE-tools should support importing old data and enriching it to fit current

needs.

- Import old data and enrich and transform it into new data

Tool independent development

CASE-tools should support the development of fully tool independent

components.

- Tool independent components

- Important that the code generated is understandable and that it is independent of

platforms and of the tool that generated it.

Tool dependence unadvisable

CASE-tools must not be allowed to facilitate an architecture/platform composition

that is later on impossible to migrate from.

- Dependency of a specific tool and possible platform is bad.

Tool migration knowledge base support

The knowledge base/repository that a tool uses must be implemented so as to be

able to support other tools as well, thereby enabling easy migration.

- Important that it is possible to change tools, even migrating to a new family of

tools, without losing the knowledge base and all the knowledge up till then

accumulated.

1.6 Comments

CASE-tools should allow for the insertion of comments in all forms of

representations and code.

- Comments should be allowed to be in the form of text, images, sounds, etc.
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- Comments should e.g. be allowed to take the form of property text in class

diagrams.

- Important to be able to specify or allow alternative notations as well as different

notes and comments and to have these closely coupled against texts and other

forms of documentation.

Comment use cases

It should be possible to comment use cases.

- Should be possible to comment use cases and that these comments should be

properly coupled.

Comments linked to notations

Comments should be linked into notations.

- Should be possible to link comments into notations.

Comments propagated to repository

Comments on code should be propagated to a repository along with the code.

- Able to make comments in the code and to have this propagated to repositories

in conjunction with the code.

1.7 Repository

Central repository handling all project data

CASE-tools should support keeping a central repository managing all data

concerning a project.

- All information, including models, documentation, code and programs relating

to a project should be kept in a dictionary/repository.

- To support systems development CASE-tools should support keeping many

forms of data involved in a project as to provide a central place of keeping so that

information is easy to retrieve.
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- The tools should keep track of models, produced source code, documentation,

and perhaps even binaries. This should all be kept in the dictionary/repository.

- All information should be inherent in the repository so as to be gathered in one

place enabling easy access to good and versioned documentation.

- Repositories should be present in a CASE-tool, offering support for storing and

maintaining models, code, text, and images.

Central multi-user repository

Repositories should be centralised and allow for many concurrent users complete

with security handling. Repositories should also allow for low bandwidth

connections e.g. when a developer works away from office.

- Repositories should also be heavily standardised with the ultimate goal of having

a central and multi-user repository that people and case tools may connect to.

- Repository support should be central to CASE-tools. A repository should be

global and offer proper security features.

- Common to a group or organisation(s) with support for multiple concurrent users

and different access methods.

- Be logically centralised and it must be possible to connect to even at low

bandwidth (modem).

- Important that the repository has support for many consecutive users and that the

repository may be changed even if other users are logged in.

Repository limits the accessible ISD scope

Repositories should allow for management and delimiting the accessible scope

available to a developer dependent on the project and valid definitions and

systems that may be incorporated in a design.

- Repositories should be able to include lots of information but none the less limit

the view of a specific developer in order to restrict access to only those

components / systems that the developer is allowed to use.

- Present a valid scope for article definitions that the developer may use when

handling a specific project.
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- Maintaining scope depending on the current developers access rights and the

project that is being referred to.

Scope allows external navigation

Repositories should support viewing the whole accessible scope even if only parts

of it are valid for designing applications.

- Possible for a developer to navigate the hierarchy and look at other definitions

even if they cannot be used.

Scope reinforcement

Repositories should be able to reinforce developer scope so that systems using

conflicting definitions may not be developed.

- Scope should be reinforced so as to keep consistency in systems development,

i.e. conflicting definitions must not be allowed.

Define repository item types

It should be possible to define item types for insertion and handling in the

repository.

- Should be possible to define item types where an item may be e.g. classes,

databases, models and other forms of information that is of interest to store.

Repository implemented in DBMS

Repositories should be implemented in a DBMS.

- Supporting the placement of a central repository in an MSSQL-database is good.

- The repository should, as stated above, have clear interfaces with the supporting

DBMS.

- Repository should indeed be located in a database that users may connect to as

opposed to only having local files.

Tool independent repository

Repositories should not be tools specific.
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- Data, models, and descriptions, disregarding whether in files or in “repositories”

should be maintainable and thus not tool specific.

Database independent repository

Repositories should not be dependant of any particular DBMS.

- Nice if the repository is stored as a general source that is database independent.

This is however not to be considered a requirement.

- A repository should not be tied to a specific database.

- Repository should not be tied to a specific database but instead be compatible

with several databases.

Information registry of components

Repositories should act as an information registry/dictionary of components

complete with all relevant definitions.

- The repository should act as an information registry of components

- The repository must support ownership and concept definitions in order to

support an extensive knowledge base of systems and components.

Components built using templates located in repositories

Repositories should support managing templates usable for creation of

components.

- Systems should be built by using templates located in a repository. These

templates should have known and specified functionality that the developer may

then change so as to add own functionality and logic.

Repository as documentation source

Repositories should act as a source for generating documentation.

- The repository should also act as a source for documentation.
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Repository bridges the semantic gaps

Repositories should keep information in excess to what can be modelled so that

they may be used for bridging semantic gaps resulting from poor model power.

- Since business logic may be added to the physical model and/or to the code and

considering the fact that this cannot always be represented at the conceptual level

it is not always so that the conceptual model is representing all that is being

represented at the lower levels. Again this calls for a repository so that changes to

the conceptual model causes “delta changes” at the lower physical- and code-

level.

Repository design decision support

Repositories should act as an information source giving decision support on

design decisions.

- The knowledge bases should include repositories for database transformations

and design decisions but also be able to support how and why something is done

in a certain way. In other words support for patterns, heuristics and ways of

working is essential, particularly when undertaking maintenance of systems.

Repository driven modelling

Repositories should give support for modelling and e.g. use a meta model for

continuous model correctness reinforcement.

- CASE-tools should be repository driven with a very close connection between

the modelling and the repository.

- Business viewer is repository driven using a meta model

Repository manages all information on an object

Repositories should manage all information concerning an object.

- All information on an object including methods, functionality, graphical

representations, heritage, associations, and aggregates should be situated in the

repository
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- A repository, or something with similar functionality, in which the objects and

their interrelations are stored, is a good idea.

- Repository the starting point in modelling any interactions and usage of the

object

Repository model extraction

Repositories should support generating models from repository data i.e.

generating graphical representations of data instead of the other way around.

- Repository support as some form of index holding information on implementary

issues from which models can be extracted.

Repository ownership

Repositories must support ownership.

- The repository must support ownership

- Important that there are clear responsibilities concerning who is to keep the

metadata repository/dictionary updated.

Repository scalability

Repositories should be scaleable and use standard interfaces so that they are open

to other repositories.

- Should be an exchangeable and standardised, scaleable, and autonomous

component that is open to other repositories.

Repository security

Repositories should offer security features for access management.

- A repository should be global and offer proper security features.

- Repositories should be able to include lots of information but none the less limit

the view of a specific developer in order to restrict access

Repository support for maintenance

Repositories should support data usable for system maintenance.
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- Support for patterns, heuristics and ways of working is essential, particularly

when undertaking maintenance of systems.

Repository support for meta model

Repositories should be able to incorporate a meta model of all notations and

systems available.

Repository should support the meta model including different semantics that it

may apply to notations.

Repository version management

Repositories should have support for version management and versioning of data.

- Version handling should be supported by, and also used in a repository.

- All stored information should be versioned so that it is possible to go back and

recreate.

Repository supported database transformation

Repositories should support database transformations by storing relevant design

transition data.

- Repositories for database transformations

Repository supported reengineering

Repositories should support reengineering by keeping data concerning changes.

- Desirable to go back from the implementation to the conceptual model even if

the implementation is slightly altered so data has to be interchanged in between

e.g. by support of a repository.

- The repository should also be able to support redoing things.

Structured reusability facilities

Repositories should support reusing code and components by documenting what

they do etc.
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- Old components and solutions may be reused in a structured way, perhaps

parameterised or automatically.

Repository standards

Repositories should conform to standards wherever applicable.

- Interface between different tools is also important and should be based upon

standards.

- Rules and other information should be put into “repositories” using standard

languages like UML so that the tools are indeed exchangeable.

- Support for a dictionary/repository in order to manage definitions is important.

- Dictionaries should be based fully on standards so that ideally SDC may be

exchanged with Rose (or any other CASE-tools) without any complications.

Repository openness

Repositories should be able to exchange information in a standardised way.

- Open to other repositories

- Based fully on standards so that ideally SDC may be exchanged with Rose (or

any other CASE-tools) without any complications.

Repository interoperability

Repositories should be interoperable so that information may be shared e.g. using

XML.

- Import- and export-facilities is also important. This should be handled by using

(standard) XML to enable importing and exporting from various tools, notations,

and repositories.

Repository as standardised exchangeable autonomous components

Repositories should be implemented as autonomous components that are

exchangeable and used in conjunction to a CASE-tool.
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- Following the component thinking and the need to export and import to and

from tools a repository may not be an integrated part of a CASE-tool. Instead it

should be an exchangeable and standardised, scaleable, and autonomous

component that is open to other repositories.

Rule based repositories in XML

Repository rule bases should be implemented in XML.

- Rule-bases (repositories) implemented in XML are a good idea. Import- and

export-facilities is also important. This should be handled by using (standard)

XML to enable importing and exporting from various tools, notations, and

repositories.

AI support

Model transformations, testing and the implementation of changes and

modifications should be supported by AI.

- Transformations and translations between models as well as testing and

implementing changes and modifications can often be tricky and requires the

skills of a human systems developer. This should optimally be handled or at least

assisted by using AI in the tools.

Repository (expanded)

CASE-tools should implement AI-supported knowledge bases that extend the

functionality offered by repositories.

- AI functionality would require the use of an expanded repository concept.

Rather than referring to a repository the term knowledge bases, in the context of

being largely expanded and more versatile expansions of the general term

repository, could be used.

AI assisted error detection and solution evaluation

CASE-tools should have self-learning and AI-supported testing and error

correcting facilities for software and solution guidance.
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- Self-learning tools that are able to test software and various implementations in

order to detect errors and evaluate solutions e.g. with respect to performance and

then choose among these solutions to accomplish a best of breed system.

AI assisted self learning

CASE-tools should be self-learning as to be able to find patterns and make

solution suggestions.

- Wished for to have self-learning tools

Best of breed system generation

CASE-tools should support the development of “best of breed” systems.

- AI functionality would require the use of an expanded repository concept.

- Self-learning tools that are able to test software and various implementations in

order to detect errors and evaluate solutions e.g. with respect to performance and

then choose among these solutions to accomplish a best of breed system.

Knowledge base

CASE-tools should support evolving a knowledge base incorporating patterns,

antipatterns and know-how to facilitate knowledge management in the

organisation.

- Expanded and more versatile expansions of the general term repository.

- Support knowledge management by giving support for building and maintaining

distributed and synchronised, easy-to-access, pattern and heuristics bases, and

denoted knowledge bases.

- Entitle the knowledge base to act as a component for knowledge management.

Heuristics

Knowledge bases should be able to include heuristics and the specification of

working procedures suitable for generating solutions.

- A pattern database, complete with heuristics and ways of working procedures.
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- Be possible to search for and lookup similar solutions for problems by looking at

patterns, heuristics etc

- Support for patterns, heuristics and ways of working is essential

Knowledge base as communication tool

Knowledge bases should act as a communications tools enabling easy access to

organisation specific ways of working and thereby enhancing communication

between stakeholders in information systems development.

- Act as a means for improving communication.

Knowledge base expansion

Knowledge bases should support expansion and adding of knew pieces of

knowledge as represented in patterns, antipatterns, working procedures, and

heuristics.

- To the knowledge base it should be possible to add new chunks of knowledge so

that in essence it becomes a pattern database, complete with heuristics and ways

of working procedures.

Synchronisation

Distributed knowledge bases must at all times be synchronised so that distribution

does not result in multiple incompatible versions.

- Imperative that the knowledge base is always synchronised and that it different

actors can access it in a structured way complete with security and version

handling.

- Building and maintaining distributed and synchronised, easy-to-access, pattern

and heuristics bases

Requirements engineering

CASE-tools should give support for requirements engineering and management.

- Support for requirements engineering and requirements handling.
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- Support proper requirements handling and change management relating to

requirements.

- Support requirements elicitation, verification and also be able to properly

incorporate changes to those requirements already present.

- Requirements collection and management facilities should be supported.

- Close connection and linking between different charts to facilitate a more

consistent requirements handling

Requirements collection

CASE-tools should give support for collecting and organising requirements.

- Get a series of tools that supports the whole information systems life cycle. This

also includes that requirements collection and management facilities should be

supported.

Requirements traceability and version handling

CASE-tools should support tracing requirements back to the source and also of

managing requirement versioning.

- Traceability as well as version-handling when engaging requirements

engineering is also a functionality that is sought for.

Metadata driven

Repositories should support keeping a synchronised meta model describing all

systems, all definitions, notations, and other aspects relevant to information

systems development and maintenance.

- CASE-tools must be metadata-driven using some kind of distributed hierarchic

repository.

Metadata of component connection allowance

Repositories should in a meta model include information of what other

components a component is allowed to talk to based on definitions and

organisational setting.
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- What component connections that are allowed when developing a new system

by selecting components and linking them.

Metadata of definitions

Repositories should keep a (logically) central dictionary of all definitions relevant

to information systems development in the context where the tool is to be used.

- Metadata specifies e.g. what definitions and what component connections that

are allowed when developing a new system by selecting components and linking

them.

Metamodel

Repositories should keep a metamodel describing all semantics that is attached to

the notations used in the organisation, i.e. to standardise the way notations are

interpreted.

- Business viewer is repository driven using a metamodel

- Repository should support the metamodel including different semantics that it

may apply to notations.

Metamodel documentation extraction

Repositories should be able to extract and generate reports stemming from data

inherent in the meta model.

- A tool must be able to extract and present (on screen or on paper) information

and definitions from the metamodel.

Pattern support

Repositories should have a thorough support for patterns.

- Support for patterns, heuristics and ways of working is essential

- There are patterns to how things should be done and these should be used (a

standard car always has four wheels, doors, an engine etc; no need to change this).
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Heuristics

Repositories should include heuristics and working procedures so that solutions

may be reused and lessons learned not reiterated.

- The repository should act as an information registry of components and also

incorporate heuristics and ways of working as well as information on how a

specific code/model generation has been done.

- Incorporate heuristics and ways of working as well as information on how a

specific code/model generation has been done.

- Add new chunks of knowledge so that in essence it becomes a pattern database,

complete with heuristics and ways of working procedures.

Pattern base support

Repositories should give support for keeping pattern bases that may be used for

searching and looking at previous solutions and lessons learned when developing

new systems.

- Repositories to support the keeping of experience data so that in essence they

become knowledge bases. It should be possible to define item types where an item

may be e.g. classes, databases, models and other forms of information that is of

interest to store. Also the experience data collected must be able to include data

about things that do not work out as well as solutions to known problems.

Pattern and antipattern support

Repository pattern bases should include both patterns and antipatterns.

- Experience data collected must be able to include data about things that do not

work out as well as solutions to known problems.

Interproject communication

Using searchable pattern bases, heuristics and ways of working data CASE-tools

should support communication.
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- CASE-tools should also support inter-project communication, e.g. by giving

support for building and maintaining patterns and being able to do searches

among patterns

- In order to transfer ideas from one place to another images and patterns are used.

- Search for and lookup similar solutions for problems by looking at patterns,

heuristics etc and also the bases should in this respect act as a means for

improving communication.

Pattern building and maintenance

CASE-tools should support building and maintaining patterns.

- Support for building and maintaining patterns

Pattern database

CASE-tools should support using pattern bases located in knowledge bases.

- To the knowledge base it should be possible to add new chunks of knowledge so

that in essence it becomes a pattern database, complete with heuristics and ways

of working procedures.

Dictionary

Central dictionary

A dictionary keeping information on components and definitions must be central

and support multiple concurrent users.

- Definitions given by the central dictionary

- Act as an information registry of components

Dictionary limits the accessible component scope

Dictionaries should be used for delimiting the accessible scope accessible when

developing new applications from new and existing components.

- Metadata specifies e.g. what definitions and what component connections that

are allowed when developing a new system by selecting components and linking
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them. Thus if a system is developed, the relevant definition of article number is

used and only those components which are relevant to that definition may be used.

- Limit the view of a specific developer in order to restrict access to only those

components / systems that the developer is allowed to use.

Dictionary metadata

Dictionaries should keep metadata on all definitions relevant to information

systems development.

- Dictionary specifying definitions relevant to systems and components

- Metadata, which may be used for software development.

- The repository must support ownership and concept definitions in order to

support an extensive knowledge base of systems and components.

Dictionary ownership and security

Dictionaries should have full support for security management and also

responsible persons must be specifiable.

- Important that there are clear responsibilities concerning who is to keep the

metadata repository/dictionary updated.

1.8 Documentation

CASE-tools should have extensive report generation facilities.

- Documentation support is of outmost importance

- Easy access to good and versioned documentation.

Documentation linking

CASE-tools should support linking documents to other documents, models, and

code so that a change dynamically propagated to all places where it has direct or

indirect impact.

- A CASE-tool should see to that the whole process of systems development is

linked and stresses that the continuous tasks in the process, and that there are links

in between, is more important than how this is done.
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- Allow alternative notations as well as different notes and comments and to have

these closely coupled against texts and other forms of documentation.

- Should be possible to comment use cases and that these comments should be

properly coupled.

- If source code changes models and the documentation must follow and keep

coherence. This means that irrespective of where a change is made the material

produced from a project must be coherent. This thus holds for all material

produced, whether it is documentation, models or source code.

Dynamic word processor linkages

CASE-tools should support keeping dynamic linkages with documentation reports

in word processor documents so that these are always updated and thus may act as

a central place for documentation. These documents should also include graphical

representations and models in a way specified.

- Documentation to be dynamic both concerning changes to different models but

also so that it can be represented in a dynamic word-document. It would thus be

good if all models could be dynamically linked to e.g. a single word-document

containing both text as well as different models, diagrams, and charts that were

liable to change if the models were altered.

Support for MS Word

CASE-tools should support dynamic word processor linkages with Microsoft

Word so that a dynamic word document results.

- Represented in a dynamic word-document.

Documentation coherence

CASE-tools must support dynamically keeping all documentation coherent with

models, implementations, and other data relevant to a project.

- Irrespective of where a change is made the material produced from a project

must be coherent. This thus holds for all material produced, whether it is

documentation, models or source code.
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- Strong requirement for coherence between the documentation and the

implementation of information systems.

- Documentation must not be unsynchronised.

- Considering propagation of changes between code and models a full

synchronisation must be upheld at all times so that documentation is always

updated and coherent with the system. This synchronisation must also work even

if there are many concurrent users.

- Imperative that the documentation generated, and by other means assembled in a

project can be trusted. To facilitate this traceability and documentation coherence

must be supported throughout the whole development chain/process.

Documentation and code coherence

CASE-tools should support keeping code documentation dynamically coherent at

all times.

- Keep the documentation consistent with the models and with the code.

- Changes in the models (conceptual) impacts on all “lower” levels, and that this

is reflected in the documentation so that this matches the reality modelled.

- Important that the documentation follows the code at all times

- If source code should optimally not be changed, if it is actually changed the

models and the documentation must follow and keep coherence.

- In order to keep models and specifications consistent with the system

direct changes to the code, “zapping”, should not be allowed unless the

models are automatically changed accordingly.

Documentation distribution

CASE- tools should support generating reports in many formats including web

format so that the documentation generated is accessible even without access (or

licence) to the tools itself.

- The information must be reachable even at sites which do not have access to a

copy of the tool e.g. via the web (intranet/extranet/Internet).

- Documentation and output from a tool must be accessible without having access

to the tool (and licence).
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- From the repository it should also be possible to generate easily distributable

documentation in various formats and in different ways, preferably in web format.

Easy documentation extraction

CASE-tools should give support for easy access and easy generation of

documentation.

- Documentation should be easy to extract in different forms.

Multiple presentation formats

CASE-tools should be able to generate documentation in a variety of formats,

including XML.

- Documentation in various formats and in different ways, preferably in web

format.

- Must be possible to generate reports in various formats, layouts and on both the

web and printed media.

- Generation of reports is also a function that requires standards like XML so that

it may be possible to use different export- / import-formats as well as

presentation-formats.

- Documentation should be easy to extract in different forms.

Web documentation

CASE-tools should be able to generate web pages that incorporate e.g.

documentation and a variety of reports.

- Generate easily distributable documentation in various formats and in different

ways, preferably in web format.

- Information must be reachable even at sites which do not have access to a copy

of the tool e.g. via the web (intranet/extranet/Internet).

- Generate reports in various formats, layouts and on both the web and printed

media.

- Good if the tools support code for generating web pages.
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XML documentation

CASE-tools should support the generation of reports and documentation in XML-

format.

- Generation of reports is also a function that requires standards like XML so that

it may be possible to use different export- / import-formats as well as

presentation-formats.

Documentation traceability

CASE-tools should support tracing documentation back to the source using e.g.

documentation linkages and coherence mechanisms.

- Imperative that the documentation generated, and by other means assembled in a

project can be trusted. To facilitate this traceability and documentation coherence

must be supported throughout the whole development chain/process.

Documentation versioning

CASE-tools should support proper versioning of documentation.

- All information should be inherent in the repository so as to be gathered in one

place enabling easy access to good and versioned documentation.

- Documentation should include information such as images and model-

interdependencies and be strictly versioned e.g. by using source safe.

Visualisation

CASE-tools should support using linked documentation, models and reports for

visualisation purposes when presenting a project to users, developers and/or

stakeholders.

- For increasing communication among project members and/or users

- Support drawing and visualisation in different forms.

- Draw charts and diagrams, which are understood by the users.
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Visualisation of code

CASE-tools should support using linked documentation, models and reports for

visualisation of code.

- If the tool cannot be fully trusted a number of things must be supported

including support for visualising code by drawing models

- Support for visualising code by drawing models

Documentation auto generation from models

CASE-tools should support generating documentation from models representing a

system.

- Start with models and graphical representations and then generate code and

documentation.

Fully automatic standardised documentation generation

Documentation generated by CASE-tools should follow specified standards.

- Generate documentation as well as source code that would follow standards.

Documentation of ISD life cycle

CASE-tools should support documentation throughout a full IDS life cycle.

- Documentation coherence must be supported throughout the whole development

chain/process.

Documentation of code constructs

CASE-tools should give support for detailed documentation of code and code

constructs.

- Both the documentation and the source code generated should be able to handle

all involved attributes, properties (fields), and methods that is inherent in the

design.
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Documentation of menu and window handling

CASE-tools should support documenting all window and menu handling.

- Document both window and menu handling

Invocation schema documentation

CASE-tools should support documenting detailed invocation schemas.

- Desirable that a chain of sequenced invocations is properly documented in the

implementations by generating an invocation schema.

- Another issue is that of message passing between components, invocation

structures must be able to analyse and document so that these are kept under

thorough control.

1.9 Notational support

User defined notation support

CASE-tools should give support for user defined notations and further be able to

reinforce rules specified for these.

- Important to be able to specify or allow alternative notations as well as different

notes and comments

- Define organisation specific notation rules and have them reinforced by the

CASE tools. This functionality is presumably wanted not only for use cases but

also for all models.

Diagram linking

CASE-tools should support linking diagrams so that it is possible to drill down or

look at a higher level in a decomposable hierarchy of models e.g. drilling down in

a DFD-hierarchy.

- Loose connection and linking between different charts to facilitate a more

consistent requirements handling and traceability
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- See to that the whole process of systems development is linked and stresses that

the continuous tasks in the process, and that there are links in between, is more

important than how this is done.

- Diagram coupling throughout the whole systems development process.

- Allow for different notations to be able to work together.

- Link models to each other so that it is possible to move around in a

decomposable hierarchy of models (object-linking).

Model translation and transparency support

CASE-tools should give support for translations between notations.

- Transformations and translations between models as well as testing and

implementing changes and modifications can often be tricky and requires the

skills of a human systems developer. This should optimally be handled or at least

assisted by using AI in the tools.

Model drawing support

CASE-tools should act as a compiler for graphical programming.

- Descriptions should be graphical so that in essence the CASE-tool becomes a

compiler for graphical programming.

Multiple notations

CASE-tools should support an extensive base of notations.

- Support as many “notations” as possible

- Able to import and export from different tools and also in different phases of the

information systems development life cycle and in this respect support and

properly handle different models, description techniques, and formats.

Notational reinforcement

CASE-tools should support reinforcing and checking models so that they at all

times comply to the notation being used (if the users do not specify otherwise).
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- Constraints on different notations must be supported e.g. so that homonyms may

be avoided. The tools use of constraints must however not be so strict that

creativity is restrained and therefore the constraints should focus on error control.

- Arbitrary non-standardised changes to the notations should not be allowed (like

using specific colour schemas which adds semantics, but only to the person who

created the models).

- Specify and control the notation is perhaps not a good idea. If you increase the

tools control of what is supported in the notation you at the same time reduce the

modellers control. This may lead to a loss of creativity when the things you may

want to model is not allowed due to notation restrictions.

- Strictly follow the notation of UML as to eliminate notational errors when

modelling.

- The reinforcement of the notation should be able to find and correct, or prompt

on all errors as to make the diagrams follow the notation specified.

Process modelling support

CASE-tools should support process modelling and have this coupled to analysis.

- Tools should include process modelling

- Tools should include process modelling coupled to analysis and in this respect

further elaborates that the tools should support change traceability and

propagation as well as diagram coupling throughout the whole systems

development process.

Goal modelling

CASE-tools should support goal modelling.

- Goal modelling support

Business modelling

CASE-tools should support business modelling.

- Business model � Analysis results
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Design modelling

CASE-tools should support design modelling.

- Design � Implementation

Concept modelling

CASE-tools should support concept modelling and in doing so support the

creation of abstract object models complete with relations and owners.

- Concept modelling is an abstract object model complete with relations and

owners. (Some concept models may then be transferred to a DB)

Data modelling

CASE-tools should support data modelling usable for tool assisted database

implementation and/or script generation.

- Support for data modelling, which is then implemented in normalised databases.

Action Workflow modelling support

CASE-tools should support Action Workflow modelling following Fernando

Flores specifications.

- Support for drawing Action Workflow charts as proposed by Fernando Flores.

Astrakhan modelling support

CASE-tools should support Astrakhan modelling.

- Use of Astrakhan-methods

- Represent all dimensions and their respective connections in a single tool.

Actors

CASE-tools should support specifying actors as atomic entities and linking them

to the processes where they may be active.
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- It should also be possible to jump directly between actors and the processes that

they are involved in etc

- An actor, viewed as an object must, if applicable, be considered as the same

object so that the actor may occur multiple times in multiple diagrams.

Business logic modelling support

CASE-tools should support modelling business logic and from this have tool

assisted code generation.

- To directly model business logic in CASE-tools would be good

- Ultimately the developer shouldn’t have to worry about the code but instead be

able to focus on the business logic.

Graphical programming

CASE-tools should support graphical programming so that in essence the tool

becomes a compiler for graphical codes as represented in models.

- Designing and programming graphically.

- Descriptions should be graphical so that in essence the CASE-tool becomes a

compiler for graphical programming.

- Optimally support all coding so that in essence the designer may code

graphically.

- Graphical programming is also wanted which in essence mean that instead of

programming in lines of code the model, should be the program and the CASE-

tools should from that generate the corresponding code.

- Graphical programming it would be good if changes were only made in the

model and then automatically propagated without having to bother about the code.

- CASE-tool should be able to interpret UML as a programming language. UML

may in this respect be viewed as a development-oriented modelling technique.

- Generate a fully functional code from graphical representations.

- Should be possible to start with models and graphical representations and then

generate code and documentation.

- Possible to describe the system and its functionality and then generate all the

code.
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Match between conceptual- and physical model

CASE-tools should support keeping physical and conceptual models coherent.

- Imperative that the physical model is completely in line with the conceptual

model

Match between model, models, and code

CASE-tools should support keeping all models and their respective code coherent.

- Consistency between models and models—code is required.

- Outmost importance that there be a 1:1 relationship between the model and the

code even though going from the model to the code seems to have the most

importance.

- Generate a fully functional code from graphical representations.

Match between physical model and DDL-code

CASE-tools should support keeping physical database models and DDL-code

coherent.

- Imperative that there is a 1:1 match between the physical level and the code.

Notational standards

CASE-tools should support and use standards notations e.g. UML and IDEF-0 in

addition to any proprietary standards.

- Tools should support and use standards both concerning notations and

description techniques.

- Proprietary notations may be good but an “international” language like UML

and IDEF-0 is important.

Process flow diagram

CASE-tools should support process flow diagrams.

- Process flow diagram support
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IDEF-0 support

CASE-tools should support the IDEF-0 notation.

- Support for IDEF-0

- Proprietary notations may be good but an “international” language like UML

and IDEF-0 is important.

ER-diagram support

CASE-tools should support the ER-notation.

- Entity relationship diagram support

DFD support

CASE-tools should support the DFD-notation.

- Data flow diagram support

UML support

CASE-tools must offer full support for UML.

- UML forms the basis and must therefore be fully supported.

- Support for UML, especially use cases, and RUP is wanted.

- Must be able to support UML-modelling. In this respect it must strictly follow

the notation of UML as to eliminate notational errors when modelling.

UML interpreted as programming language

CASE-tools should be able to interpret UML as a programming language and thus

generate code in the form of e.g. stubs and IDL from UML-schemas.

- CASE-tool should be able to interpret UML as a programming language. UML

may in this respect be viewed as a development-oriented modelling technique.

- Support use cases, class diagrams, and sequence diagrams. From these it should

at least be possible to auto generate stubs when work with the models is

sufficiently concluded.
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Support for logical and component UML

CASE-tools should support both logical UML and component UML and from this

generate code in the form of stubs and IDL.

- Generation facilities inherent in the CASE-tool should provide logical UML,

component UML and to this add stubs and IDL.

Generation of RDB from UML class diagrams

CASE-tools should be able to generate relational databases and/or DDL-scripts

from UML class diagrams.

- Support the implementation of UML class diagrams to a relational database in a

strict and straightforward manner including the generation of classes with

methods and properties.

UML class diagrams

CASE-tools should support code generation and simple prototyping from UML

class diagrams.

- Support the implementation of UML class diagrams

- Prototype would then be generated using an interface template together with an

object model, an IDEF-0 model, a class diagram, process flow diagram, or use

case.

UML repository

CASE-tools should support keeping repositories in standard languages e.g. UML

or XML.

- Thus rules and other information should be put into “repositories” using standard

languages like UML so that the tools are indeed exchangeable.

UML sequence diagrams

CASE-tools should support UML sequence diagrams and furthermore be able to

simulate the resulting invocation triggering.
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- Full support for state transaction schemas as well as sequence diagrams is also

desirable.

- UML sequence schemas should be able to track an automatically simulate what

invocations and what events an initial invocation giver rise to.

UML state transaction schemas

CASE-tools should support UML state transaction schemas.

- Full support for state transaction schemas as well as sequence diagrams is also

desirable.

UML use case

CASE-tools should offer full support for UML use cases and be able to customise

definitions of how to interpret them.

- Problem with UML Use cases that has implications for CASE-tools. In use case

modelling several different notations are used concerning the arrows between use

cases and actors. These may be either single-headed or double-headed which may

cause confusion concerning the meaning of a certain use case when moved from

its original context or exchanged between developers.

- Draw charts and diagrams, which are understood by the users. These charts

model, e.g. by using use cases, the organisation and the upcoming system in

collaboration with the domain experts (users).

- Use case modelling is a technique that is heavily employed in Volvo IT.

- Support for UML, especially use cases, and RUP is wanted.

- Prototype would then be generated using an interface template together with an

object model (IDEF-0...) or a class diagram, process flow, or use case.

Support for both functional and process oriented use case structuring

CASE-tools should support both functional and process oriented UML use case

structuring.

- Both approaches should be supported depending on system scope and usage
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Actors

CASE-tools must allow for atomic actors to be specified and also enable the

developer to see all roles and interactions that the actors may undertake.

- Possible to jump directly between actors and the processes that they are involved

in etc.

1.10 Components

Component thinking

- Each system, sub-system, function group, function, or object may be considered

as a component if they have a defined interface using an IDL-language. Thus a

whole system could constitute of a number of components on a number of levels

all using but a few IDL's.

- Components may be; all entities on all system levels that conform to a specific

and defined IDL for each respective level.

- On a more practical level a component is defined as a COM-component

(Microsoft world) or an EJB (JAVA world). A COM-component is either an exe-

or a dll-file that may be run in a certain environment. Thus to facilitate component

thinking when generating code, a CASE-tool must have a clear definition and thus

know exactly what a component is if it is supposed to be able to compose a

system from components.

- The definition of component thinking varies depending on whether you look at a

system level or look at code generation level.

- Using true component thinking in the systems development process and also true

components when generating code for run-time.

- Component thinking not only in design but also in how the generated code turns

out.

- Support component thinking both on modelling and code level.

- Division into clearly defined architectural layers must be done both in

development and in run-time.

- Support component thinking and use component development and application

assembly
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Component

- Each system, sub-system, function group, function, or object may be considered

as a component if they have a defined interface using an IDL-language.

- The main difference between component and class stating that components are

exchangeable in run-time.

Component application assembly

CASE-tools should support systems development by means of application

assembly i.e. being able to support building systems from newly developed as

well as pre-existing components.

- CASE tools should support component thinking and use component

development and application assembly.

- LEGO-box approach from which parts are chosen and constructs are built. Thus

it should be possible to pick parts and generate a prototype from these. The

picking and putting together should ultimately be handled by the CASE-tool using

a repository and a meta model.

Component “black box” approach

CASE-tools should facilitate a “black box” approach for components in which

only the interface and the functionality need to be known.

- Facilitate the use of a black box approach in which only the interface and the

functionality of each component would have to be known.

System emergence and evolution

CASE-tools should support component thinking so as to assist in developing

components and thereby allowing for system flexibility through emergence and

evolution of exchangeable components with interface and basic functionality

specified.

- Documentation would always be coherent with a component disregarding of its

actual implementation. If new functionality is added this would, along with the
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interface requirements then be added and a new component could be developed

replacing the old.

- Use of components and documentation in this fashion enables the developer to

add functionality to a component, which has not previously been present in the

system. This would not affect any old functionality and thus component systems

may evolve incorporating new functionality.

- Greater flexibility entailing a more business-delimited way of working which in

turn enables a closer customer pay-off.

Documentation of only interface and functionality

CASE-tools should assist in generating exchangeable components for which only

interface and basic functionality need be documented.

- Facilitate the use of a black box approach in which only the interface and the

functionality of each component would have to be known.

- If components were instead to be used only the interface requirements and the

functionality sought for would have to be documented. This means in essence that

documentation would always be coherent with a component disregarding how it is

actually implemented.

- Documentation generated for a component need only describe the interface and

the functionality since many alternate implementations are allowed as long as the

interface and the functionality are the same.

- Documentation would always be coherent with a component disregarding how it

is actually implemented.

- Alternate implementations are allowed as long as the interface and the

functionality are the same.

Exchangeability

CASE-tools should assist in the development of fully exchangeable components

that are in effect exchanged rather than reengineered.

- Reengineering and reverse engineering is still important for finding out,

changing and wrapping legacy system assets but for a true component based

system components would instead be exchanged.
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- If new functionality is added this, along with the interface requirements could

then be added and such a component could be developed replacing the old.

- Reengineering is not very interesting when true component thinking is utilised

since components would then most likely be exchanged instead.

IDL-support

CASE-tools should assist in generating and incorporating IDL-code to

components being developed.

- CASE-tool should also be able to incorporate a proper IDL-code in the

uncompiled component generated.

- Component if they have a defined interface using an IDL-language.

- CASE-tool should also be able to incorporate a proper IDL-code in the

uncompiled component generated.

Platform and programming language independent components

CASE-tools should support the development of platform and programming

language independent run-time components.

- Components that are easily documented and that may be built in any

programming language or platform.

- Generates standard components that are totally independent of the CASE-tool

that created them as well as independent of any specific run-time platform.

Support for modelling and defining the context

CASE-tools should support specifying the accessible context i.e. what clients and

components a component is allowed to interact with.

- Possible to define the context so that it is clearly stated which clients are

involved in the communication as well as defining to which components messages

may be sent, i.e. to the involved parts.

Replaceability instead of reusability

CASE-tools should support building fully exchangeable components where

functionality and interface rather that specific code implementations are in focus.
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- Component thinking would enable replaceability instead of reusability.

Component thinking in a database context

CASE-tools should support handling individual database tables as components.

- Component thinking, driving this to the extreme concerning databases means

that individual tables are looked upon as components.

Components able to access data and logic

CASE-tools should assist in developing of components that are able to access both

data and logic i.e. clear-cut separations between user interface, logic and data is to

be supported.

- CASE-tools should generate components that have access to data and logic.

Data layer implemented as a component

CASE-tools should support development of components implementing the data

layer.

- Data layer is implemented as a component that in turn other business objects and

other components invoke. In this sense it should be possible to generate

components that collaborate and work against tables.

Trivial components

CASE-tools should support utilising trivial components in component based

systems development.

- There are also many trivial components that must be used when composing a

system.

Synchronous messaging

CASE-tools should support components that exchange messages synchronously.
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- Synchronous transfer would also imply that a component in run-time holds until

a reply arrives, i.e. time dependent.

- Synchronous transfer would also imply that a component in run-time holds until

a reply arrives, i.e. time dependent.

Asynchronous messaging (preferred)

CASE-tools should support components that exchange messages asynchronously.

- When dealing with components messaging may be both asynchronous and

synchronous. Asynchronous messaging is preferred since components may then

exchange messages without having to worry about time delays.

Asynchronous platform independent messaging

CASE-tools should support components that exchange messages asynchronously

across platforms.

- Support the creation of components that may in run-time exchange

asynchronous platform-independent messages, perhaps through a standardised

transaction or message service.

- Messaging mode is important to consider and also whether the messaging is

platform independent.

Autonomous exchangeable components

CASE-tools should assist in developing autonomous platform independent

exchangeable components implemented in layered systems that may be

implemented dispersed on multiple platforms in a layered fashion and using

standard solutions.

- Facilitate the use of a black box approach in which only the interface and the

functionality of each component would have to be known. Thus components

would be fully exchangeable entities, which would heavily reduce the need for

reengineering and reverse engineering.

- System should be adequately layered so that a component may be easily

exchanged without implying change for other components. Thus components
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should be fully autonomous, product independent, and have a well-defined and

clear-cut interface.

- Division into autonomous components must also be done when implementing

into “any” runtime platform.

- Clear-cut separation into exchangeable components is desirable.

- Be focused on standards, components, and autonomicity both in systems

development and for run-time code generation. Autonomicity is in this respect

defined as having standard interfaces to fully autonomous, replaceable, and

platform as well as tool independent components of an adequate size.

- Often CASE-tools may use components for systems development but not when

it comes to implementation. Thus if components are created at all they are often

not autonomous.

- Autonomicity is imperative, but that it is possibly more important at system level

than at component level.

- Enable the use of different vendor, or in-house developed, components that may

then work together.

- Rather than changing code in a component the component may then instead be

replaced with a new version thus with little or no need for system maintenance

Clear-cut interfaces

CASE-tools should support components with a clear-cut interface that allows for

adding functionality.

- Clear-cut interfaces also make it possible to add functionality

Wrapping support for components

CASE-tools should support wrapping systems to form exchangeable components

with specified interface and functionality.

- Support wrapping of systems with clear-cut and well-defined interfaces.

- “The grape to a raisin”, legacy systems are wrapped and new functionality is

added outside until it is time to exchange the wrapped system completely.

Analogy to a grape that is contained within plastic and left to dry until it becomes

a raisin.
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- Component thinking would enable replaceability instead of reusability.

Discrepancy between data and logic since intertwining causes problems.

CASE-tools should support keeping data and logic separated to avoid making

systems and components difficult to change or replace.

- Must be a clear discrepancy between the data and the logic. The logic must

therefore not be applied in conjunction with the data; instead a clear-cut

separation into exchangeable components is desirable.

- The logic component or the database should be wholly exchangeable without

affecting each other.

- Clear separation between the interface, the logic (including application and

business logic), and the database.

- Serious problem that data is often extensively intertwined with the business logic

making it hard to change the business logic and for migrating to new types of

databases.

- A mixture violates the component thinking and makes the system hard to change

since components cannot be exchanged transparently if there are no clear-cut

interfaces.

Multi-tier approach

CASE-tools should be able to adapt a multi-tier approach in systems development

and thus be able to make clear distinctions between applications and databases.

- Discrepancy between applications and databases

Clean data

CASE-tools should support keeping data as clean as possible i.e. triggers and

stored procedures should be implemented in a logic component rather than in

databases since rule bases implemented in databases become complex and hard to

exchange.

- The data should be as clean as possible and thus that triggers and stored

procedures should, if used at all, only be used sparsely to prevent high

complexity.
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Multi-tier architectures creates logical order but may cause connection mesh

CASE-tools must support viewing a system both logically and physically since

the use of components may create a connection mesh when viewed as a physical

implementation.

- Keeping clear separations between user interface, business logic, and data

services by using e.g. COM/CORBA often creates a mesh of connections where

quality of service and accessibility becomes a critical issue.

Component size

CASE-tools should assist in developing components of reasonable size e.g. the

size of an .exe module or .dll.

- Macro-components are not a good idea. Components should be divided into

small parts each with a clear and well-defined logic and interface.

- Components that include both logic and data services must be kept small

perhaps in a single exe-module.

- Components of an adequate size.

Component size affects reengineering

CASE-tools should assist in developing components of reasonable size since

macro components are difficult to reengineer and maintain.

If components are big or without clear interfaces reverse engineering from

database to model gets error prone perhaps with a need for simulations.

Business logic size

CASE-tools should assist in developing business logic of reasonable size so that

the rule bases do not get to complex.

- Business logic must be kept small.

CASE-tool independent components

CASE-tools should assist in developing autonomous exchangeable and well-

structured components that are fully independent of the CASE-tool itself.
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- Generates standard components that are totally independent of the CASE-tool

that created them

- Components should be fully autonomous, product independent, and have a well-

defined and clear-cut interface.

COM, CORBA, and JAVA Enterprise Bean support

CASE-tools should support COM, CORBA, and JEB (RMI) and thus be able to

generate IDL-code supporting each of the architectures.

- Support generation of component interfaces such as IDL (interface definition

languages)

- Support creation of run-time business components in COM and CORBA

- Support as many developers-environments as possible including e.g. JAVA and

JAVA Enterprise Beans, Corba, and COM.

- Support generation of component interfaces such as IDL (interface definition

languages) for COM

- Keeping clear separations between user interface, business logic, and data

services by using e.g. COM/CORBA often creates a mesh of connections where

quality of service and accessibility becomes a critical issue.

- System (as may be implemented in COM/CORBA) one of the systems may go

down and the other not, still with the result that the system as a whole is down.

Thus downtime is likely to be less when using integrated systems since there are

less possible points of failure.

- COM/CORBA degenerates performance by keeping a lot of checkpoints to keep

the distributed system under wraps.

- Support the generation of components by generating code skeletons of

uncompiled COM-components or EJB: s.

Change applied in models

CASE-tools should support applying changes in models and then have these

propagated to other models, code, and documentation.
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- Changes should always be made on high-level representations and then

propagated

- All changes should be done in the models and then be propagated to other

models and code that is dependant of the origin of the change.

- Good if changes were only made in the model and then automatically

propagated without having to bother about the code.

- All changes would then be applied at the modelling level and this would

generate documentation as well as source code that would follow standards.

Component generation implies no maintenance support needed

CASE-tools should if full component thinking was used not have to consider

maintenance of components developed since they would later be exchanged rather

than engineered.

- CASE-tools need not to any extent consider and support future system operation

if they support the creation of components.

Component island support

CASE-tools should support handling and maintaining groups of systems, system

islands, and be able to incorporate these in new systems.

- Component thinking often renders system islands and in the fashion of

components and this must be supported so that CASE-tools may both create

islands and also incorporate islands in new systems.

Component ownership and responsible

CASE-tools should support specifying system owner and responsible for

components.

- Imperative that for each component an owner and a responsible person may be

specified.

Component reuse support

CASE-tools should offer structured support for reusing components and code in

other systems.
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- Support for the late phases of the ISD-process must also include reuse, both of

code and components.

- Old components and solutions may be reused in a structured way, perhaps

parameterised or automatically

Component view of tools

CASE-tools should themselves be implemented as components that are able to

import and export data to and from other tools.

- Tools should be seen as components that are able to export and import freely to

and from other tools.

Plug-in support

CASE-tools should be based upon modules/components so that in-house

developed and vendor plug-ins may be added for tailoring the tool.

- Tools should be module / component based so that it is possible to use plug-ins.

- Plug-in support should include both vendor plug-ins and in-house developed

plug-ins.

- Ability to plug in and removing / updating components must be supported.

Keep intersystem dependencies low

CASE-tools must support building redundant mesh systems so that components

needed are always accessible (or implemented on the same server) thereby to

minimize system down-time.

- Availability of all components that will act in a transaction must be ensured

since a manufacturing company cannot afford downtime in terms of intersystem

dependencies. Thus running the logic, the data services and the corresponding

database on the “same” machine is therefore preferred. Also this machine may be

taken down and restarted without affecting other systems.
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1.11 Code generation

Automatic generation of stubs, trivial programming, and IDL

CASE-tools should support automatic generation of stubs, trivial programming,

and IDL from models thereby letting the developer concentrate on and solving

real implementary issues and application logic.

- A stub sets the scope for the implementation; the code however has to be written

manually.

- Coding including at least stubs and trivial programming.

- The trivial programming, stubs, and some other things should be generated.

- CASE-tools should generate stubs and trivial programming from models

describing the system and its functionality.

- Defining stubs that contain almost the same things with unique differences.

- Support the generation of components by generating code skeletons of

uncompiled COM-components or EJB: s.

- Model the pattern of operation that the system is supposed to have and then have

this implemented complete with stubs and IDL so that only parts of the business

and application logic need be added.

Program skeleton generation from UML diagrams

CASE-tools should support program skeleton generation (stubs, trivial

programming, and IDL) from UML diagrams.

- Use cases, class diagrams, and sequence diagrams. From these it should at least

be possible to auto generate stubs when work with the models is sufficiently

concluded.

- It should for code generation purposes be possible to start with a use case and

then move on to generate code from further descriptions stemming from that use

case.

- Implementing and facilitating code generation from use cases.
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Automate repetitive and structural coding

CASE-tools should support automatic generation of structural and repetitive

coding so that developers may focus on design and solutions development instead.

- Ideally CASE-tools remove the boring coding and let the developer focus on

solving the real problems in a straightforward manner.

- CASE tool should optimally support all coding so that in essence the designer

may code graphically. If this is not possible they should at least handle trivial

programming and much of the detailed programming such as setting record

lengths etc.

- Graphical representation handles the structural coding and where the developer

may focus on solving the problem.

- Being able to generate executable stubs and prototypes.

- Code generation should produce source-code possibly combined with compiled

code or source-code in the form of a program skeleton.

- Model driven so as to facilitate focus on helping to solve problems and

automatically generating skeleton source-code.

Automatic generation of system operation patterns

CASE-tools should support automatic generation of structural coding including

stubs, IDL, and trivial coding so that models reflecting the system structure form

the basis for the system after which the developer may add application logic.

- Model the pattern of operation that the system is supposed to have and then have

this implemented complete with stubs and IDL so that only parts of the business

and application logic need be added.

- CASE-tools should generate stubs and other trivial programming primarily

related to the pattern, or the way of interacting, that is defined by the developer in

the models underlying the system.

- CASE-tools should generate stubs and trivial programming from models

describing the system and its functionality.

- Support defining architectures of the systems being developed.
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Support for locking code segments

CASE-tools should support locking code segments that only the developer may

alter so that developers are able to implement certain things more specifically.

This would also apply to parts of the design templates that CASE-tools should use

for code generation.

- The code that is generated must also be lockable so that changes may be applied

without affecting code that has been edited by the developer.

- As much as possible should be generated and then the developer should be able

to add locked code that the tool may not change.

- Templates that the CASE-tool generates must be changeable (and lockable) if

the developer wants to implement something in a more specific way than that

generated by the tool.

- When generating “deltachanges” areas between tags must be lockable.

Support for logical and component UML

CASE-tools should have support for both logical and component UML and from

this be able to generate structural coding including stubs and IDL.

- Generation facilities inherent in the CASE-tool should provide logical UML,

component UML and to this add stubs and IDL.

Template support

CASE-tools should support using user defined templates as guidance and

additions when generating code.

- The use of templates is important and it must therefore also be possible to define

own templates to which code other than that generated by the CASE-tool may be

added.

Interface templates

CASE-tools should support using templates to define the user interface when

generating and developing systems.
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- Make own controls of for example look and feel of the generated system.

“Delta changes”

CASE-tools should support keeping and maintaining code in round-trip

engineering rather than exchanging it and generating from scratch.

- Business logic must be preserved even if the model changes. As a consequence

the tool must allow for “deltachanges” where information or code is altered rather

than exchanged.

- Changes to the conceptual model cause “deltachanges” at the lower physical-

and code-level.

- All changes that are made to models in the CASE-tool should result in “delta

changes” so that the code is altered rather than exchanged.

- Allow for “deltachanges” where information or code is altered rather than

exchanged.

Code versioning

CASE-tools should support versioning of code so that it is possible to undo and go

back to earlier version.

- Code must not be overwritten. Instead changes must be added and versioning

must be maintained.

- Information on “delta changes” should be subject to versioning.

Auto converting binary to character representations

CASE-tools should support implementing functions for auto converting between

binary and character representations so that the components developed may send

data across platforms.

- When generating code must be able to implement auto converting of binary

representations to character representations so that interfaces can be platform

independent.
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Change applied in models

CASE-tools should support applying changes in models and then have these

propagated to other models, code, and documentation.

- All changes should be done in the models and then be propagated to other

models and code that is dependant of the origin of the change.

- Good if changes were only made in the model and then automatically

propagated without having to bother about the code.

Models and the resulting implementation allow changes that are propagated in

between.

- All changes would then be applied at the modelling level and this would

generate documentation as well as source code that would follow standards.

Graphical programming

CASE-tools should support graphical programming so that in essence the tool

becomes a compiler for graphical codes as represented in models.

- Designing and programming graphically.

- Descriptions should be graphical so that in essence the CASE-tool becomes a

compiler for graphical programming.

- Optimally support all coding so that in essence the designer may code

graphically.

- Graphical programming is also wanted which in essence mean that instead of

programming in lines of code the model, should be the program and the CASE-

tools should from that generate the corresponding code.

- A CASE-tool should ideally cover the whole process and in this generate fully

functional code that need not be changed or altered in any way. All changes

would then be applied at the modelling level and this would generate

documentation as well as source code that would follow standards.

- Graphical programming, it would be good if changes were only made in the

model and then automatically propagated without having to bother about the code.

- CASE-tool should be able to interpret UML as a programming language. UML

may in this respect be viewed as a development-oriented modelling technique.

- Generate a fully functional code from graphical representations.
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- Possible to describe the system and its functionality and then generate all the

code.

- CASE tool should optimally support all coding so that in essence the designer

may code graphically.

- Should be possible to start with models and graphical representations and then

generate code and documentation.

- Ability to generate a complete code including business logic from a model or

graphical representation.

Fully automatic code generation

CASE-tools should support generation of complete program code (if possible)

based on models and other representations specified by developers.

- If the CASE-tools are able to make a proper code, full auto-generation is

recommended.

- Generate documentation as well as source code that would follow standards.

- It should in the CASE-tool be possible to describe the system and its

functionality and then generate all the code.

- Should be possible to employ a single tool that creates trustworthy code that

does not have to be verified.

- Ideally the developer shouldn’t have to consider the code.

- Best if the tool is able to generate the whole code.

- Changes should optimally be done in the analysis and design phases. Thus the

source code should be generated automatically with no need for changes.

Parameterised code generation autonomicity

CASE-tools should support parameterising how much of the code generation

CASE-tools are supposed to generate. This would at least include stubs and trivial

coding.

- Code generation facilities should be parameterised so that the developer may

control how much the CASE-tool should do. This would then range from a scale

of 50 to 100% of the actual coding including at least stubs and trivial

programming.
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Semi-automatic code generation

CASE-tools should assist in generating code for systems being developed, this

would at least include stubs and trivial coding but never the less let the developer

handle advanced functions and business logic.

- A fully automated code generation facility is not wanted since it could lead to a

common worst level.

- Implement code even though more advanced functions and business logic may

have to be written afterwards.

Code generation complying to standards

Code generation facilities in CASE-tools must comply to standard code and may

thus not add any tool specific or run-time dependent constructs.

- Stick to standard code and may not add any run-time components.

Fully automatic code generation from business logic

CASE-tools should assist in generating as complete as possible code from

business logic modelled or specified.

- Ultimately the developer shouldn’t have to worry about the code but instead be

able to focus on the business logic.

- Support the developer in writing auto generated code from the business logic.

Business logic size

CASE-tools should support keeping business logic size as small as possible

(single .exe module) thereby reducing the complexity of the rule bases developed.

- Components that include both logic and data services must be kept small

perhaps in a single exe-module. Thus business logic must be kept small.

Code generation implementing multiple solutions

CASE-tools should support generating multiple solutions to coding problems and

then be able to evaluate these based on cost models.
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- Generate multiple solutions for a specific problem and then evaluate these based

on cost models

Code generation of tool and platform independent interfaces

Interfaces generated by CASE-tools should be platform as well as tool

independent.

- Implement auto converting of binary representations to character representations

so that interfaces can be platform independent.

Code generation tool and platform independent

Code generated by CASE-tools should be platform as well as tool independent.

- When CASE-tools generate code this code should not be CASE-tool specific.

Thus when building code and when employing it in runtime the less influence the

CASE-tool has the better.

- Important that the code generated is understandable and that it is independent of

platforms and of the tool that generated it.

Match between model and code

CASE-tools should support keeping the match between models and models-code

synchronised at all times.

- Consistency between models and models—code is required.

- 1:1 relationship between the model and the code even though going from the

model to the code seems to have the most importance.

Code comments

CASE-tools should support adding comments in the code e.g. as property texts in

class diagrams and to have them propagated to repositories.

- Make comments in the code and to have this propagated to repositories in

conjunction with the code. These comments should e.g. be allowed to take the

form of property text in class diagrams.
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Code quality

CASE-tools should generate code that is of sufficient quality.

- The quality of the code generated is another highly critical question when

looking at CASE-tools.

Code correctness

CASE-tools should generate as correct code as possible so that in essence

there is an extensive time gain when considering how long it would take to

write code manually as opposed to correcting.

- The code generated must be as correct as possible. If the code is error-

prone it might take longer time to correct the errors than to write the code

oneself, this would render the tools to be practically useless.

- How error-prone is the code. If there are many errors, fixing them might

take more time than to not using the CASE-tool at all

Code readability

Code generated by CASE-tools should be readable and understandable by

the developers, thus special symbols and strange structuring must not be

allowed.

- Important that the code generated is understandable

- Auto generated code places changed requirements in term of professional

skills.

- Correcting a code and adding solutions to help solve problems instead of

generating increases the skill and knowledge needed.

- Source code that would follow standards. It would also help in reducing

the number of “special”-solutions, which are largely incomprehensible

when e.g. team members are exchanged, or when it comes to maintenance

in the long run.

- Important that the code does not come out as a large chunk, which then

later on cannot be changed.
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- One must be able to look at, and understand the code. This poses a

requirement on CASE-tools to generate and build code in a likewise

manner to that of a person coding.

- Generating more adequately structured code, and also properly

employing OO.

Code performance

CASE-tools should generate code that is efficient and that do not impose

performance difficulties.

- Performance of the code. How efficient is it and how well are the

solutions generated optimised.

“Black box” avoidance

Code generated by CASE-tools should be readable and understandable by the

developers, thus special symbols and strange structuring must not be allowed to

ensure that the code does not become a black box solution.

- Danger of the code becoming a “black box” solution. This can be useful but the

programmer should be able to change the code by himself.

- It is important that there are no watertight seals between model and reality and

changes to the model must not be allowed to destroy or by other means

uncontrollably alter what has already been done.

- Good if the CASE-tool is able to do everything but on the other hand this may

be dangerous since it is imperative that one can implement own solutions to

various problems.

- Simultaneous rather than batch engineering in which the code is not a “black

box”. In other words one must be able to look at, and understand the code.

“Black box” acceptable for componentialisation

The use of “black box” code is to be allowed when developing components that

have a known and well-specified interface and functionality and that will later on

be exchanged rather than reengineered.
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- “Black boxes” may be useful e.g. for inserting a new module with known and

well-documented interface and functionality.

Code error and inconsistency resolving

CASE-tools should support testing generated code for both errors and

inconsistency using self generated test cases.

- CASE-tools should be able to test the code that they generate for both errors and

inconsistencies by generating and using test cases for the things that they

generate.

Persistence for JAVA

CASE-tools should support persistence for JAVA by generating JAVA against

files.

- Generate JAVA against files

Code optimisation

CASE-tools should provide facilities for performance optimisation of code.

- The tools, since the solutions generated are seldom truly optimised, demand

more performance and computing power.

Code reuse support

CASE-tools should support structured reusability facilities for code.

- Support for the late phases of the ISD-process must also include reuse, both of

code and components.

Replaceability instead of reusability

CASE-tools should support component thinking when generating code and thus

reusability becomes secondary to the requirement of having clear-cut definitions

of interface and basic functionality.

- Component thinking would enable replaceability instead of reusability.
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Integrated systems preferred

CASE-tools should support building integrated systems for the purpose of

reducing the number of possible points of failure, thereby enhancing system

availability.

- Downtime is likely to be less when using integrated systems since there are less

possible points of failure

Simultaneous engineering

CASE-tools should support simultaneous engineering thereby enabling code to be

generated/produced dynamically while e.g. models are evolving. (As opposed to

batch generation/production.)

- Enable simultaneous rather than batch engineering in which the code is not a

“black box”. In other words one must be able to look at, and understand the code.

Reverse engineering

CASE-tools should be able to reverse engineer code by means of round-trip

engineering.

- Support extensive reverse engineering on code.

- Being able to reverse engineer code. There should in this respect also be support

for true round trip engineering

- Round trip engineering should also be employed in reverse engineering.

Reengineering and reverse engineering only for legacy assets if true

component thinking is employed

CASE-tools should primarily support reverse engineering and wrapping of legacy

assets.

- Reengineering and reverse engineering is still important for finding out,

changing and wrapping legacy system assets but for a true component based

system components would instead be exchanged.
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- Reengineering is not very interesting when true component thinking is utilised

since components would then most likely be exchanged instead.

- Reverse engineer code from legacy systems so as to find out its functionality etc.

Reverse engineering code sampling

CASE-tools should give extensive report on how reverse engineering was carried

out including how the code is read, and on what decisions were made and why.

- Reverse engineering should work properly and it must be possible to incorporate

in some way, how the code is read and also what decisions were made and why

Reverse engineering documentation generation

CASE-tools should generate system documentation when attempting reverse

engineering of systems.

- Documentation must also be able to generated from reverse engineering

processes.

Reverse engineering of code for update and maintenance of doc.

CASE-tools should trough reverse engineering facilities be able to check and

update system documentation.

- Reverse engineering should be able to check up on and update documentation.

Programming language support

CASE-tools should support JAVA, VB and C++.

- Include both object oriented languages as well as procedural languages.

- Generate code using any 3GL language, however JAVA is explicitly preferred.

- Properly employing object orientation

- Ability to generate code, mainly in JAVA, VB, and C++.

- Implementing standard JAVA

- Tools that generate JAVA

- Support for C++, JAVA, and VB is mentioned.
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- Automatic generation of VB and VB-scripts is a good idea.

- Environments that must be considered for generation of code includes VB and

JAVA.

- Support developer environments consisting of VB+Components.

- The tool could furthermore generate code using any 3GL language, however

JAVA is explicitly preferred.

Round-trip engineering

CASE-tools should support repository supported round-trip engineering thereby

enabling changes to be dynamically propagated between code and models so that

all parts of a development project is always synchronised.

- Support for true round trip engineering where both models and the resulting

implementation allows changes that are propagated in between.

- Visualising code by drawing models, being able to change the code, and being

able to reverse engineer code. There should in this respect also be support for true

round trip engineering

- Round trip engineering should also be employed in reverse engineering.

- Desirable to go back from the implementation to the conceptual model even if

the implementation is slightly altered so data has to be interchanged in between

e.g. by support of a repository.

Round-trip engineering OOD-OOP

CASE-tools should support round-trip engineering between OOD and OOP.

- Support for true round trip engineering between object oriented design (OOD)

and object oriented programming (OOP).

- OOD means using object oriented technology and adding persistence. JAVA

must therefore be coupled with an application or it cannot be used.

Object support

CASE-tools should give support for objects and object dependencies so that

owner, responsible, creator and class model origin and dependencies may be

defined.
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- Must be possible to define object dependencies, e.g. from which class-model it

comes as well as owner, creator and who is responsible for maintenance.

Object container support

CASE-tools should support object containers.

- Support for object containers.

Object linking

CASE-tools should support object linking i.e. the possibility to move around a

decomposable hierarchy of models to see in which models/representations an

object occurs, what roles and functions it undertakes etc.

- Possible to jump directly between actors and the processes that they are involved

in etc. (viewing actors and processes as objects that may cooperate)

- Possible to move around in a decomposable hierarchy of models

- Couple objects occurring in multiple graphs so that a change progresses to all

diagrams of which the object is a part

- That the whole process of systems development is linked and stresses that the

continuous tasks in the process, and that there are links in between, is more

important than how this is done.

Object security

CASE-tools should have security features that apply directly to individual objects.

- Often everybody is able to use an object any way they want to. This is not good

and security features must therefore be incorporated.

Object uniqueness

CASE-tools should support object uniqueness (disregarding object type) so that an

object may occur in multiple models but still be the same object.

- An object must be able to appear in multiple diagrams and still be the same

object.
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- An actor, viewed as an object must, if applicable, be considered as the same

object so that the actor may occur multiple times in multiple diagrams.

- Support that the same object may occur in multiple diagrams.

1.12 Database support

Database support

CASE-tools should specifically support Oracle, Oracle RDB, and DB2 but also

offer support for more general DBMS’s implementing object relational, relational

or object technology.

- Oracle, DB2 and few other market leading DB's be supported.

- Three primary databases should be supported namely Oracle, Oracle RDB (used

in Skövde), and DB2.

- CASE-tools should handle several databases with an emphasis on Oracle, Oracle

RDB, MSSQL, and DB2.

- Both relational, object-relational, and object databases should be supported.

- CASE-tool should be able to make database implementations in RD, ORDB, and

OODB (including invocations).

- Supporting the placement of a central repository in an MSSQL-database is good.

Modelling support for physical database implementation

CASE-tools should offer modelling support not only for logical but also for

physical database implementation e.g. what servers to use and where to put

indexes.

- Explicitly being able to tell the CASE-tools of how and on what servers to make

or distribute the implementation of a database. Since for efficiency reasons e.g.

indexes may be held on separate computers, controlling this kind of implementary

questions would be good.

- Important that the models are able to reflect the physical implementation of a

database relating to e.g. indexes and distributed databases.
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Modelling support for physical index implementation

CASE-tool should support managing physical index implementation e.g. by

letting the developers write own code or by giving proper modelling support.

- For efficiency reasons e.g. indexes may be held on separate computers,

controlling this kind of implementary questions would be good.

- Handling of indexes in models and in the underlying databases. Indexes should

be properly handled so that the models and the databases are synchronised at all

times. It is thus important that the models are able to reflect the physical

implementation of a database relating to e.g. indexes and distributed databases.

- It should be possible to edit code for specific issues e.g. where to implement

indexes.

Support for both physical and logical database object representation

CASE-tools should support both physical and logical representation of database

objects i.e. support for having names on objects that are different from those used

when implementing the object in DDL-code or in a database.

- Supports both logical and physical representation of database objects.

Support for standard platform independent SQL

CASE-tools should have support for generating standard SQL-code that may be

used for multiple conforming databases.

- The DDL-code that is generated should also be OS independent so that a tool on

one platform is able to generate code for other platforms.

SQL support

CASE-tools should have support for SQL according to the standards specified. At

least SQL-92)

- SQL for database purposes.

- Use of SQL.

- Tools must be able to support or by other means be aware of SQL.
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Database and model coherence

CASE-tools should give support for maintaining coherence between databases

and the models representing them.

- Support maintenance of consistency between databases and models.

CASE support for database versions and patching

CASE-tools should support multiple DBMS-version so that a database upgrade or

patch does not obstruct communication.

- CASE-tools must support multiple versions of the databases supported so that an

upgrade on a database does not hinder or by other means obstruct communication

between the tool/model and the databases modelled.

Support for comparing databases and models

CASE-tools should have support for comparing and checking databases and

models against each other and from these comparisons generate reports or initiate

update procedures.

- CASE-tools should support checking models against reality as expressed in

physical and logical implementations.

- Do comparisons between models and the databases that they reflect.

Updating through component interface or API

CASE-tools should support generating components out of individual tables and

then handling all communication with that table through the component itself or

through an API or JSP.

- In the event that a table is indeed implemented as a component all updating

would be handled by the component itself or by an API enabling high-level access

to the data.

- Logic should be generated for accessing data, e.g. through API’s or through JSP,

this should be handled by CASE-tools.
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User controlled DB generation

CASE-tools must allow for the developer to intervene and exercise thorough

control over database generation.

- CASE-tools must not be allowed to build databases without support for user

intervention and user control.

Design transformation autonomicity

CASE-tools should allow for the developer to specify the degree of autonomicity

that the CASE-tools should have in making database design transformations.

- Consider in transformations the degree of autonomicity and how the

transformations are being done.

Preserve business logic despite data model changes

CASE-tools should support preserving business logic despite model changes thus

adding changes to code rather than regenerating and exchanging code.

- Business logic must be preserved even if the model changes.

Multiple database support

CASE-tools should support multiple databases and be able to create views and

joint views from these.

- Use materialised views from different databases on to which new data and new

functionality is then added.

Updateable views

CASE-tools should support using and updating views.

- Use views (preferably updateable) and to those views add extra functionality

without affecting the original logic component.
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Materialised view support

CASE-tools should support incorporating views in new systems onto which new

functionality is then added.

- Use materialised views from different databases on to which new data and new

functionality is then added.

User defined DB interaction

CASE-tools should support user specification as to what tables the CASE-tool is

allowed to change or modify.

- Specify what tables the CASE-tool is allowed to use

User defined DB table construction

CASE-tools should support user specification of how tables are to be constructed.

- Specify what tables the CASE-tool is allowed to use and further how tables are

to be constructed.

Generation of RDB from UML class diagrams

CASE-tools should support generating relational databases from UML class

diagrams, complete with methods and properties.

- Implementation of UML class diagrams to a relational database in a strict and

straightforward manner including the generation of classes with methods and

properties.

- CASE-tools should support the thinking processes and provide suggestions that

the developer may then choose to proceed with.

Match between tables and code

CASE-tools should support keeping the match between tables and code

synchronised at all times.

- Good if the tool generated a 1:1 code from database tables.
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Automatic generation of DDL-scripts

CASE-tools should assist generation of DDL-scripts from graphical models.

- Ability to generate DDL-scripts

- Generation of DDL-scripts from graphical representation is wanted.

DDL-consistency and functionality

CASE-tools should assist generation of consistent and functional DDL-code.

- Since databases are central in systems development CASE-tools must also be

able to generate proper DDL-scripts.

- DDL-scripts do not turn out well so the generation of consistent and functional

DDL-scripts is asked for.

DDL- and table-readability

CASE-tools should generate tables without strange denotations, structure, or

symbols so that tables are readable and understandable.

- Tables must be possible to understand, i.e. no codes and other strange

denotations may be used by tool.

DDL-support for business logic

CASE-tools should give support for modelling business logic using both a

graphical and a textual interface.

- Has to be added afterwards, with triggers and stored procedures.

- Business logic may also to some extent be moved to the databases by using

triggers, constraints and stored procedures.

- Ultimately the developer shouldn’t have to worry about the code but instead be

able to focus on the business logic, thus trivialities should be automatically

handled.

- To directly model business logic in CASE-tools would be good.

- A text interface where logic may be edited should be provided.
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Discrepancy between data and logic

CASE-tools should support keeping a clear separation between data and logic so

that in essence each is exchangeable.

- Important that the logic controls the data and not the other way around.

- Must be a clear discrepancy between the data and the logic. The logic must

therefore not be applied in conjunction with the data; instead a clear-cut

separation into exchangeable components is desirable.

- The logic component or the database should be wholly exchangeable without

affecting each other.

- Clear separation between the interface, the logic (including application and

business logic), and the database.

Clean data

CASE-tools should support keeping data as clean as possible i.e. triggers and

stored procedures should be implemented in a logic component rather than in

databases since rule bases implemented in databases become complex and hard to

exchange.

- The data should be as clean as possible and thus that triggers and stored

procedures should, if used at all, only be used sparsely to prevent high

complexity.

DB information extraction

CASE-tools should be able to extract DDL-scripts and other information from

databases.

- Desirable for the tool to extract information from a database.

Transform data

CASE-tools should support importing old data and then transform and enrich it

into new and usable data for a target system.

- Import old data and enrich and transform it into new data.
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Policy not to use triggers and stored procedures

CASE-tools should avoid triggers and stored procedures. Business logic should

instead be implemented as an exchangeable logic component.

- Volvo IT also has a policy to use as little triggers and stored procedures as

possible.

- Policy at Volvo IT not to use triggers and stored procedures.

Triggers, constraints, stored proc. for consistency

CASE-tools should support using triggers and stored procedures for consistency

reasons.

- Positive in that this may allow monitoring of the database so that it is always

kept consistent.

Triggers and stored procedures for business logic must be optional

CASE-tools should support user parameterisation of whether and how trigger and

stored procedures may be used when generating DDL-code.

- If different programs have different consistency and thus differing logic then

new logic must be possible to add in run-time.

- Difficult to change the business logic fast (and to foresee how this affects rule-

firing) - May cause problems concerning downtime (e.g. uncontrolled rule-firing

that downs performance or takes out the database).

1.13 ISD life cycle support

CASE-tools should support activities in the information systems life cycle

covering all, or parts of it.

- Support some form of information systems life cycle be it iterative or waterfall.

- What is important is to get a series of tools that supports the whole information

systems life cycle. This also includes that requirements collection and

management facilities should be supported

- Support some form of information systems life cycle be it iterative or waterfall.
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- A CASE-tool should ideally cover the whole ISD process

- To facilitate control and consistency in a project the CASE-tools should thus, as

previously mentioned, support the whole ISD-process.

- Be able to import and export from different tools and also in different phases of

the information systems development life cycle and in this respect support and

properly handle different models, description techniques, and formats.

- Support the main process in systems development and can loosely be defined as

tools used by developers in this process.

- It is further optimal to have a CASE-tool that supports the entire information

systems development life cycle.

CASE support for viable systems development

CASE-tools should support viable systems development through improved

communication and standardising of solutions.

- Important that the systems generated are viable and that they support

communicating between users, customers, and developers.

Communication and visualisation tool

CASE-tools should support communication and visualisation of projects thereby

providing a common language which all stakeholders including users, developers,

and customers may understand.

- Important that the systems generated are viable and that they support

communicating between users, customers, and developers. Thus CASE-tools must

not only support the developers but also provide a common language, graphical or

textual that all stakeholders in a development project can understand. Thus the

CASE-tools may in essence be seen as communication tools providing the set of

languages needed for all parts of the ISD-process.

Full I-CASE support for ISD life cycle

Integrated CASE-tools should give support for the whole information systems life

cycle by importing and exporting data and providing modelling and

documentation facilities along with code and database development support.
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- Support and coherence throughout the whole information systems life cycle is

important.

- CASE-tool should give support for the whole information systems development

process and also to its relations to database design.

- CASE-tools should support models, documentation and code for an ISD-project.

- I-CASE, i.e. integrated CASE, being fully integrated and supporting all activities

in systems development.

- Fully integrated I-CASE tool that supports the whole systems development

process if there are no such tools the need for openness concerning import and

export functionality is stressed.

ISD method support

A CASE-tool should come in conjunction with or at least give thorough support

for some development method. RUP using UML must be supported.

- Support system development methods so that they may be used in conjunction

with the tools

- Must be able to follow a certain systems development method.

- Support one or more systems development method. (In Volvo, support for UML

is essential)

RUP support (Rational Unified Process)

CASE-tools should support RUP.

- RUP should be supported

- RUP is an iterative development process that has direct support from tool called

Rational Rose.

- RUP on the other hand is an incremental systems development method.

Single or multiple tool choice

A single CASE-tool should ultimately offer full support for the whole information

systems life cycle. If this cannot be supported a number of interlinked “best of

breed” CASE-tools should be used that must all support exporting and importing

data from other tools.
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- A single tool may be a good idea but it may affect the flexibility of the

organisation and of the support offered.

- Often a number of tools are used, each perhaps best in a specific area. Thus it

would be good to use a number of different tools, if they can be connected as to

transparently support the whole information systems development life cycle. If

this is not possible a single tool might be more appropriate.

- It is not very important that a single CASE-tool is able to handle the whole

process. Instead CASE-tools should be open so that it is easy to import and export

models so that each tool does what it is best at. This implies that a number of

connected and data exchanging tools may be able to support the entire process

instead of having just one tool.

Implementation phase support

CASE-tools should support the implementation phase of an ISD-project.

- Support for the late phases like implementation is sought for.

- The support for the late phases of the ISD-process must also include reuse, both

of code and components.

ISD life cycle support for graphical notations

CASE-tools should support modelling with graphical notations throughout a

whole ISD-project.

- When considering the graphical notation it is important that the CASE-tool has

support for the whole ISD-process

ISD linkage support

CASE-tools should support linking and keeping control of all activities involved

and material produced in a systems development project.

- A CASE-tool should see to that the whole process of systems development is

linked and stresses that the continuous tasks in the process, and that there are links

in between, is more important than how this is done.
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Shorten ISD time and reduce expenses

CASE-tools should enable shortening time to first delivery and also improving the

efficiency as well as reducing cost and expenses to of ISD-projects.

- Supports systems development as to enable a shorter time between the start of

the project and the first delivery.

- Changes focus on e.g. education and makes systems development cheaper since

it is often more expensive to develop a customised tool in-house than to adopt a

tool on the market and then adopt the organisation accordingly.

Model driven

CASE-tools should support developing solution using a model driven approach

from which code skeletons may be generated.

- Model driven so as to facilitate focus on helping to solve problems and

automatically generating skeleton source-code.

Code generation not necessary

CASE-tools need not necessarily support code generation as long as they do give

proper support for a development method.

- The tools must also be able to support system development methods so that they

may be used in conjunction with the tools even if code generation is unavailable.

Analysis modeling

CASE-tools should give support for analysis modeling using a specific systems

development method.

- Transformations are done as to evolve in the following way:

Business model � Analysis results

Analysis model � Design

Design � Implementation

- To support this chain a CASE-tool must be able to follow a certain systems

development method.
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CASE for business analysis

CASE-tools should support business analysis and act as a means for

communication with all stakeholders using a common graphical language when

visualising and discussing the business in workshops.

CASE-tool

Repository driven
Metamodel

Graphics

Visualisation
Increase communication

between people and
categories of people

Commersial Industrial Graphical
language where
different icons
mean different

things

Interactive in workshops since it is
common that people do not know how to

interpret e.g. classdiagrams and use cases

Models of today
and of tomorrow

Definition of
graphical

languages and
graphical layout

Using


